
HYUNDAI Mobis puts the safety of its customers before everything else.

HYUNDAI MOBIS 
Sustainability Report 2018

Auto Parking

Auto parking is a system that enables a car to park and pull out on its own without a 

driver, taking advantage of remote control parking with smart devices. 

Hyundai Mobis is at the forefront of ensuring customer convenience and safety. 



ABOUT THIS REPORT

Reporting Outline

Hyundai Mobis has published sustainability reports on plans and progress related to its 

environmental, social and economic performance for stakeholders since 2010. Relying 

on the reporting process, in which stakeholders play a key part in, major sustainability 

issues are identified to collect stakeholder opinions on issues to improve performance 

and activities.

Reporting Structure

This report comprises three parts: corporate profile, key material issues and general  

issues, and major management achievements and performance prioritized in order  

according to stakeholder interest level as uncovered in the reporting process. Detailed 

data and information on the performance of each business unit and a GRI index are 

provided in the Appendix on p.96~113.

Reporting Guidelines

This report was compiled in accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 

Standards Guidelines.

Reporting Period

The reporting period cover the 2017 calendar year, from January 1 to December 

31. Quantitative data from three-year trends from 2015 to 2017 are provided, 

highlighting certain data regarding material issues extending to the first half of 

2018.

Reporting Scope

The report covers the business performance of Hyundai Mobis, including its 

headquarters, manufacturing sites, R&D center and regional offices, with limited 

coverage on greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, locally hired employees, and sales 

break-down by region for overseas operations. The reporting scope will be extended 

later in the report. 

Reporting Scope, Significant Changes to Performance Measurement

Financial data was reported on a consolidated basis, and this report uses financial 

data as per Korean International Financial Reporting Standards (K-IFRS) and energy 

use and GHG emissions data based on verified results. 

Report Assurance

The report content has been verified independently by a third-party entity, the 

Korea Productivity Center, whose verification statement is provided in the Appendix 

on p.103-104 of the report.

Hyundai Mobis website

http://www.mobis.co.kr
Business Report (Korea Financial Supervisory Service)

http://dart.fss.or.kr
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Distinguished stakeholders, 

Since 2000, Hyundai Mobis has recorded outstanding growth as an auto parts company. Despite the 

difficult business environment, we were able to lead the Korean auto parts industrial ecosystem as a 

result of our choices and concentrations, while also undergoing changes and making advancements. 

We are able to compete confidently with other global auto parts companies thanks to the warm 

support and guidance of our stakeholders.

The global auto industry is expected to experience a slowdown. It is expected that external 

factors, including currency deflation in the U.S. and Europe, protective trade policies in various 

countries, rising oil prices and the strong won will make it even more difficult to do business. In 

addition, the paradigm of the auto industry is rapidly changing into an industry focused on auto 

parking, information and communications and eco-friendly products. We make three promises to 

better prepare for an age of limitless competition around the world as we effectively and actively 

take action to stabilize factors related to the market environment and the global situation.

First, we promise to develop parts for future vehicles to achieve sustainable growth. 

In order to fulfill their corporate social responsibility, companies have to generate profit. A company 

that cannot create profits will go out of business and only impose a social burden on societies. In 

order to share the resulting benefits with the company, employees, suppliers, auto makers and 

society at large, we will develop advanced technology for the future and commercialize them so 

that everyone can enjoy the benefits of advanced technology. To achieve this, we will focus our 

CEO Message

Hyundai Mobis secures global competitiveness by pursuing future growth engines 
and strengthening its internal competencies. Meanwhile, we create new social and 
environmental values based on our economic performance in pursuit of sustainable 
growth, by sharing these values with our stakeholders.
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June 2018

President & CEO Hyundai Mobis 

Young-deuk Lim

research competencies on eco-friendly technologies, auto parking and artificial intelligence. From now 

until 2021, we will increase R&D investments through a selection and concentration strategy to up to 

10% of parts sales in stages. Moreover, 50% of the increased R&D investments will be concentrated on 

ICT areas, including auto driving sensors and voice recognition systems to raise the competitiveness of 

core components for future vehicles with concentrated investment.

Second, we promise to create a transparent and innovative corporate culture to achieve 

sustainable growth. 

We will strengthen partnerships with domestic and overseas start-ups, universities, and external 

suppliers to come up with innovative ideas for the era of technology convergence, creating an auto 

parts ecosystem characterized by challenge and innovation. To achieve this, we will deal rapidly with 

actions that impede the foundation of win-win partnerships, while also implementing transparent 

management practices and securing compliance awareness among employees, thereby establishing 

win-win partnerships as a global auto parts company. By promoting the values of trust and respect, we 

have strengthened the foundation for mutual growth. Ethical management and win-win partnerships 

are not only a management trend, but also essential to fulfill corporate social responsibility. We cannot 

overemphasize the importance of these values for the company and its employees.

Third, we promise to comply with corporate social responsibility guidelines as a global auto 

parts company. 

There is no company that can survive long by doing business only in the domestic market. As Korea’s 

representative auto parts company, Hyundai Mobis operates 39 sites in Korea. As a member of the 

international auto parts industry, we operate 51 overseas sites and comply with the laws and regulations 

of the countries where the production sites are located, while also fulfilling our global corporate social 

responsibility. To achieve this, we will actively support and implement initiatives which serve as the 

principles and action policies for corporate social responsibility relating to international human rights, 

labor, anti-corruption, social contribution and environmental protection standards. Since 2008, Hyundai 

Mobis has been a member of the UN Global Compact (UNGC). We have also continuously participated in 

the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in 2015, 

as well as the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) to respond to global warming. In addition, we continue 

to find areas for improvement by comparing our current sustainable management efforts with the best 

practices of leading domestic and overseas companies through CSR measurement indices for a range of 

different CSR activities, including the Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) and KoBEX. 

Based on sustainable growth and strong competitiveness achieved through diverse management 

practices, we aim to fulfill our corporate social responsibility. In addition, we strive to make our business 

grow by communicating and harmonizing with our stakeholders. As mentioned above, we believe growth 

achieved through the three aforementioned promises and the resulting corporate culture will serve as a 

foundation for creating a more sustainable world for the next generation.
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Corporate Profile

In 1977, Hyundai Mobis was established as an auto parts company to produce and supply automobile 
modules, core components and after service parts. In 2018, we ranked 7th among global auto parts 
companies. Hyundai Mobis expanded its influence within the auto parts industry by improving its 
quality and technical skills, while also implementing a diverse range of CSR activities as a responsible 
corporate citizen. Through these efforts, we have become a leading company in future automotive 
technology to lead the changing global market.

History

Completion of the Module factory in Slovakia

Completion of the Module factory in Ohio, USA

Completion of the Module factory in India

Completion of the braking system factory in 
Changwon

Merged with KASCO (CBS & PSP)

Established the Quality Institute

Completion of Lamp manufacturing factory 
in Gimcheon

Entry into the hybrid business

Merged with Hyundai Autonet Co., Ltd.
(Electronic)

Completion of the Module factory in Czech

Won 2 billion USD order for Chassis Modules 
from Chrysler Group

2006

2007

2008

2009

-

-

-

-

Takeover of Hyundai・Kia Motors 
After-sales parts business

Publicly announced company name 
change as Hyundai Mobis

Completion of the Mechatronics 
R&D Center

Completion of the Module factory in 
Jiangsu, China

Completion of the Module factory in 
Beijing, China

Completion of the MEB factory in 
Cheonan

Completion of the Module factory in 
Alabama, USA

Completion of the Asan Logistics Center

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

-

-

-

-

-

-

Korea’s first auto parts company to 
be given a temporary approval to test 
autonomous driving vehicles

Completion of the Module Production 
Plant in Cangzhou, China

Conducted mass production at the Mexi-
co plant (modules, lamps, CBS, etc.)

Established the world’s first mass pro-
duction system for core components of 
hydrogen electric vehicle 

Developed Korea’s first bi-direction 
charger 

Developed the world’s first panorama sun 
roof air bag system 

2016

2017

-

-

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

-

-

-

-

-

-

Established Hyundai 
Precision Industry Co. 

Opened the Mabuk R&D 
Center

IPO and listed on the  
Korean Stock Exchange

Launched the Galloper 
model

Launched the Santamo 
model

Produced the first Chas-
sis Module

1977

1987

1989

1991

1995

1999

-

-

-

-

-

-

1970-1999 2000-2009 2010-

Joint Venture established for Battery Tech-
nology with LG Chemical Co.

First commercialization of AVM in Korea

A new electronic research wing completed 
at the Mabuk R&D Center

Completion of the Module Production Plant 
in Piracicaba, Brazil

Completion of the Conventional Braking 
System (CBS) Plant in Slovakia

First wide-production of Parts for Fuel-Cell 
Vehicles

Completion of the Module factory in Izmit, 
Turkey

The number of Module Productions reached 
over 100 million 
(Chassis・EM・Cockpit Modules)

Completion of the winter test road in Hei-
longjiang Province, China

Began construction of a module plant in 
Mexico

Began construction of a module plant in 
Hebei, China

Began construction of a module plant in 
Chongqing, China
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Hyundai Mobis utilizes its cutting-edge vehicle mod-
ularization technology to manufacture and supply 
chassis modules, cockpit modules and front-end 
modules, the three core modules required by car-
makers. Through collaboration with carmakers, 
the advanced module parts produced at Hyundai 
Mobis are perfected from the very first stage of 
R&D, through to design and testing.

Hyundai Mobis mobilizes all resources available to 
develop core parts that enhance the driving expe-
rience and make vehicles more convenient, as well 
as improve road safety and environmental protec-
tion. Converging electronics and cutting-edge IT, 
our motors and battery systems form the core of 
our eco-friendly technologies. Going forward, we 
will continue to invest in technology to further 
solidify our market position in green & intelligent 
automotive parts.

Hyundai Mobis is responsible for the supply of 
about 58 million aftermarket service (AS) parts for 
vehicles manufactured by Hyundai and Kia Motors 
that are on the roads both in Korea and abroad. In 
the event of a requirement for AS parts, we provide 
top-quality customer service by promptly supply-
ing the required parts on a timely basis. To do this, 
Hyundai Mobis has built a cutting-edge logistics 
system and an extensive distribution infrastructure 
that manages about 2.7 million auto parts in stock 
for 244 car models.

Rear chassis module  

Cockpit module

Front-end module

1

2

3

-

-

-

Components of hydrogen vehicles 

Panorama sunroof airbag

4

5

-

-

Inside India’s Chennai Component 

CenterAsan Logistics Center

6

7

-

-

KRW 17,491 billion

Module Parts Manufacturing

KRW 10,770 billion

Core Parts Manufacturing 

KRW 6,884 billion

Aftermarket Service (AS) Parts

Major Financial Performance

Business Division and Sales

1 4 6

2 5 7

3

* including internal transactions between departments

2017

41,736,819

491,096

12,377,861

35,144,580

4,465,218

2,024,929

2,734,383

1,176,660

1,557,723

2016

41,711,608

491,096

13,153,619

38,261,745

5,295,726

2,904,692

4,111,171

1,063,889

3,047,282

2015

37,774,833

491,096

12,098,593

36,019,749

5,147,830

2,934,571

4,212,662

1,131,143

3,040,049

Financial Performance 

Classification

Total assets

Shareholders’ equity

Liabilities

Sales

Gross profit

Operating income

Earnings before taxes

Corporate tax

Net income

(Unit: KRW million)
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MBR (Mobis Brazil) parts

In order to strengthen its position as an auto parts company, Hyundai Mobis has established 
a global network to strengthen its competitiveness. We aim to achieve a new target of 
becoming a global top tier producer that transcends our position as Korea’s largest auto parts 
manufacturer.

Global Network

MPE-HU

MCZ

MSK

MPE-UK

MPE-ES

MQE

MTCE

MPE-SE

MPE-BE

MPE-IT

MPE-DE

MQA

MMX

MBR

MAL

MAL-GA

MTCA

MPCA

MNA

MPA

MPMI

●

●

● ●

● ●

●

●

● ●

●

●

●
●

●

●
●

●●

●

MMX (Mobis Mexico) parts
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Branches and offices

 - 

- 

- 

- 

3 

Quality centers

- 

1 

1 

1 

2 

Technical centers

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Logistics centers

26 

3 

5 

8 

4 

Manufacturing sites

12 

8 

5 

4 

2 

Classification

Korea

Overseas China

America

Europe

Asia-Pacific/Others

MIN (Mobis India) parts

■  Manufacturing sites

■  Logistics centers

■  Technical centers

■  Quality centers

■  Overseas branches and offices

(Unit: sites)

MPME

MTR

MPRU

MPME-EG

MRU

●

●

●

●

●

MTJ 

MCJ

MBJ

MQI

MIN

MIA

MWX

MCQ

HQ

MQC

MTCC

MTCI

MPSH

MSH

MTKO

MKLO

MJS

JYB

BMP

MPJY

MPAU

●●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●●

MPME

MHNO

●
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MMX

MBR

MMX (Mobis 
Mexico) parts

MBR (Mobis 
Brazil) parts

Manufacturing sites

Logistics centers

Technical centers

Quality centers

Overseas branches  
and offices

● ●

●

●

● ●

●

●

●●

HQ

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●●

MSH

MPSH

MTCC

MQC

MTKO

MBJ

BMP

MCJ

MTJ

MTCA

MNA

MPMI

MAL-GA

MAL

MPCA

MCQ

MJS

MPJY 

MHNO

MWX

MPJY

MPA

MQA

MKLO

MPAU

MIN

MTCI

MIN(Mobis India)parts

MQI

MIA

●

●

●
●

●
●●

●●

●

●

●

●

●

●

MPE-HU 

MPE-SE 

MRU 

MTR 

MPRU

MPME-EG

MPME-DU

MSK

MCZ

MPE-DE

MTCE

MQE

MPME

MPE-BE 

MPE-UK

MPE-ES

MPE-IT

●
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 Manufacturing Sites

Korea
Ulsan Factory  706, Yeompo-ro, Buk-gu, 
Ulsan(Hyundai Mobis)

Ihwa Factory  707, Namyangman-ro, Ujeong-eup, 
Hwaseong-si, Gyeonggi-do

Asan Factory  40, Tojeong-ro, Yeongin-myeon, Asan-
si, Chungcheongnam-do

Seosan Factory  140, Eumam-ro, Eumam-myeon, 
Seosan-si, Chungcheongnam-do

Anyang Factory  337-53, Bakdal-ro, Manan-gu, 
Anyang-si, Gyeonggi-do

GwangJu Factory  45, Jungang-ro, Jingoksandan, 
Gwangsan-gu, Gwangju

Cheonan Factory  105, 2gongdan 2-ro, Seobuk-gu, 
Cheonansi, Chungcheongnam-do

Poseung Factory  16, Poseunggongdan-ro, 118beon-
gil, Poseung-eup, Pyeongtaek-si Gyeonggi-do

Chungju Factory  47, Gieopdosi 1-ro, Chungju-si, 
Chungcheongbuk-do

Changwon Factory  87, Seongsanpaechong-ro, 
Seongsan-gu, Changwon-si, Gyeongsangnam-do

Gimcheon Factory  258-45, Gongdan-ro, Gimcheon-
si, Gyeongsangbuk-do (Eungmyeong-dong)

Jincheon Factory  95, Sayang 2-gil, Munbaek-myeon, 
Jincheon-gun, Chungcheongbuk-do

Overseas

China
MBJ  59 Shuanghe Rd, Shunyi District, Beijing, 
101300, China

MJS  No.12 Hope Road South , Economic Developing 
Zone , Yancheng, 224000, China

MJYB  No.70 Hope Road South, Economic Developing 
Zone, Yancheng China

MTJ  No.12 ,9th Street, TEDA, Tianjin, China

MWX  No.15 Xinrong Road, No. 16-A New Tech 
Industrial Development Zone, Wuxi, Jiangsu, 214112, 
China

MSH  No. 1011 Jiujing Road, Songjiang Hi-tech 
Park No. 1800 Husong Rd Jiu Ting, Shanghai, China, 
201615

MCJ  Economic Development Zone, Jingye Science 
and Technology Partk 3-2, Cangzhou City, HeBei 
Province, China, 061000

MCQ  Yufu Industrial Estates 6F, Chongqing Liangjiang 
New Area, China, 401133

America
MAL  1385 Mitchell Young Road, Montgomery, 
Alabama 36108, USA

MAL-GA  7001 KIA Parkway West Point,  
GA, USA. 31833

MNA  3900 Stickney Avenue Toledo, Ohio, 43608, USA

MMX  Carretera Libre Estatal Pesqueria-los Ramones 
KM 13-15, Localidad La Arena, Pesqueria Nuevo Leon, 
C.P. 66679, Mexico

MBR  Av. Independencia n 350. SL 103/104. Alto. Cep 
13419-160. Piracicaba. State of Sao Paulo, Federative 
Republic of Brazil

Europe
MCZ  Hyundai 171, 739 51 Nosovice, Dobra Czech 
Republic

MSK  Mobis Ulica 1; 013 02 Gbelany, Zilina, Slovakia

MRU  Saint-Petersburg, Gorskaya st., Levashovskoe  
shosse., uchastok 1 Mobis Plant 197704

MTR  Asim Kibar Organize Sanayi Bolgesi 2, cadde 
No:4 41310 Izmit, Kocaeli, Turkey

Asia-Pacific/Others
MIN  PLOT NO. G-1,SIPCOT Industrial Park,  
Irrungattukottai, Sriperumbudur Taluk, 
Kancheepuram Dist.,Tamilnadu 602 105. India

MIA  D No 27-42-5,, M G Road, Governorpet, 
Vijayawada, Krishna, Andhra Pradesh, India, 520002

 Logistics Centers

Korea

Logistics center
Asan Logistics Center  420, Tojeong-ro, Yeongin-
myeon, Asan-si, Chungcheongnam-do

Gyeongju Logistics Center  26, Wondong 3-gil, 
Oedong-eup, Gyeongju-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

Naengcheon Logistics Center  439, Naeoe-ro, 
Oedong-eup, Gyeongju-si, Gyeongsang buk-do

Ulsan Logistics Center  706, Yeompo-ro, Buk-gu, 
Ulsan(Yeompo-dong)

Overseas

China
BMP  Rm 2101. 21 Floor, Hyundai Motor Tower, Xiaoyun 
Road, chaoyang District,Beijing, China (100027)

MPJY  No.696 Yandu Road, Yandou New District, 
Yancheng City, Jiangsu, China, 224005

MPSH  No. 1011 Jiujing Road, Songjiang Hi-tech Park 
No. 1800 Husong Rd Jiu Ting, Shanghai, China, 201615

America
MPA  10550 Talbert Ave. 4th Floor, Fountain Valley, 
CA 92708

MPMI  13200 NW 17 Street Miami, FL 33182, U.S.A 

MPCA  10 Mobis Drive, Markham, Ontario, L6C 0Y3

MMX (Mobis Mexico) parts  Carretera Libre Estatal 
Pesqueria-los Ramones KM 13-15, Localidad La Arena, 
Pesqueria Nuevo Leon, C.P. 66679, Mexico

MBR (Mobis Brazil) parts  Av. Independencia n 350. 
SL 103/104. Alto. Cep 13419-160. Piracicaba. State of 
Sao Paulo, Federative Republic of Brazil

Europe
MPE-DE  Munchener Str.18, 06796 Brehna Germany 

MPE-BE  Neusenberg 2 BE-3583 Beringen, Belgium

MPE-UK  Ansley Hall Drive Birch Coppice Business 
Park Tamworth Warwickshire B78 1SQ UK 

MPE-SE  Logistikv gen 1, 55652 J nk ping Sweden 

MPE-ES  Poligono Industrial Meco R2 Calle de Zeus 
16-18 Modulo 3 28880 Meco Madrid Spain

MPE-IT  Via Delle Industrie 23, 20010 Pregnana 
Milanese, Italia

MPE-HU  H-2030 Erd, Fiastyuk utca 5, HUNGARY

MPRU  Presnenskaya nab, 6/2, 26th Floor 123112 
Moscow Russia

Others
MPME-DU  MOBIS Parts Middle East FZE, Plot.MO0787, Jebel 
Ali Free Zone, Near R/A 12, North Zone, Jebel Ali, Dubai, U.A.E 

MPME-EG  MOBIS Auto Parts Middle East Egypt Fze 
S.A.E,  Plot No 801, Alexandria Free Zone, Alexandria - 
Cairo desert road, KM29, Amria, Alexandria, Egypt

MPAU  77 Peter Brock Drive, Eastern Creek  NSW  2766

MIN (Mobis India) parts  204-206, 2nd Floor, 
Corporate One (Baani Building), Plot No 5, Commercial 
Centre, Jasola, New Delhi-110 076, India

 Technical Centers

Korea
Mabuk technical center  17-2, Mabuk-ro 240beon-
gil, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do

Overseas

North America
MTCA  46501 Commerce Center Dr, Plymouth,  
MI 48170, USA

Europe
MTCE  Wilhelm-Fay-Strasse 51, 65936 Frankfurt am 
Main, Germany

China
MTCC  No.1011 Jiujing RD, Songjiang Hi-tech Park, No. 
1800 Husong RD, Jiuting, Shanghai, 201615, China 

India
MTCI  "Unit-1 & Unit -2. 7th & 8th Floor in Building 
No. 12B, M/s. Sundew Properties Limited, IT/ITES SEZ 
Mindspace. Madhapur Village, Serilingampally Mandal, 
HYDERABAD Ranga Reddy District, Telangana – 500 081"

 Quality Centers

Overseas

North America
MQA  Mobis Parts America LLC, 1917 S Vineyard Ave. 
Ontario CA 91761

Europe
MQE  Zweigniederlassung Deutschland Wilhelm-Fay-
Strasse 51 D-65936 Frankfurt am Main

China
MQC  No.1011 Jiujing RD, Songjiang Hi-tech Park, No. 
1800 Husong RD, Jiuting, Shanghai, 201615, China 

Asia-Pacific/Others
MQI  A-27 Ground Floor, Mohan Cooperative Industrial 
Estate, Mathura Road, New Delhi -110044 INDIA

MPME  P.O.BOX 17337 Jebel Ali Free Zone Dubai, 
U.A.E

 Overseas Branches and Offices

Others
MTKO  Akasaka 1-Chome Center Bldg 12F, 1-11-30 
Akasaka, Minato-Ku, Tokyo, 107-0052, Japan

MKLO  Suite 19-01, Level 19, G Tower, 199 Jalan Tun 
Razak, 50400 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

MHNO  Suite 1202,12F, Keangnam Hanoi Landmark 
Tower 72, Plot E6 Cau Giay Urban, Me Tri Village, Nam 
Tu Liem District, Hanoi, Vietnam.

 AS Parts Sales Offices 
Northern parts sales office  27, Seonma-ro, 
Pocheon-si, Gyeonggi-do

Western parts sales office  45, Chukhyeon sandan-
ro, Tanhyeonmyeon, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do

Gangwon parts sales office  941-5, Gyeonhwon-ro, 
Munmak-eup, Wonju-si, Gangwon-do

Gangneung parts sales office  137-69, Gwahakdanji-
ro, Sacheon-myeon, Gangneung-si, Gangwon-do

Chuncheon parts sales office  858, Bongmyeong-ri, 
Dongsan-myeon, Chuncheon-si, Gangwon-do

Eastern parts sales centers office  77, Dunjeon-ro, 
Pogok-eup, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do

Incheon parts sales office  195, Chukhang-daero, 
Jung-gu, Incheon

Southern parts sales office  40, Dongtansandan 
1-gil, Dongtan-myeon, Hwaseong-si, Gyeonggi-do

Chungcheong parts sales office  125, Mojeon 
1-gil, Seonggeo-eup, Seobuk-gu, Cheonan-si, 
Chungcheong nam-do

Jeonbuk parts sales office  2428-57, Beonyeong-ro, 
Baekgu-myeon, Gimje-si, Jeollabuk-do

Jeonnam parts sales office  300, Donghwa-ro, 
Donghwa-myeon, Jangseong-gun, Jeollanam-do

Seosan parts sales office  140, Eumam-ro, Eumam-
myeon, Seosan-si, Chungcheo ngnam-do

Suncheon parts sales office  136, Gurangsiljae-gil, 
Seo-myeon, Suncheonsi, Jeollanam-do

Mokpo parts sales office  76, Mogucheon-gil, 
Samho-eup, Yeongamgun, Jeollanam-do

Jeju parts sales office  361, Bukseon-ro, Jocheon-
eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do

Gyeongbuk parts sales office  45, Uisong-gil, 
Jillyang-eup, Gyeongsan-si, Gyeongsang buk-do

Gyeongnam parts sales office  2736, Gimhae-daero, 
Gimhae-si, Gyeongsangnam-do

Busan parts sales office  85, Sojugongdan 2-gil, 
Yangsan-si, Gyeongsangnam-do

Pohang parts sales office  6-13, Injwaan-gil, 
Gangdong-myeon, Gyeongju-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

Gimcheon parts sales office  256, Sicheong-ro, 
Gimcheon-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

Andong parts sales office  2298, Pungil-ro, Iljik-
myeon, Andong-si, Gyeongsang buk-do

Jinju parts sales office  2-21, Injeolmigogaet-gil, 
Chukdong-myeon, Sacheon-si, Gyeongsangnam-do

Global Network
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Core 
Values 

Vision

Business 
Philosophy

CSR Vision

Group-wide
Together for a better future

Automobiles
Global Top Tier, a lifetime partner in 

automobiles and beyond

Improving human existence by creating a new future 

through ingenious thinking and continuous innovation

Trustworthy Partner for Today & Tomorrow

Customer Challenge Collaboration People Globality

▼

▼

Growing alongside local 
communities
Environmental protection, social 
contribution activities, and active 
interaction with local communities

Local  
Commu-
nities

Sustainable mobility
Technical advancement, top-quality 
products, enhanced customer 
credibility, active customer 
communication

Customers

A reliable partner
Fair and transparent transactions, 
information sharing and technology 
transfers

Partner 
Companies

A leader in addressing climate 
change
Supporting global initiatives 
to mitigate climate change, 
enhancing corporate 
competitiveness by effectively 
addressing climate change

Other  
stake-
holders

A company to believe in
Transparent & stable management 
and maximized value for 
shareholders and investors

Share- 
holders  
& Investors

Most preferred employer
Fair evaluations and compensation, 
support of competency-building,  
safety at workplaces, generous 
benefits and a pleasant working 
environment

Employees

Transparent management
Compliance with active participation 
and observance of official policies 
and laws across the globe

Global  
Compliance  
Efforts

Business Philosophy

Guided by our business philosophy which aims to improve human existence by creating a new future through 

ingenious thinking and constant innovation, Hyundai Mobis aims to become a leading global company. Not con-

tent to rest on its present accomplishments, the company strives to reach its full potential for the realization 

of future possibilities, while incorporating an unlimited sense of responsibility for the greatest satisfaction of 

stakeholders as it implements social outreach activities to contribute to a better society for everyone.

CSR Management

Guided by our business philosophy which aims to improve human existence by creating a new future 
through ingenious thinking and constant innovation, Hyundai Mobis aims to become a lifetime 
partner in the field of automobiles and beyond. In doing so, Hyundai Mobis shares its vision and 
five core values with its employees. Also, we will create a virtuous cycle of sharing values with our 
stakeholders by pursuing a mid-to long-term social responsibility strategy by 2020.
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➌ A trustworthy partner for change➋ Creating a sustainable future➊  Based on competencies in the  
overall value chain  

Trustworthy Partner for Today & Tomorrow

CSR 
Strategy 

Contributing to society through best practices established in Hyundai 
Motor Group’s areas of expertise, including innovative technologies and 
outstanding products and services 

Based on 
Competencies in the 
Overall Value Chain  

1

Proposing a future vision that ensures self-sufficiency by balancing 
the demands and priorities of all stakeholders

Creating a Sustainable 
Future 2

Provide guidelines and support for fundamental changes in 
institutions, rules, systems and culture

A Trustworthy 
Partner for Change 3

Partnership 

Creating a partnership 
among stakeholder 
and contribute to 

society

Present  

Responding to 
urgent and pending 

problems

Authenticity 

Fostering a basic approach 
to accepting responsibility, 

demonstrating 
leadership and improving 

competency-based 
autonomy

Future

Improving the quality 
of life by creating 

values to share with 
the wider community  

Vision

By supplying top-quality products and services, Hyundai Mobis aims to become a lifetime partner in the field of auto-

mobiles and beyond, realizing sustainable mobility together for a better future. To that end, Hyundai Mobis developed 

three-year objectives and channeled its resources to realize a mid- to long-term corporate vision of becoming one of 

the world’s top five automotive parts suppliers by 2020.

Core Values 

The five core Hyundai Mobis values-Customer Focus, Overcoming Challenges, Communicative Collaboration, Respect 

for People, and Global Reach-provide guidelines for Hyundai Mobis to realize its business philosophy and achieve its 

vision, as well as set the standard for employee behavior and decision-making criteria. Therefore, we strive to meet 

challenges and enhance collaboration by actively participating in the group-wide Core Value Engagement Survey 

(CVES) to identify implementation levels and areas that need improvement, while also creating a creative corporate 

culture that respects both our customers and talented employees. Hyundai Mobis shares and internalizes its five 

core values with all employees to enhance community spirit and solidarity, thereby achieving sustainable growth and 

development.

CSR Management 

Hyundai Mobis has implemented a CSR management solution to achieve Hyundai Motor Group’s new mid-to long-

term strategy for social contributions as fulfills its obligations as a Trustworthy Partner for Today & Tomorrow, while 

also maintaining its commitment to finding a balance for the economic, social and environmental impact of its values 

and performance to share them among stakeholders. Moreover, Hyundai Mobis classifies stakeholders in order to 

carry out its CSR strategy, as it identifies implementation tasks and creates a working-level CSR team to focus on 

related issues.

CSR Management
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2,715

29,562

1,693

Research manpower  
(domestic/ persons)

Number of domestic & overseas  
primary suppliers (Number of companies)

Number of domestic &  
overseas employees (persons)

Sustainability Highlights

   Completed the Construction of Test 
Roads in Seosan 

Hyundai Mobis completed the construction of the Hyun-

dai Mobis High Tech Green Technology Center and test 

roads of 1,097,000㎡ in the High-Tech Bio-Wellbeing 

Research Special Zone located in Seosan, Chungnam. 

There are a total of 14 tests roads in Seosan with Korea’s 

first high-tech roads, including a high-tech driving road, 

tunnel test road, wide, circular and climbing low friction 

lanes. The test roads established a cyber city and road 

environment for developing autonomous driving tech-

nology. In addition, we replicated actual road conditions, 

including ITS (Intelligent Transportation System) and the 

parking environment, which are needed to verify recog-

nition and control performance developed by incorporat-

ing cameras, radars and sensors. 

   Developing the World’s First  
Panorama Sunroof Airbag

Hyundai Mobis developed the world’s first safety device 

that prevents the passenger’s body from being ejected 

out of the roof when the passenger in a sunroof-embed-

ded vehicle is in a rollover accident. Since it is embedded 

inside the vehicle, it looks similar to the curtain airbag 

that provides protection from the rear to the front of the 

vehicle. If there is a change in the vehicle’s rotation angle 

due to the vehicle rolling over, the sensor will detect this 

and the inflator will inflate the air bag. In addition, the 

airbag cushion that is inflated with gas will protect the 

passenger by covering the whole of the vehicle roof in 

just 0.08 seconds. 

   Achieving the Best Grade in the Win-
Win Growth Index Evaluation for 2017

Aiming to achieve the two goals of providing practical 

support and strengthening supplier competitiveness, 

Hyundai Mobis made efforts to strengthen its suppliers’ 

global competitiveness by operating win-win partnership 

programs for both large as well as small and medium 

companies. Through these efforts, we provided a wide 

range of support for our suppliers over the past three 

years (2014-2016), inclusive of KRW 16 trillion in cash 

settlements, KRW 190 billion in low-interest loans, and 

78,000 accumulated instances of support for testing at 

the Shanghai Test Center. In the Win-Win Growth Index 

Evaluation, we received the best grade and were ranked 

as one of the top 25 companies among the top 600 com-

panies in domestic sales. 

   Providing Win-Win Funding for Agencies 

Hyundai Mobis holds Win-Win Partnership Seminars for 

about 300 primary and secondary suppliers. Since being 

held for the first time two years ago, this seminar aims to 

ensure suppliers develop a proper understanding of the 

benefits of the win-win partnership programs. Through 

these efforts, we shared content our suppliers might 

need to know, including details on the lump-sum pay-

ments for molding costs, win-win funding, and introduc-

tion of the win-win settlement system. The lump-sum 

payment for molding costs lowered the initial cost for 

small and medium-sized suppliers by paying them the 

costs spent on mold production before mass production 

begins. We also provided support for win-win funding so 

that suppliers with low credit ratings can get loans at low 

interest rates.

   Implementing the Hyundai Mobis  
“Me First” Campaign

In order to create a corporate culture for a better work-

place, we started the Me First Campaign. The campaign 

aims to improve work efficiency and promote com-

munication between colleagues that begins with small 

changes suggested by individual employees, while also 

providing various participatory events for employees by 

deciding on monthly themes and sharing the resulting 

content (production of the Me First emblem, pop-ups, 

posters, etc.) to publicize the campaign through a com-

pany-wide bulletin. In addition, we expanded the “casual 

day” previously held once a month to every Friday so that 

a more flexible and livelier corporate culture was created 

in connection with the campaign.

   Employee Support Systems for 
Achieving Work-Life Balance 

With an increasing number of female employees (a 61% 

increase over the past five years), Hyundai Mobis has in-

tegrated support systems for pregnant employees that 

were being conducted at different work sites and areas, 

thereby creating a more systematic program. First, we 

provided an employee card with a pink-colored string 

for pregnant employees to promote consideration at 

the workplace. In the case of our head office and tech-

nical centers, we provide parking vouchers to ensure 

pregnant employees commute to work safely and com-

fortably (from the beginning of pregnancy to 6 months 

after giving birth). When returning to work after giving 

birth, new moms can freely use the nursing room set up 

within work sites. 

Research & DevelopmentEmployees Purchasing

EmployEEs purchasingrEsEarch & DEvElopmEnt
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10
144.5

277

351,445

Social contribution funds  
(domestic, KRW 100 million)

Core component sales  
compared to eco-friendly parts (%)

AS parts type (10,000 parts) 

Sales (KRW 100 million)

   Integration and Transfer of the 
Chungcheong Parts Sales Office

The Chungcheong Parts Sales Office (using the same name 

used previously) has integrated the existing Chungcheong 

Parts Sales Office and the Daejeon Parts Sales Office into a 

new location in Ochang, Chungbuk. The new Chungcheong 

Parts Sales Office plays the same role as the existing sales 

office and receives a wide range of parts from the logistics 

center to supply to agencies, support centers and car deal-

erships. In addition, the parts supply chain of about 230 

locations in the jurisdiction (10 cities, 9 counties) and the 

Chungcheong region will remain the same even after inte-

gration. Meanwhile, the existing Chungcheong Parts Sales 

Office and the Daejeon Parts Sales Office will be utilized as 

reserve logistics centers that stores nonrecurring parts with 

low customer demand. 

   Conducted 2017 Parts Agency Policy 
Seminars 

In order to strengthen the competitiveness of parts distribution 

and mutual communication, this seminar was held all across the 

nation starting from this year. From February to the middle of 

March, it was held a total of 7 times across the nation, in areas 

including Seoul, Chungcheong, Gyeongnam, Honam and Jeju, 

with about 1,400 representatives of nation-wide parts agencies 

attending. At the seminar, agenda items that were discussed 

included changes in the agency system, presentation of sat-

isfaction survey results of maintenance companies, a system-

atization plan for training systems, and the industrial outlook 

of future vehicles. In addition, diverse training systems were 

introduced for agencies, including a Business Academy and 

next-generation management training. 

   Launched the New Social Contribution 
Program ‘Dream Move’

As the existing social contribution system of Hyundai 

Motor Group, ‘Dream Move’ is an expansion of the four 

moves, which is a self-support social contribution activity 

that enhances the quality of life for the future generation 

and promotes talent development. In order to fulfill the 

objectives of the Dream Move, Korea’s representative 

sport - archery was chosen. This year, we ran pilot pro-

grams for the archery class in Korea and Tianjin, China, 

based on talent donation by former and current athletes 

on archery teams. Starting from next year, we plan to op-

erate the program at elementary schools near domestic 

and overseas work sites.

   Establishing the Corporate Govern-
ance & Communication Committee for 
Strengthening Protection of Share-
holders’ Rights and Interests 

For the purpose of protecting shareholders’ rights and 

interests and promoting communication, Hyundai Mobis 

established the Corporate Governance & Communication 

Committee consisting of outside directors. The commit-

tee has five outside directors on the Board of Directors. 

When important management issues occur that affect 

shareholder values, including mergers and acquisitions 

(M&A) as well as acquisition and disposal of major as-

sets, the committee reflects the opinions of domestic 

and overseas shareholders.

   Establishing the World’s First Production 
Plant Exclusively for Core Components 
of Hydrogen Electric Vehicles

Hyundai Mobis built a new production plant exclusively 

for core components of hydrogen electric vehicles within 

the existing production site (110,000㎡) exclusively for 

eco-friendly parts located in Chungju, Chungbuk. Test 

operation will take place in September. With an invest-

ment of about KRW 70 billion, the new plant is about 

13,000㎡ (4,000 pyeong) in size and equipped with 

advanced production facilities that can produce 3,000 

powertrain fuel cells complete (PFCs) with integrated 

modules featuring various core components. This is a 

new achievement among global auto parts companies.

   Starting Mass Production at the Lamp 
Plant in the Czech Republic 

As a production site of core components for the Europe-

an region, the lamp plant in the Czech Republic supports 

the global competitiveness of Hyundai Motor and Kia 

Motors, which have made inroads locally, and was con-

structed to produce and sell components to complete 

carmakers in Europe. We invested about KRW 140 bil-

lion to complete the construction of the approximately 

54,000 m² (16,000 pyeong) lamp plant on a site of about 

190,000m² (57,000 pyeong) in Mosnov, located near Os-

trava in the Czech Republic. The plant can produce a total 

of 1.5 million lamps, including 750,000 headlamps and 

rear lamps.

LogisticsProduction Customers Community

customErs / local communicationproDuction logistics

Sustainability Highlights



maTerial 
issues
Hyundai Mobis strives to become a global top tier producer of the 21st century 

by securing core technologies as growth engines for the future and expanding 

customer-oriented socially responsible management and environmental 

management, as well as pursuing win-win partnerships together with its suppliers. 

Most notably, we have made strenuous efforts to maximize human resource 

competencies that act as the driving force behind corporate growth, thereby 

respecting the cultural diversity and human rights of all employees.
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R&D investments in 2017 
(Unit: KRW 1 million)

769,569

fuTure 
Core 
TeCHNology 
aNd 
CompeTiTiveNess



Number of R&D projects in 2017  
(Unit: number of projects)

1,036

R&D manpower in 2017 
(Unit: persons)

2,715

Recently, the automotive sector has changed dramatically. In order to gain an advantage in these business envi-

ronments, Hyundai Mobis focused all of its competencies on autonomous driving, connectivity car and green car to 

become a leading company in new future car technologies. We will secure our own technology for fully autonomous 

vehicle sensors by 2022, with plans to develop new future technologies including vehicle connectivity solutions. We 

will achieve more than 40% of sales in key components of future cars by 2025, while also implementing strategic 

M&A to secure technologies as soon as possible. Meanwhile, we hired 4,000 software manpower to secure technol-

ogies, as well as make social contributions by creating jobs. 

01
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R&D Status

Aiming to achieve the R&D vision of strengthening its globally competitive technologies, Hyundai Mobis is con-

ducting R&D by cementing its vision of enhancing its global top tier R&D competitiveness by 2025 and conduct-

ing research to strengthen the price competitiveness of chassis and design parts, which are our key products, 

and differentiate itself with autonomous driving, infotainment and eco-friendly technologies. To achieve this, 

we expand R&D investments annually, while also working hard to recruit research staff at home and abroad.

R&D Research Center

Hyundai Mobis Technical Center Mabuk is located within Yongin-si in Korea. It has played a leading role in 

Korea’s auto parts technologies by continuing to overcome challenge and pursue innovation. The Mabuk 

Technical Center is furnished with advanced equipment and research facilities, including an electromagnetic 

darkroom and airbag deployment testing lab. We also maintain the Uiwang Technical Center for the develop-

ment of production technology with a quality control center and a test base in place separately. In addition, 

we have overseas technical centers in North America, Europe, India and China to enhance competitiveness by 

strengthening technological competencies regionally. Starting from 2016, we have begun tests for new ad-

vanced technologies like DAS by opening the Hyundai Mobis High Tech Green Technology Center on a 330,000 

pyeong site in Seosan, Chungnam with 14 test roads, including a high-speed test road and high-tech test 

road. Besides Seosan, Hyundai Mobis has set up test roads in Sweden, New Zealand and China, ensuring high-

tech auto parts to meet specific local needs can be developed in multiple environments globally.

·  MEB:  [Mobis Electronic Brake] Mobis’ independent model of the advanced electronic control devices, including ABS (Anti-Lock Brake System) and ESC 
(Electronic Stability Control).

·  CBS: [Conventional Brake System] Device for reducing speed or stopping a moving vehicle 

·  MDPS: [Motor-Driven Power Steering] Assist device of steering torque that uses electric motor instead of hydraulic pressure

·  EPB: [Electronic Parking Brake] Electronic parking brake system that enables parking brake power with switch operation

·  DAS:  [Driver Assistance System] A system that secures view, indicates screen, provides guidance, gives warning and controls for driving and parking 
by analyzing the vehicle’s external environment and driver status. 

·  PTRM: [Product/Technology Road Map] Development plan of products or technologies by stage

Classification

Overseas

Korea

Test roads

Arjeplog (Sweden, 500,000 pyeong)

Wanaka (New Zealand, 30,000 pyeong)

Heilongjing (China, 900,000 pyeong)

Seosan (Korea, 330,000 pyeong)

Major evaluation activities for test roads

· New advanced technologies including MEB/CBS/MDPS/EPB/DAS

· Benchmarking and evaluating new technologies and products

· Evaluated the credibility and clients’ sign off during the winter

·   Strengthened the verification of new technologies,  
including test roads for new DAS (Driver Assistance System) 
advanced technologies, etc.

R&D Vision

·   Upgrade PTRM and Strengthen open 
innovation  

·  Acquire global no.1 product and ICT 
core technology 

Securing Core Technology 

·   Strengthen the management of 
material costs for medium-and  
long-term and new technology tasks

·  Reinforce the cost analysis of 
competitors and target material costs 
of new vehicles 

Improving the profitability of costs

·   Secure the competitiveness in the 
preceding step

·  Automatize SW verification and 
strengthen the evaluation of virtual 
and actual vehicles

Upgrading quality 

Securing Global Top Tier R&D Competitiveness by 2025

Challenging R&D through Creativity and Innovation 
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Developing Technologies through Cooperation with External Stakeholders

Hyundai Mobis is improving its technological competencies through exchanges with external stakeholders, includ-

ing the government, academia and suppliers. We receive advice on pending issues by identifying the latest tech-

nology trends from academic experts at technology forums. In 2017, we held technology forums to discuss 17 

cases involving the latest trends in automotive technologies and reviewed theoretical approaches for 12 cases with 

professors both in Korea overseas. Hyundai Mobis held the CTO (Chief Technology Officer) forum, including the ex-

change meeting where 13 teams attended to share Mobis’ development directions and key projects with suppliers, 

and the one-on-one consultations to screen technology proposals through on-site visits. Through the CTO forum, 

we strengthened actual collaborations, including exploring joint development technology with key suppliers, and 

identifying the current status and difficulties of suppliers.

Participating institution Number of participants 

2015 2016 2017 2015 2016 2017

119

90

102 300

271

397

*  Technology forum:  Establish R&D network by identifying the latest technology trends, receiving expert 
advices on pending issues, and holding industry-university technology exchanges.

*  CTO forum:  Share development direction and strengthen collaborations to strengthen win-win partner-
ship with large and medium and small-sized suppliers. 

117 1,036 

Number of Car Models Number of Projects 

2015

2016

2017

65

73

117

2015

2016

2017

870

1,093 

1,036 

(Unit: No. of cars)

2,715 769,569

R&D Staff R&D Expenditures 

2015

2016

2017

2,324

2,500

2,715

2015

2016

2017

625,788

696,779

769,569

(Unit: persons) (Unit: KRW million)

(Unit: projects)

(Unit: persons)(Unit: companies)

Operation Progress of the CTO Forum 

2015 2016 2017

40

34

64

Performance

(Unit: number of times)
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*  After applying for patents, the registration usually takes place 4 years later by requesting for examination. Therefore, the performances of patent 
application and registration in this table by year show the figures for individual patent.

*  Hyundai Mobis supports up to KRW 200,000 and KRW 900,000 for application and registration, respectively, and compensate a certain amount of 
the profits for protecting, disposing and monitoring patent rights. Besides this, we selected the best invention team according to the patent grade 
and performance to award them with a total of KRW 7 million per year.

· Awarded in 2012: 47 people aside from one top prize winner with KRW 500,000 

· Awarded in 2013: 24 people aside from one gold prize winner with KRW 1 million 

·  Awarded in 2014:  8 people aside from one gold prize winner (KRW 1 million) (About KRW 12 million for visiting the Switzerland Invention Contest)

· Awarded in 2015: same as 2014

· Awarded in 2016: 8 people aside from one gold prize winner (KRW 1 million)

·  Awarded in 2017:  8 teams aside from one gold prize team (2 people/KRW 2 million) (about KRW 8.5 million for visiting the Switzerland Invention 
Contest

Award status of a company-wide contest for ideas related to future technologies

Year

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Awards

Grand prize 

Gold prize

Gold prize

Grand prize 

Grand prize 

Gold prize

Grand prize 

Items

Voice recognition smart key

Headrest-embedded directional independent speaker 

Cooperative regenerative braking and energy recovery method using EPB

Head tracking device for vehicles 

Variable HUD for speed-sensitive perspective distance 

Aperture for removing detect sensor-based tunnel effects 

Real-time vehicle monitoring through AVM and BlueLink

Performance of intellectual property 
rights filed domestically and overseas (Unit: cases)

Cases of compensation for employee 
patent application and registration by 
requesting for examination.

● Total   ● Domestic   ● Overseas

2015 2016 2017

992

522

470
385

199

186

569

146

423

512

205

409

332

481
441

● Patent application   ● Patent registration

2015 2016 2017

(Unit: cases)

Supporting Employee Patents and Creativity 

Hyundai Mobis encourages all its employees, as well as its researchers, to get involved in creative activities 

through a number of programs. Employees who file for or register patents are provided with transparent 

monetary incentives based on internal laws governing compensation for employee invention. Additional mon-

etary rewards are offered when the registered patents are used in our products or generate profits. The 

company awards teams that generate the best performance with monetary rewards on an annual basis, while 

providing motivation for employee engagement and inventions through our invention support programs, with 

a patent attorney providing consultations on the patent application process once a month. Since 2012, Hyun-

dai Mobis has been holding a company-wide contest for ideas related to future technologies in promotion of 

employee creativity. A total of 1,391 applications were received over the past five years and 102 outstanding 

entries have won awards. The 2017 grand prize winner was a real-time vehicle monitoring device through 

AVM and BlueLink, and received a prize money worth KRW 2 million. Hyundai Mobis will continue with this 

awards program to motivate more creative ideas and technology development from employees for future 

technologies, thereby leading to the commercialization of new technologies.
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Hybrid Electric Vehicle Hybrid Vehicle 

Green Vehicles Using Hyundai Mobis Technologies 

Future Core Technology and Competitiveness

Direction of Research & Development

In line with the changes implemented by complete carmakers, Hyundai Mobis came up with the following develop-

ment strategies to take the lead in green car components. First, we are striving to reduce engine load by utilizing a 

48V power system. Second, we are developing various green car technologies, including water-cooled battery sys-

tems and chargers for efficient thermal management of high-capacity batteries installed in plug-in hybrid electric 

vehicles (PHEV), as well as hydrogen supply devices used in fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV).

48V System 

The 48V power supply system consists of starting generators for engine restarting and generation and auxiliary 

driving force, converters that supply power to 12V electronic components, and batteries that supply 48V electric 

energy. In 2015, Hyundai Mobis developed a 10kW-class integrated starting generator, a 2.5kW-class bi-directional 

converter (48V↔12V), and a 450Wh-class 48V lithium battery system. Air-cooled chillers are utilized by starting 

generators with cooling fans installed in the motor rotation axis, with no need for a separate cooling loop. Convert-

ers have been developed to enable 12V lead-acid batteries for 48V supplies and step-up operation, so that power is 

supplied to start engines in emergency situations. The application of this system will provide better fuel efficiency 

Development Status of Green Vehicles

Business Opportunities Derived from Climate Change 

Automotive demand has shifted from existing internal-combustion engine vehicles that use diesel and gasoline to 

focus on green vehicles that use new energies powered by hybrid and electric motors as well as hydrogen fuel cell. 

In particular, due to the increase in environmental problems, including global warming and air pollution, major coun-

tries recognized the severe impact of climate change and have correspondingly strengthened automobile industry 

policies, including regulations on vehicle emissions and fuel efficiency as well as stronger obligatory compliance 

standards for railway vehicles. The European Union (EU) plans to reduce CO
2
 emissions of 95g/km by 2020 and 70g/

km by 2025. In 2016, the U.S. increased the expected average fuel economy from 35.5mpg (15.1km/l) to 54.5mpg 

(23.2km/l) by 2025, and strengthened CO
2
 emissions to 107g/km. In addition, the permissible level of CO

2
 emissions 

has been set at 117g/km in China and 97g/km in Korea. For this reason, the acquisition of core technologies for green 

cars and the acquisition of quality assurance systems and manufacturing productivity is becoming more important.

2018

2017

2015

2013

2011

2016

2014

2012

2010

2009 Elantra

Ultra-low floor
CNG buses

Ultra-low floor
CNG buses Hybrid

Sonata Plug-In
Hybrid

Azera

Sonata

Sonata

Ioniq Hybrid /
Plug-In Hybrid
(Exclusive Model)

Ioniq
Hybrid

Forte

New K5

K7 

K5

Niro
(Small SUV)

Niro

Niro
Plug-In
Hybrid

Chinese Sonata

Azera
Hybrid

K5
Plug-In

K5 Wagon
Plug-In Hybrid

K7
Hybrid

Ioniq Ioniq k7

Azera

NexoNiro

투싼

SoulK5

BlueOn

Ray

Soul

Kona

Ioniq 
(18MY)

Sonata

Chinese 
K5

Ioniq
(Exclusive
Model)
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Whole view of the Chungju plant 

HEV

· Motor(HSG, MG)
·   Power conversion  

(inverter, converter)

· Battery system 

· Motor(MG)
·   Power conversion  

(inverter, converter)

· Battery system 

· Motor(MG)
·   Power conversion  

(inverter, converter)

· Battery system

· Hydrogen

EV

FCEV

 Detailed Activities Reduction effects (CO
2
 emissions)

Supply of complete cars 
after design, development 

and self-production 

Supply of complete cars 
after design, development 

and self-production 

Supply of complete cars 
after design, development 

and self-production 

Gasoline vehicle 

192.2g/km

CO2

Hybrid

118.0g/km

CO2

Gasoline vehicle 

192.2g/km

CO2

Electric vehicle  

0 g/km

CO2

Gasoline vehicle  

192.2g/km

CO2

Hydrogen  
electric vehicle 

0 g/km

CO2

than a 12V Stop & Go System because it can stop and restart the 

engine regardless of whether the car has stopped or not, while 

also enable driving torque assistance and regenerative braking. 

Compared to the high-voltage hybrid technology, the new sys-

tem is a low-cost hybrid technology that can minimize changes 

made to a vehicle’s powertrain.

Battery Systems

Battery systems consist of battery packs that supply high-volt-

age electric energy to vehicles, while the battery controller pro-

tects and controls the battery pack and battery. This makes bat-

tery packs a core part with a significant influence on the mileage 

and fuel economy of vehicles. We enhanced our battery system 

to lighten the weight of battery packs and utilized a bottom case 

by welding two pieces to the lower cover of the battery system, 

to enable installation in IONIQ EVs. Additionally, we are utilizing 

high-capacity batteries to increase driving range for electric ve-

hicles and developing water-cooled thermal management tech-

nologies that use fluids from air-cooling system for enhanced 

efficiency, which will be installed in future car models. In addition, 

we are conducting researches on the next-generation battery, 

including solid-state battery.

Hydrogen Supply Devices

Hydrogen supply devices provide hydrogen, the fuel source of FCEVs and control the output of fuel cell stacks 

by adjusting the hydrogen flow rate. The devices make use of a technology that reuses the unreacted hydro-

gen in the fuel cell stacks, thereby raising the hydrogen consumption rate. Hyundai Mobis has now success-

fully developed 100 kW-class hydrogen supplier devices that realize high power density with a modularized 

design, while enhancing the efficiency of the fuel cell system through integrated control of the hydrogen 

supply. By utilizing a hydrogen recirculation compressor, the system achieved a 95 percent hydrogen con-

sumption rate. High pressure water supplies became possible, which enhanced energy power density in mod-

ularizing hydrogen supply devices and stacks for joint distributors, so that they were applied in Nexo FCEVs.
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Production line of the hydrogen vehicle parts

Proportion of green 
car component sales 
(compared to core 
component sales) (Unit: %)

CO
2
 reduction effects of 

hybrid vehicles (Unit: %)

62.8

10

Future Core Technology and Competitiveness

Achievements in Developing Parts for Green vehicles 

In 2017, Hyundai Mobis developed core components for the electric vehicle Ioniq and the hydrogen vehicle 

Nexo. As a result, CO
2
 reduction effects related to hybrid vehicles exhibited a reduction of 62.8% from 192.2g/

km to 118.0g/km. The CO
2
 emissions of EVs and FCEVs are expected to greatly contribute to halting global 

warming with emissions of 0g/km. In particular, the sales of green car components reached 10% of the sales of 

core components in 2017, and is expected to increase further as the sales of EVs and FCEVs increase in the fu-

ture. A CO
2
 reduction will be witnessed as sales increase so that the development and sales expansion of green 

car components will enhance Hyundai Mobis’ CSR compliance. In August 2017, Hyundai Mobis constructed a 

production site that localized 98% of core components, including fuel cell electrodes for a production scale of 

3,000 hydrogen electric vehicles per year. We set up and began operating a new plant exclusively for producing 

core components of hydrogen electric vehicles within the existing production site for green car components 

(110,000㎡) located in Chungju, Chungbuk. With an investment of about KRW 70 billion, the new plant was 

completed on a 13,000㎡ (about 4,000 pyeong) site. It is home to an advanced production facility that can pro-

duce power-train fuel cell complete modules for 3,000 vehicles per year. In addition, we lightened the weight 

so that the total weight of the fuel cell system produced here is 10% lighter than the existing product. We also 

produced high-tech components that improve total performance output by 15%.

Status of Autonomous Driving Vehicle Component Development

Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) has defined six levels (level 0~level 5) of autonomous driving. Level 

0 involves providing warnings to the driver without controlling the actual vehicle. Level 1~2 involves con-

trolling the vehicle under limited conditions with the driver paying attention to the surrounding environment 

at all times. Level 3 is partially automated driving that allows autonomous driving only under limited con-

ditions with control returned to the driver in a critical situation. Level 4 is an advanced automation stage 

where limited autonomous driving is done only during the daytime in certain regions depending on the 

weather conditions and environment. Level 5 refers to a full self-driving vehicle without a driver’s seat like a 

robot taxi. Control of the vehicle is given to the driver in levels 0~2. Likewise, control is given to the system 

or the driver in level 3, and only to the system in level 4~5.
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Composition of Autonomous Driving Technology

Rear 
lateral 
radar

Front  
lateral  
radar

·  Positioning information on 
vehicle location

· Existing precision: 5m ~ 50m

· Required precision: 50cm↓

GPS

· Rear lateral object recognition

·  Omnidirectional moving target 
detection

360 degree radar

·  Medium and long distance 
vehicle recognition

·    Partial geographic feature 
recognition

Forward-looking radar

·  Short distance obstacle 
precise recognition

·   Geographic feature 
recognition (curb, wall, 
guard-rail)

Laser scanner

·  Invisible target recognition 
(crossroad, pre-preceding 
vehicle, etc.)

·    Utilizing road infrastructure 
information

·    Autonomous driving with  V2X 
connection

V2X

·    Existing navigation: existing 
road information

·   Precision map: abstraction  of 
geographical features of road 
shape and lane width

High-precision map

·   Lanes, vehicles, pedestrians

·   Speed limit signs

·   traffic lights/traffic signs

·   Speed bumps/stop lines

·    Distinguishing pedestrians/
reference objects

Front view camera           
(stereo camera)

Control of the vehicle is given to the driver in levels 0~2. Likewise, control is given to the system or the driver 

in level 3, and only to the system in level 4. In level 0, there are functions that don’t actually control the vehicle, 

including the blind spot detection (BSD) that warns the drivers by detecting and identifying whether there is 

a vehicle in the blind spot while driving, and the lane departure warning system (LDWS) that warns the driver 

if the car departs from its current lane. In level 1, there are functions that free up the driver’s hands and feet, 

including smart cruise control (SCC) that maintains a certain distance from the vehicle in front at a set speed, 

and the lane-keeping assist system (LKAS) that controls the vehicle when it departs from its current lane un-

expectedly. The functionality included in level 2 is highway driving assist (HDA) that integrates SCC and LKAS 

and frees up the driver’s hands and feet. The functionality in level 1 is currently utilized in mass-produced 

cars, and the HAD in level 2 is installed in Hyundai Motor’s EQ900 and G80. Level 3 functionality is used by 

some European car makers, but activated only under limited conditions. In order to ensure a future with more 

advanced functionality, Hyundai Mobis and many car makers and component companies are continuing with 

development efforts. 

The autonomous driving system and unmanned vehicle system can easily be confused as being the same, but 

are in fact different. An unmanned vehicle system is used to carry out specific roles that may be dangerous, 

inconvenient or unsafe without human input. In contrast to this, since the autonomous driving system drives 

the vehicle automatically on behalf of drivers or passengers, it has to take into consideration issues of driver 

safety and convenience. 

The level 2 system is expected to be installed in more cars starting with the HAD system used in the Hyundai 

Motor’s EQ900 or G80. Many global carmakers have also begun mass producing similar systems, and they 

are expected to be commercialized after 2020. The functions of autonomous driving systems for level 3 and 

above will be introduced first on highways, and become widespread in the market after 2025.
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Autonomous Dariving Technology Development by Stage

Reference of Autonomous Driving Technology

ㆍ�Hands,�feet:� 
regularly control

ㆍEyes:�regularly�monitor

ㆍ�Hands�or�feet:�free
ㆍEyes:�regularly�monitor

ㆍ�Hands,�feet:�free
ㆍEyes:�regularly�monitor

ㆍ�Hands,�feet:�free
ㆍEyes:�limited�monitoring

ㆍ�Full�self-driving�
automation

ㆍEyes:�regularly�monitor

·   LDWS(Lane Depature 
Warning System): Warn 
the driver if the vehicle 
leaves the lane without 
giving indication of 

direction 

·   BCW(Blind Spot 
Detection): Detect 
obstacles in a blind spot 
in the front and back of 
the vehicle to warn the 
driver 

Danger warning

LEVEL 0

Full autonomous 
driving

LEVEL 4

Partial (limited)  
autonomous 

driving

LEVEL 3

·   HDA(Highway Driving 
Assist): Provide 
integrated control to 
automatically keep the 
vehicle in lane and a safe 
distance from vehicles 
in front when cruising 
on the highway during 
long distance driving or 
during traffic congestion

Driving automation 
under the driver’s 

judgment

LEVEL 2

·   SCC(Smart Cruise Control): 
Detect the preceding 
vehicle by using radar 
to automatically control 
acceleration and deceleration

·   LKAS(Lane Keeping Assist 
System): When unintentional 
lane departures occur due 
to the driver dozing at the 
wheel, the vehicle is kept in 
the lane through a steering 
wheel control system

Driving assistance 
(specified event)

LEVEL 1

Euro NCAP 2018 Euro NCAP 2020 

Classification Autonomous driving Driver Assistance System (DAS)

Full 360 degree driving condition recognition, 
including speed bumps, pedestrian crossings, road 
surface loss, falling rocks/falling objects, tunnels, 

guardrails, soundproof walls, sinkholes, etc.

Wheelchair, large and small animals, one-seater 
electric vehicle, baby carriage, etc. 

HAD('21~)

Partial (limited)  
autonomous driving  

(Level 3)

Hands, feet: free 
Eyes: temporarily free

Complete autonomous 
driving (~'30)

Full autonomous driving 
(Level 4)

Hands, feet, eyes: free

HDA2('19~)

Driving automation  
under the driver’s 

(Level 2)

Hands, feet: temporarily free 
Eyes: always watching

SCC, FCA, LKA

Warning and  
driving assistance          

(levels 0,1)

Hands or feet: temporarily free 
Eyes: always watching 

Recognition 
targets 

Sensing scope 

Representative system 

Function  
(NHTSA automation standard) 

Driver conditions

Stationary 
objects 

Moving objects

Lanes, signs

Vehicle rear, lamps, day and night pedestrians, 
bicycles, vehicle side, motorbikes

Boundary line of road 

Rear radar Front radar Front lateral radar Radar Radar AVM

MFC (front camera)
Fusion / single Fusion Fusion Fusion 

Future Core Technology and Competitiveness
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CASE . ● ●

The three key technologies of autonomous driving 

are perception, decision and control, which are tech-

nologies that control the brake and steering with the 

car recognizing and judging the internal and external 

situations on its own. Hyundai Mobis already secured 

international competitiveness in judgement and con-

trol areas. The mass production of level 2 of highway 

autonomous driving has been completed, and we plan 

to secure the technology for level 3 of highway auton-

omous driving by 2020, with mass production by 2022. 

Hyundai Mobis is focusing on developing sensor be-

cause all of the three key technologies, including per-

ception, decision and control, have to be acquired in order to realize the optimal function of autonomous driving 

and gain a global competitive advantage. In addition, the rapid growth of the sensor market is forecasted, so 

that the sensor will account for 60% of level 2 of autonomous driving, or the Advanced Driver Assistance Sys-

tem (ADAS) market, by 2021. Since the development of sensors that convert and read digital signals in external 

driving environment is an important task of autonomous vehicles. Hyundai Mobis plans to focus on developing 

sensor technology by utilizing innovative development method, including upgrading identification technologies 

by using deep learning.

In order to develop independent radar, Hyundai Mobis 

signed technical cooperation with German companies, 

including SMS and ASTYX. They are companies spe-

cializing in radar development that own world-class 

design abilities that jointly develop radar with global 

complete carmakers and parts companies, including 

SMS with TRW and Continental and ASTYX with BMW 

and Autoliv. ASTYX has supplied high-performance ra-

dar to Uber, which is the world’s no.1 car sharing com-

pany that will be gearing up for the development and 

service of autonomous driving. Together with these 

two companies, Hyundai Mobis will develop 5 radars 

for autonomous vehicles that can detect 360° of the outside of the car until this year, with plans to gradually 

mass produce by 2021. 

With SMS, we are developing forward-looking entry-level radar, as well as side-looking entry-level radar installed 

in all angles. With ASTYX, we are developing forward-looking high-performance radar. In order to improve the 

radar’s target identification ability, we will complete joint research with the Seoul National University by 2018. 

Hyundai Mobis will complete the development of entry-level high-performance radar within 2018, with plans to 

gradually mass produce starting from 2019. In order to develop camera and rider, we are collaborating through 

various means, including technical cooperation and M&A with international companies specializing in innovative 

technologies. Based on the development of independent sensor, we will secure advanced technology for market 

domination to actively supply autonomous driving sensors and systems to international complete carmakers.

Hyundai Mobis’ Technology Development Efforts for the Future 

1. Developing Autonomous Driving Sensor by 2020 

2. Developing High-Performance Radar as the Core of Autonomous Driving
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For the technology development of future cars, Hyundai Mobis used the test roads in Seosan, Chungnam, which 

was completed in June 2017, as test beds for new technology. In particular, we will develop independent auton-

omous driving sensor, an important part of future cars, by 2020. Based on accumulated technology, we plan to 

take the lead in global market for autonomous driving. To achieve this, we will increase R&D investments, which is 

currently at 7% level compared to parts sales, to 10% by 2021. Among them, 50% will be mainly invested in ICT 

areas closely related to autonomous driving, while also actively expanding R&D manpower and infrastructure and 

conducting technical cooperation with overseas specialized companies. 

To achieve this, we will continuously invest in autonomous driving technology to display world-best standard, by 

increasing R&D manpower for autonomous driving to more than 1,000 employees by 2021 and expanding M.Billy 

autonomous vehicle for global testing to 20 vehicles by 2019.

3. Continuous Investments to Realize Autonomous Vehicles

Future Core Technology and Competitiveness



CS 1 million index improvement 
rate for parts quality  
(Unit: %)

19.6

CusTomers 
saTisfaCTioN



Number of AS parts items 
provided to 244 vehicles in 2017  
(Unit: 10,000 parts)

270

Achievement rate for  
CSI quality satisfaction  
(Unit: %)

83.5

Hyundai Mobis has focused all of its competencies to maximize customer satisfaction and go beyond custom-

er expectations. As a B2B company, in order to provide top-quality products and services to our key clients 

Hyundai Motor and Kia Motors as well as other overseas complete car makers, we have established a set of 

core values: realizing defect-zero quality, ensuring top-quality customer satisfaction, instituting processes in 

line with global standards, and reinforcing suppliers’ quality competitiveness. In addition, we promptly repair 

customer cars as a supplier of after service parts so that customers remain satisfied with repairs. The Korean 

government is strengthening regulations on vehicle safety standards by revising the Korean Safety and Per-

formances Regulations for Motor Vehicles and Parts, while also significantly improving the Korean New Car 

Assessment Program. In addition, the medium-and long-term plan for the Korean Car Assessment Program 

that will start in 2019 (2019~2023), which was established to provide directions to improve the multi-dimen-

sional assessment program, including expanding car models and items being evaluated and strengthening the 

comprehensive grade calculation standards. Due to the recent large car recalls, there is a widespread demand 

to enhance quality control in the auto industry. In line with the development of advanced technologies, cars 

transformed from a simple means of transportation into a smart car. As a result, there is high expectation to 

meet the quality of SW. Maintaining the best quality is a promise to ensure safety and satisfy our customers. 

02
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Activities and Performances for Improving the Safety of Modules 
and Core Components

Quality Management System

Hyundai Mobis’ products are characterized by being components instead of complete products so that the 

quality and completeness are directly linked to the customers’ safety. To ensure customer safety, we focused 

all of our competencies by selecting top priority tasks, including realizing defect-zero quality, securing cus-

tomer satisfaction system, establishing processes in line with global standards, and reinforcing suppliers’ 

quality competitiveness. In 2002, Hyundai Mobis was the first Korean company to earn the ISO/TS 16949 

certificate, the quality management system (QMS) for international carmakers, to establish the basis for 

achieving zero-defect quality processes. As of the end of 2017, the company completed acquiring the ISO/

TS 16949 QMS certificate for 30 of its production sites around the world. In line with the transformation to a 

new standard –IATF 16949 QMS as of the end of 2016, we are preparing for the transformation of global pro-

duction sites in phases by 2018. In addition, we established a risk-based process that meets global standards 

from product development to quality assurance as part of our efforts to improve preventive actions taken.

Quality Management System Operation

Hyundai Mobis aim to achieve zero-defect production quality by preemptively managing factors that might 

cause problems by statistically managing such problems. Since enhancing durability has been a major chal-

lenge for automotive parts, we analyze and improve components with weak durability and reflect the results 

in technology standards, while also conducting intensive production line checking to improve field practices.  

In addition, Hyundai Mobis’ Quality Council, presided over by top management, ensures the systematic man-

agement of quality innovation. Hyundai Mobis has established systems that prevent quality issues arising in 

different plants, such as early warning systems, defect tracking management systems and human error pre-

vention systems. If the system detects any defects, immediate actions can be taken, while a QR code ensures 

other types of parts are not included in the process. As for key components, the automation of important 

processes reduces mistakes that might occur during processing and assembly. Also, in order to systemati-

cally improve execution for integrated management and quality management, we established QMS 2.0 as a 

next-generation quality management system, thereby enhancing the quality of activities in a smart environ-

ment. In addition, we make strenuous efforts to improve basic quality by conducting on-site inspection and 

problem analysis of suppliers that cause repeated quality problems.

Raw Material Management System for Managing Harmful Substances and Conflict Minerals 

Hyundai Mobis has provided thorough management of the quality of raw materials that make up the compo-

nents, ensuring the safety of all products supplied. We have established the MCMS (Mobis Chemical Manage-

ment System) for the systematic management of chemical substances to prevent the use of hazardous sub-

stances in advance, a system applied to all domestically produced car models. Besides fulfilling the obligation 

to report chemical substances used by country and preventing the use of hazardous substances in the R&D 

stage, we promptly respond to stakeholders’ requests for data. In addition, Hyundai Mobis collects informa-

tion on listed hazardous substances contained within automotive parts, while also conducting regular moni-

toring through an international material data system, enabling prompt response to important changes made.

Production plant 

AS sales office 

The first to acquire ISO/TS16949  
(Cheonan ABS)

(Oct. 2002)

▼

▲ 
The first to acquire ISO 9001 

(Oct. 2003)

▲ 
Changed to ISO 9001:2015 standard 

(Oct. 2017)

The first to change to IATF 16949 
(Changwon)

(Oct. 2017) 

▼

Completed changing all  
of the plants to IATF 16949

(Dec. 2018)

▼

ISO 9001

ISO/TS 16949 IATF 16949
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Performance of Quality Improvement

Hyundai Mobis made continuous improvement in initial quality by improving its CS 1 million index, which stood at 

1,232 in Korea and 527 overseas in 2016, to 1,034 in Korea and 363 overseas in 2017, up by 16% and 31%, re-

spectively. We also greatly enhanced our vehicle dependability to improve our RS 1 million index to 1,779 in Korea 

and 944 overseas in 2017, up by 25% and 44%, respectively. In addition, we scored 16.7 points in 2017 in the IQS 

(Initial Quality Study) rating in the North American market, showing an improvement by 9% from 18.3 points in 2016 

to raise customer confidence. Furthermore, we strengthened advanced quality assurance program for new future 

technologies including autonomous driving and eco-friendly technologies, ensuring the quality actually meets the 

satisfaction of customers. 

*  IQS (Initial Quality Study) shows the number of problems per 100 vehicles experienced in the first 90 days of ownership, and the VDS (Vehicle Dependability 
Study) indicates the rate of problems per 100 vehicles experienced in the first three years after purchase.

*  The CS 1 million index is a market quality indicator that indicates the number of claims made for every 1 million vehicles in the first 90 days of ownership.

*  The RS 1 million index is a market quality indicator that represents the number of claims made for every 1 million vehicles in the first 10-12 months of ownership.

※ IMDS (International Material Data System):  joint rules of the automobile industry as an international material data system developed by complete carmakers

Energy efficiency of facilities

·  Quality: Inquire about the response status 
of customer ISIR (initial sample inspection 
report) request for order items 

·  Design: Inquire about satisfaction of 
regulations on parts and inquire about 
satisfaction of environmental regulations 
on design products (expected)

·  Evaluation: inquire about analysis result 
before real verification of hazardous 
substances (expected)

·  Purchasing/development: inquire about 
status of supplier information registration

IMDS

Transmit and receive material data on components and products  
(supplier ↔ Hyundai Mobis ↔ complete vehicle)

Purchasing portal

Notify suppliers 
about the items 

registered by 
project and 

provide current 
information 

(daily update) 

External stakeholders (expected)

·  Government agencies: respond to product 
environment-related regulations 

·  Consumers, NGOs: provide information 
(compliance with regulations, based on 
public information)

Complete cars

·  Approve material information for 
order items

< Global Material Data Management System > 

Domestic 
supplier 

Overseas 
supplier 

Transmit 
composition 

information to 
customers

Upload tasks 
of customer 

approval  
results 

Organize targets 
by company 

Hyundai Mobis 
production

Supplier 
production 

Download 
MDS 

Verify 
MDS

Reflect  
verified  
results 

MDS D/B

Analysis of 
harmfulness

Composition  
of information 

Analysis of 
regulations and 

material data 

Provision of 
electronic 

components and 
PCB Pb data 

J.D. Power North American quality index

● IQS   ● VDS

2015 2016 2017

21.5

42.5

18.3

38.9

16.7

40.0

(Unit: points)

CS 1 million index 

● Overall   ● Korea   ● Overseas

2015 2016 2017

4,063

2,964

1,829

3,413

1,677

2,372

2,403

1,779

944

(Unit: cases)

RS 1 million index

● Overall   ● Korea   ● Overseas 

2015 2016 2017

1,990

1,501

778

1,566

527

1,232

353

1,034

1,260

(Unit: cases)

Customers Satisfaction
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Activities and Performances to Improve the Safety of Supplying AS Parts

Aftermarket Service Parts Supply Process

Hyundai Mobis is obliged to provide end-users with timely aftermarket service (AS) parts for vehicles sold by 

carmaker clients. Under the relevant Korean laws governing the industry, the Consumer Protection Act and 

the Automobile Management Act, all AS parts are required to be available on the market for at least eight 

years after a vehicle model has been phased out. In compliance with this, Hyundai Mobis supplies AS parts 

to Hyundai and Kia Motors vehicles both in the domestic and overseas markets by drawing on its vast dis-

tribution network after rigorous tests and quality assurance programs are conducted to ensure the optimal 

functioning of various vehicle models until the end of each model’s lifecycle.

As of the end of 2017, approximately 58 million Hyundai and Kia Motors vehicles were on roads around the 

world, with Hyundai Mobis supplying 2.7 million AS parts for 244 different models. Although customer de-

mand for AS parts is always unpredictable, it is necessary to have an efficient logistics system with accurate 

demand forecasts to ensure timely supply.

As a result, Hyundai Mobis has optimized its logistics operations with a standardized system which improves 

the accuracy of demand analysis through a next-generation system for demand forecasts. In addition, we 

have an intelligent warehousing system in logistics operations to allow real-time monitoring of all procedures, 

from storage to shipment of AS parts. We aim to provide high-quality supplies to our customers by upgrading 

our demand forecasts based on actual demand and big data.

Operation Performance

Hyundai Mobis has conducted a satisfaction survey on customers who use its products and services through 

an external survey agency annually. Based on this, we examine our service level and continuously carry out 

activities to improve customer satisfaction.

Korea

Overseas

Parts sales offices Agencies Repair shops

Automotive parts 
subsidiaries Agencies Dealers

Manu-
facturing 

Sites

Logistics 
centers

Consumers

Complete carmaker 
plants

Hyundai Mobis’ plants

Suppliers

Domestic and Overseas Parts Sales Network 

2017

22

4

40

1,894

15

57

2

2

505

14,648

Classification

Korea

Overseas

Parts sales offices 

Logistics centers 

Service parts sales teams 

Agencies

Overseas Automotive parts subsidiaries

Parts Distribution Centers(PDC)

Regional Distribution Centers(RDC)

Branches and offices 

Agencies

Dealers

2016

23

4

41

1,856

15

55

2

1

535

14,241

2015

23

4

42

1,940

15

51

2

1

460

12,929

(Unit: centers)
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The 2017 survey result showed that the service level decreased compared to the previous year, but we showed a 

higher level than 77.5 (81.3 for the manufacturing industry, 75.7 for the service industry), which is the average of the 

Korean Customer Satisfaction Index (KCSI) that is announced annually by the Korea Management Association Consul-

tants.  Based on the survey results, we also selected a total of 16 customer service improvement tasks, including 8 

tasks at the head office and 8 tasks at worksites. By checking the progress made on a monthly basis, we strive to meet 

and satisfy our customers’ real needs. 

Customers Satisfaction

▶ ▶ ▶▶ ▶ ▶·Consult operation 

·  Sign the company 
to conduct survey

·Hold kick-off 

·  Conduct 1st 
monitoring

· Conduct 2nd 
monitoring

·  Conduct  
satisfaction  
survey (June~July)

·  Conduct 3rd 
monitoring

· Conduct  
qualitative survey 

·  Analyze the result 
of quantitative 
survey 

·  Establish  
improvement 
tasks 

· Report survey 
result

·  Conduct 4th 
monitoring

Feb. 2017 March June/July August September October~November December

Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) Improvement Rate

Classification 2016 2017

RSI 0.2% 0.2%

DSI 6.6% 19.1%

CSI 1.9% 0.1%

Customer Satisfaction Survey

Survey type Survey target Survey method

CSI Customers who purchased components through the head office 
of Hyundai Mobis (service centers, service suppliers, general 
maintenance enterprises)

Service centers, service suppliers: online survey
General maintenance enterprises: phone 
survey

DSI Customers who purchased components through sales office of 
Hyundai Mobis (agencies)

Online survey

RSI Customers who purchased components through agencies doing 
business with Hyundai Mobis (service suppliers, general mainte-
nance enterprises)

Service supplier: online survey
General maintenance enterprises: phone 
survey



Wage gap between  
male and female employees (Unit: %)

97.3

HumaN
rigHTs
aNd  
orgaNizaTioNal 
CulTure



The number of years worked  
(Unit: year)

12.7

Fringe benefit expenses 
(Unit: KRW 1 million)

148,259

Hyundai Mobis pursues a creative corporate culture that consists of employees from diverse backgrounds 

and respects a wide range of talents as part of its core values. As such, we have diverse systems to ensure our 

employees can utilize their individual competencies without any discrimination based on gender, nationality 

or academic background. In order to achieve our vision to create a creative place to work with sustainable 

growth by 2020, we plan to implement diverse systems and programs related to creating a corporate culture 

over three stages, which satisfies all employees.  Due to the recent #Me Too movement that has made its way 

into Korea, workplace bullying and long working hours are not only infringing on human rights, but also have 

a huge impact on company productivity and reputation. These trends raise global issues that go beyond race 

problem, including the issues of immigrant workers and gender, and pose greater risks to the company since 

we engage businesses in different regions around the world. In addition to 65 stock exchanges around the 

world collaborated to Ring the Bell for Gender Equality for Sustainable Stock Exchange (SSE) Initiative, the EU-

UN Spotlight Initiative was launched in 2017 for gender equality, showing the importance of gender issues in 

management practices. Besides introducing the worker director system, the labor issues have become more 

diverse, including Alliance 9.7 to eradicate forced labor. Since an incident of human rights violations and orga-

nizational culture causes direct damage to a company, we recognize that such incident can cause widespread 

and quick damages. 

03
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Constructing a Healthy Corporate Culture

An Evolving Corporate Culture

In order to support its corporate vision for 2016 to become a global top-tier producer by 2020, Hyundai Mobis 

adopted a corporate culture seeking to promote a creative workplace with sustainable growth by 2020. By 

clearly defining our vision for work, people and duties, we established a three-year plan for creating a creative 

corporate culture, with diverse programs carried out steadily. In 2017, the 1st stage focused on changing 

people’s mindsets, with the 2nd stage in 2018 focusing on changing behaviors. In the third stage, we will 

strive to promote a creative corporate culture that ensures an even better workplace where employees re-

spect each other by 2020. 

System for Implementing Change 

The program for transforming corporate culture focuses on changing behavior so that changes in employees’ 

mindsets lead to behavioral shifts. We are making changes in support programs and base systems, involv-

ing enhancement of human rights, IT systems, and security, which allows a more individual-oriented way of 

working to encourage behavioral change at the team and individual levels. Moreover, we are reviewing our 

performance and future direction through surveys and due diligence. 

A Medium-and Long-term Plan for Creating a Creative Workplace with Sustainable Growth by 2020

1st stage (2017)

·   Share desired direction for 
corporate culture 

·   Take the lead to change myself 
first 

Individual → Team

·  ME First
·   Declare/promote corporate 

culture vision
·  Secure driving forces of change 
·   Establish an action system for 

divisions (operation of change agent)

Changing mindset 

2nd stage (2018)

·   Align changes in individual 
and divisional

·   Create synergy through 
collaboration between divisions 

Individual → Team → Organization

 
·   Get rid of inefficient duties 

and customs 
·   Strengthen change 

management of executives/
team leaders

· Improve work process 

Changing behavior

3rd stage (~2020)

·   Link change performance with 
organizational performance 

·   Show collective intelligence of 
convergence and connection

Individual     Team 

Organization

·   Implement revitalization 
campaign

· Create best practice
·   Systematize change activities 

(Indexing activity performance)

Embedding change

Key 
Initiative

Target

Goal

ME FirST!

PEOPLE

inFrA

ViSiOn

·  Cultural survey-based change 
management  

·  Strengthen communication with the 
management

·  Change management of leaders to lead 
by example 

· ME First II Campaign 

·  Promote the Corporate Culture 
Committee 

· Expand the work-life balance  
WOrk

· Get rid of inefficient duties and customs 
·  Strengthen programs for improving 

collaboration

Monitor behavior change Support behavior change 

Corporate Culture  
Committee /CA  

(company-wide strong spon-
sorship)

Culture change program  
(support group change 

program)

Culture Survey  
(Biz, Work, People)

Analyze groupware data  
(report/approval, meeting 

status, etc.)

Analyze online and 
offline communication 

activities   
(consensus, meetings, blind)

Sponsorship/organization Change solution Overall corporate ulture Way of working Employee mindset
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Respecting Human Rights

Employee Diversity (Gender Equality)

As of 2017, Hyundai Mobis had 1,045 female employees out of a total of 9,611 employees (10.87%). This is an 

increase of 19 compared to 1,026 female employees in 2016. Currently, there are no female executives, but 66 out 

of a total of 3,847 manager-level employees, accounting for 1.72%, are female. Also, there are 245 female employ-

ees out of a total of 1,821 assistant manager-level employees, accounting for 13.45%, hinting that the number of 

female managers will greatly increase in the future. 

All Hyundai Mobis employees receive both a basic salary and performance-based bonus. Since there are no female 

executives, if you compare employees at the department head-level to administrative assistant-level, there is no 

major difference in remuneration based on gender, with female employees earning an average of 97% of what their 

male counterparts make.

Hyundai Mobis consists of an age-diverse workforce. By having diverse 

ages in the workplace from older workers with lots of experience to young-

er and less experienced ones, we have the advantage of achieving a bal-

anced workforce where new employees can gain abundant experience. 

This is also an indicator of job security. As of 2017, the average length of 

employment is 12.7 years, with the average exceeding 12.6 years annually 

for the past five years.    

Average length of service

2015 2016 2017

12.8
12.6 12.7

(Unit: years)

Human Rights and Organizational Culture

(Unit: persons)

2017

66

3,847

 1.72%

Classification

Number of female managers(a)

Number of total managers(b)

Ratio of female managers(a/b x 100)

2017

 0

105

 0%

Classification

Number of female executives(a) 

Number of total executives(b) 

Ratio of female executives(a/b x 100)

2017

245

1,821

 13.45%

Classification

Number of preliminary female managers(a)

Number of total preliminary managers(b)

Ratio of preliminary female managers(a) 

● Number of female employees 

● Number of male employees    

● Number of total employees 

2015 2016 2017

971
1,026 1,045

7,701

8,199

8,5668,672

9,225 9,611

(Unit: persons)

Salary Gap between Male and Female (basic salary standard)

Classification Executive General 
manager

Senior  
manager 

Manager 
(office worker)

Manager   
(research staff)

Assistant 
manager 

Administrative 
assistant 

Compared to male - 99 87 100 95 98 105

* Excluding performance-based bonus: since payment based on ability according to performance and evaluation of merits are irrelevant to gender, it was 
not included in calculating the average. 
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In 2017, Hyundai Mobis directly employed 144 disabled people, which was an increase of 12 people compared to 

132 people in 2016. The direct employment rate was 1.43% in 2016, but it slightly increased to 1.50% in 2017

Achieving a Work-Life Balance

Family-Friendly Management 

Hyundai Mobis has lounges for female employee that include a nursing room at all worksites, and the com-

pany provides preferential parking to pregnant employees to reduce their inconvenience while commuting to 

work. Also, pregnant employees are given easily recognizable pink-colored employee cardholders, so that fe-

male employees can enjoy a better working environment. Employees expecting a child are also given separate 

designations to ensure other employees encourage them to leave early. In addition, the rate of male employ-

ees using parental leave has increased steadily. Moreover, Hyundai Mobis strictly prohibits female workers 

from being involved in dangerous or harmful tasks in accordance with Article 37 of the Labor Standards Act, 

and does not tolerate any form of sexual harassment in the workplace in accordance with Article 12 of the 

Equal Employment Act. In order to help employees maintain a healthy work-life balance and prevent female 

employees from involuntarily interrupting their careers, we encourage employees to apply for maternity leave 

or parental leave when necessary, while also providing flexible work schedules for female employees who took 

leave to give birth or take care of their children. Hyundai Mobis strives to achieve a work-life balance by en-

suring its employees leave work on time and implements staggered office hours (for research jobs). Moreover, 

many efforts are being made to provide diverse work roles by expanding staggered work hours across the 

company. We also operate the “Healing Saem” service to provide employees with counseling services offered 

by clinical psychologists.

Hyundai Mobis actively recruits outstanding overseas employees in line with plans to grow its international 

operations. In order to help locally-hired employees working at overseas subsidiaries quickly adapt to Korean 

culture, we provide opportunities to enhance cultural understanding through language and culture classes. 

In addition, we invite local employees from overseas to visit our head office, technical centers and regional 

worksites in Korea, so that they get a better understanding of the company and Korean culture.

Disabled Employment (Unit: persons)

2017

144

9,611

1.50%

Classification

Number of the disabled hired (a)

Number of total employees (b)

Ratio of the disabled hired (a/b x 100) 

2016

132

9,225

1.43%

2015

137

8,672

1.58%

Age Group of Employees (Unit: persons)

Classification 2015 2016 2017

Number of employees between 20-30 years old 1,566 1,842 1,861

Number of employees between 30-50 years old 5,934 6,084 6,277

Number of employees over 50 years old 1,172 1,299 1,473

Number of old aged employees(over 60 years old) 7 6 7

Number of total employees 8,672 9,225  9,611

*  Children are not directly or indirectly employed by Hyundai Mobis in accordance with ILO Tripartite Declaration Concerning Multinational Enterprise and 
Social Policy, OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, and Korean Labor Act.

Present Status of Foreign Employees (Unit: persons)

Classification 2017

Number of foreign employees(a)  26

Total number of employees(b) 9,611

Ratio of foreigners hired(a/b x 100)  0.27%
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Employee Benefits

In order to promote the health of employees, Hyundai Mobis has in-house workout rooms at each worksite/regional 

center, and a non-smoking campaign in alliance with local public health centers. Since 2014, we have operated Heal-

ing Sam, which provides counseling services offered by clinical psychologists to act as communication channels be-

tween management and employees. The program also provides training on mental health and changing corporate 

culture, as well as conducting team-based psychological diagnosis. In 2016, we promoted the psychological health 

of our employees with 879 consultations that resolved workplace issues and offered relationship coaching. Under 

the safety-first management policy that aims to make employee health and safety the top priority in all business 

activities, Hyundai Mobis has been implementing diverse policies to enhance employees’ satisfaction levels and cre-

ate a safe working environment. We set up a Safety & Environment Team to be in charge of company-wide health/

safety/environmental management activities at domestic and overseas worksites. In order to thoroughly manage 

safety at all worksites, we selected safety & environment staff and established specific and realistic improvement 

plans to prevent industrial accidents. Moreover, we came up with countermeasures to meet the growing public need 

for sustained social responsibility and increased control over safety/environmental risks. Additionally, we set up the 

Industrial Health & Safety Management Committee to deliberate and decide on major issues and policies regarding 

the company’s health and safety management. 

In 2013, Hyundai Mobis was the first to obtain OHSAS 18001 (Occupational Health & Safety Assessment Series) 

certification and KOSHA 18001 (Korea Occupational Safety & Health Agency) certification for all its domestic pro-

duction lines, and has maintained the certifications by passing follow-up reviews in 2016. Additionally, all of our 

overseas production sites established and operated OHSAS 18001 systems, so that all domestic and overseas 

plants implemented systematic health & safety management policies by stipulating detailed action plans and guide-

lines for application in day-to-day role fulfillment. In order to achieve the goal of a zero-accident workplace, Hyundai 

Mobis has implemented various health and safety initiatives, while also setting up an autonomous and advanced 

safety management system by managing performance to reach goals set for each field, evaluating company-wide 

health & safety KPIs, and offering rewards for outstanding performance and zero-accident worksites.

Human Rights and Organizational Culture

Fringe Benefits Program

Leisure 

Rent car discounts 

Hotel resort discounts 

Classification LifeHealth

Support programs 

Application to join the sports 
center

Hospital 

Discount on buying glasses 

Airfare discounts 

Railroad discounts 

Financial supports

Wedding supports

Car tire discounts 

Self-development expenses 

Suppo rting children’s school expenses

Return to Work After Using Parental Leaves (Unit: persons)

Classification 2015 2016 2017

Number of employees on parental leaves 47 2 60

     Male 2 1 9

     Female 45 61 51

Number of employees who returned to work after parental leave 42 60 48

     Male 2 1 6

     Female 40 59 42

Rate of returning to work after parental leave 89 97 80

Number of employees working for at least 12 months or longer after returning to work 45 60 48

     Male 2 1 6

     Female 43 59 42

Rate of working for at least 12 months or longer after returning to work 96 97 80
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Building a Trusting Labor/Management Relationship

Guaranteeing Union Activities 

Hyundai Mobis faithfully abides by local labor laws and related regulations in all countries it operates in, and 

respects local cultures and social norms in its personnel management practices. Moreover, we guarantee 

employees the right to form unions, representative bodies and collective bargaining entities under all related 

laws and regulations in Korea and overseas, as well as the right for them to carry out union activities. In this 

regard, there are 3 labor unions within the company based on location, worksite characteristics and duties. 

Negotiations are held with all three labor unions. Also, we arrange quarterly labor management council meet-

ings and host annual labor-management joint business presentations to strengthen mutual partnerships. 

The company strictly abides by all laws and regulations regarding human rights and labor, and extends gen-

erous working conditions and fringe benefits under its collective bargaining agreements that go above and 

beyond legal requirements. In 2017, 2,627 people, or 27.3% of our total workforce, were entitled to collective 

bargaining. The union membership rate compared to union members by collective agreements is 46.2%. Once 

every year, Hyundai Mobis notifies its labor-management status to the Ministry of Employment and Labor, 

which is the governing body for labor and human rights.

Evaluation System

Human Rights Policy and Impact Assessment through Due Diligence

Hyundai Mobis pursues a creative corporate culture that consists of employees from diverse backgrounds 

and respects human rights as part of its core values. As such, we have diverse systems to ensure our employ-

ees can utilize their individual competencies without any discrimination based on gender, nationality or aca-

demic background. We faithfully abide by local labor laws and related regulations in all countries we operate 

in, and respect local culture and social norms in our personnel management practices. In this regard, Hyundai 

Mobis conducts fair and transparent personnel evaluations during union negotiations and ensures there is 

no discrimination in terms of personnel policy in accordance with the Act on Equal Employment and Support 

for Work-Family Reconciliation (Paragraph 3 of Article 20), while also respecting human dignity and individual 

human rights that are guaranteed constitutionally (Paragraph 1 of Article 22). The person in charge of man-

agement and supervision is the head of the HR department, and any violations are handled by a Personnel 

Committee that is responsible for discovering the truth and determining appropriate disciplinary action. Once 

Number of the Union Membership and Rate of Union Participation

Number of total employees 

2015 2016 2017

8,672

9,225

9,611

(Unit: persons)

Percentage of union membership 
to total workforce 

2015 2016 2017

30.0 28.3 27.3

(Unit: %)

Percentage of union membership 
excluding managerial positions

2015 2016 2017

51.2
48.2

46.2

(Unit: %)
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Hyundai Motor Group’s Organizational Culture Diagnosis System

Survey Name of survey Assessment  
institution

Assessment 
period

Implementation 
period

Assessment 
items

Example of detailed evaluation items

Employees Culture Survey Corporate  
Culture Team

September 
2017

Once a year Organization-
al culture, 
leadership, 
effectiveness 

①  Fair treatment without discrimination 

②  Recognition of diversity 

③  Voluntary cooperation with  
each other 

④  Give career development opportunity 

⑤ Fair promotions

⑥ Freely use vacations, etc. 

Suppliers Evaluation of 
Suppliers

Win-Win  
Partnership Team

Frequently Once a year Fair trade, 
ethical  
management 

① Undue pressure 

②  Extortion and receipt of money and 
goods, 

③ Disrespectful insult, etc.

Win-win  
partnership 
survey

Win-Win  
Partnership  
Committee  
(external  
institution)

February 
2012

Once a year

Agencies Customer  
satisfaction 
survey

Customer Value 
Innovation Team

April
2017

Once a year Customer  
satisfaction 
level

①  Customer reception and disrespectful 
insult, etc.

every year, we conduct a comprehensive survey of all employees to measure their performance regarding job in-

volvement, job satisfaction, protection of human rights among employees, and ethical management of suppliers. 

In the case of suppliers, we conduct a survey through the third-party Win-Win Partnership Committee once a year, 

which is used as key indicator for protection of human rights in ethical management practices. 



CorporaTe  
aCHievemeNTs
Hyundai Mobis strives to become a global top tier producer of the 21st century 

by securing core technologies as growth engines for the future and expanding 

customer-oriented socially responsible management and environmental 

management, as well as pursuing win-win partnerships together with its suppliers. 

Most notably, we have made strenuous efforts to maximize human resource 

competencies that act as the driving force behind corporate growth, thereby 

respecting the cultural diversity and human rights of all employees.



seCTioN 2

P. 46
Corporate Governance

P. 54
Compliance

P. 60
Risk Management

P. 66
Employee

P. 74
Supply Chain Management

P. 82
Social Contribution

P. 88
Environmental Management



Ratio of outside directors within the Board   
(Unit: %)

55.6

CorporaTe  
goverNaNCe



Attendance rate of outside directors 
(Unit: %)

85.6

Ratio of outside directors of the subcommittees under 
the BOD (Audit Committee, Corporate Governance & 
Communication Committee) (Unit: %)

100

In order to increase corporate values and protect the interests of stakeholders, including shareholders and customers, 

Hyundai Mobis has set up a board of directors under a transparent and healthy corporate governance system. Outside 

directors account for more than 50% of the board to ensure that all stakeholder opinions are reflected in the deci-

sion-making process and strengthen the board’s independence, with subcommittees supporting the BOD’s efficient 

operations with expertise in their respective areas.
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Current Status of Shareholders and Protection of Rights

Ownership

As of the end of 2016, Hyundai Mobis’ outstanding shares totaled 97,347,837 shares (including 97,343,863 

common and 3,974 preferred shares). The largest shareholders and persons of vested interest held 30.17 

percent of total shares, while the aggregate number of shares held by minority shareholders below 1/100 

ownership of the company’s equity capital accounted for 55.98 percent of total shares for the same period.

Implementing a Fair Disclosure System (Protection of Minority Shareholders)

Since March 31, 1999, Hyundai Mobis has implemented the fair disclosure system to ensure transparent 

disclosure of company information. Corporate regulations prohibit the provision of company information first 

to specific persons like securities analysts or fund managers. In order to prevent unfair practices in the se-

curities market and protect corporate investors, overall information about the company including business 

results and business plans must be provided to all stakeholders through electronic disclosure (http://dart.fss.

or.kr) at the same time. In addition, Tae-woon Lee, the outside director of the Corporate Governance & Com-

munication Committee, was designated to be in charge of supervising the protection of shareholders’ rights 

and internal transparency, so that the rights of minority shareholders are not infringed upon. This designation 

was also disclosed externally through electronic disclosure. In addition, all investors, including institutional 

investors and minority shareholders, are notified of the convening of shareholders’ meetings by mail when a 

meeting is held.

Ownership Structure (As of Dec. 31, 2017)

 

4.4

95.6

100.0

 

174

3,800

3,974

 

44,277,024

18,134,586

2,921,879

29,367,179

2,643,195

97,343,863

Common shares Preferred shares Ratio

 

45.5

18.6

3.0

30.2

2.7

100.0

Classification 

International investors 

Domestic institutional investors 

Domestic individual investors 

Largest shareholders 

Treasury stocks 

Total

2017

Ratio

(Unit: number of shares, %)
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BOD Composition and Rights

Structure of the BOD 

The BOD of Hyundai Mobis is the top decision-making body that represents its diverse stakeholders and supervises 

and approves resolutions on major management issues to ensure the company’s long-term growth. As of the end 

of 2017 (reporting period), Hyundai Mobis’ BOD consisted of nine directors, including four internal and five outside 

directors. As the automotive parts business requires prompt decision-making and large-scale investments, the CEO 

concurrently serves as the chairperson of the BOD. There are three subcommittees under the BOD. The Audit Com-

mittee manages and supervises business results and management activities decided by the BOD and has an outside 

director as its chairperson, while the CEO chairs the Outside Director Recommendation Committee. The Corporate 

Governance & Communication Committee is only comprised of outside directors and acts as a supervisory body 

where company employees can report issues and receive approval, ensuring transparent management practices 

including compliance activities, ethical management practices and CSR activities. 

Corporate Governance

General meeting of shareholders 

Establish mandatorily according to related laws Enhance transparency and 
shareholders’ rights and interests

* (End of 2017)

BOD (chairman: inside director Mong-koo Chung)

(4 inside directors, 5 outside directors)

5 outside directors

Chair of Audit Committee 
(chairman: outside director  

Seung-ho Lee) 

5 outside directors

Corporate Governance & 
Communication Committee 
(chairman: outside director  

Tae-woon Lee)

3 outside directors

Outside Director Recommendation 
Committee (chairman: inside director 

Young-deuk Lim)

Director Recom-
mender

Background for appointment Responsible 
duties

Initial  
appointment

Tenure of 
service

Relationship with the largest shareholder

Mong-koo Chung BOD Ensure stable  
supervision of the company’s  
duties and external affairs

Supervision  
of duties

June  
1977

40 years  
6 months

Executive of affiliate company 

Eui-sun Chung BOD Supervision  
of duties

March  
2002

15 years  
9 months

Executive of affiliate company, member of  
Outside Director Recommendation Committee

Young-deuk Lim BOD Supervision  
of duties

July  
2016

1 year  
5 months 

Executive of affiliate company, member of Outside 
Director Recommendation Committee

Yong-bin Han BOD Chief Finance  
Officer

March  
2016

1 year  
9 months

Executive of affiliate company

Tae-woon Lee Outside 
Director 
Recom-
mendation 
Committee

Legal expert
(Attorney at The One Law Firm)

Legal affairs,  
etc

March  
2011

6 years  
9 months

Chair of Corporate Governance & Communication 
Committee, in charge of protecting the rights of 
shareholders 

Byung-joo Lee Legal expert
(Advisor at Bae, Kim & Lee (BKL) Law Firm)

Legal affairs,  
etc

March  
2011

6 years  
9 months

Member of Audit Committee, member of Outside 
Director Recommendation Committee

Ji-soo Yu Expert in automotive industry
(President of Kookmin University)

Management  
strategy, etc.

March  
2015

2 years  
9 months

Member of Audit Committee, member of Outside 
Director Recommendation Committee

Woo-il Lee Expert in mechanical engineering area  
(Professor at Seoul National University)

R&D advice,  
etc.

March  
2016

8 years  
9 months

Member of Audit Committee, member of Outside 
Director Recommendation Committee

Seung-ho Lee Finance expert 
(Advisor at Yulchon Law Firm)

Finance, etc. March  
2016

1 year  
9 months

Chair of Audit Committee

* (End of 2017)
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Independence of the BOD

BOD Structure 

At Hyundai Mobis, outside directors account for the majority of the BOD to ensure the Board's independence 

in accordance with the Commercial Act. Under the BOD are three subcommittees, the Corporate Governance 

& Communication Committee that supervises management activities and the Audit Committee that audits 

general management activities and requests reports on operations-all of which are comprised only of outside 

directors to ensure independence in their activities. The CEO concurrently serves as the chairperson of the 

BOD, while outside directors chair both the Audit Committee and the Corporate Governance & Communi-

cation Committee. Among the subcommittees, the CEO only chairs the Outside Director Recommendation 

Committee.

Transparency of the BOD Selection Process

BOD Appointment Process 

As a person with related expertise and experience who has no special relationship of interest with Hyundai 

Mobis, an outside director is recommended by the Outside Director Recommendation Committee and ap-

pointed at the general shareholders’ meeting. The outside director is appointed only after the Korea Exchange 

verifies the legal qualifications and independence of each candidate based on the submitted qualification 

certificate before approving their appointment. In accordance with the related laws and regulations, articles 

of association, and BOD regulations, a candidate for outside director is recommended by the Outside Director 

Recommendation Committee, with outside directors accounting for the majority of members as stipulated 

in Article 542-8 of the Commercial Act. Any appointments must be approved by the committee comprised 

of 9 people, including 4 internal directors and 5 outside directors. All of the current internal directors are 

executives currently employed at Hyundai Mobis, and all of the outside directors appointed are experts in the 

automotive industry, technology, finance or legal affairs.

2017

More than 50%

55.6% (5/9 persons)

Classification

Operating goals 

Ratio of outside directors

2016

More than 50%

55.6% (5/9 persons)

2015

More than 50%

55.6% (5/9 persons)
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Composition and Operation of the BOD Subcommittees

Status of the BOD Subcommittees

Audit Committee

As the supervisory board, the Audit Committee audits the transparency and fairness of general management activ-

ities and accounting practices. The committee has the authority to request that directors report on operations and 

examine the company’s financial status and operational practices. In order to ensure the independence of the Audit 

Committee members, they must meet the qualification and job relevancy requirements before being appointed to 

the committee. 

As an important BOD subcommittee, the Audit Committee is comprised of outside directors to ensure indepen-

dence in its activities. In 2017, the committee held five meetings to deliberate on agenda items, including the audit 

of the 2016 settlements, the 2017 management plan, and the operating state of the internal accounting manage-

ment system, so that at least one meeting is held every quarter. 

Corporate Governance & Communication Committee 

On March 17, 2017, the Ethics Committee under the BOD changed its name to the Corporate Governance & Com-

munication Committee and expanded its scope of deliberation and function through the passage of a resolution 

by the BOD. In order to strengthen transparent management practices and create an ethical corporate culture, the 

Committee is compromised only of outside directors, in a similar manner as the Ethics Committee. The committee 

reviews and supervises fair trade and compliance programs, transactions between parties with special relation-

ships, important policies related to ethical management practices and social contributions, and enactment and 

amendment of ethics regulations. In order to ensure independence, the five committee members are comprised 

of only outside directors, and Tae-woon Lee had been appointed as the chair of the Corporate Governance & Com-

munication Committee. In addition, Tae-woon Lee had been appointed as the member in charge of protecting the 

rights of shareholders to strengthen communication with current shareholders, as of the date of the drawing up of 

the report. The committee strives to expand communication with shareholders and strengthen the transparency of 

the BOD, while also seeking ways to implement diverse policies and activities to protect shareholders’ rights. This 

plays a huge role in sharing the company’s future growth engine strategy with shareholders and setting the path 

towards a sustainable future. In 2017, the committee held 5 meetings to review performance and plans related to 

social contributions and ethical management practices, as well as approve agenda items including financial trans-

actions with affiliated financial companies according to the terms and conditions as well as the trading limits of the 

largest shareholder. 

Corporate Governance

Main Contents of Selection Standards Whether the selection  
standards are being met 

Relevant laws and  
regulations, etc. 

Comprised of more than 3 directors Met (5 people) Paragraph 2 of Article  
415-2 of the Commercial Act 

More than two thirds of the members are outside directors Met (all outside directors)

More than one of the members are experts in accounting or finance Met  
(Seung-ho Lee member) 

Paragraph 2 of Article  
542-11 of the  
Commercial Act 

Chair of the Audit Committee is an outside director Met 

Otherdisqualifications  
(special relationship with largest shareholder, etc.)

Met (not applicable) Paragraph 3 of Article 542-
11 of the Commercial Act 
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Outside Director Recommendation Committee

The Outside Director Recommendation Committee consists of both internal and outside directors and has the 

right to recommend candidates for outside director positions. The recommended candidates are approved 

by the BOD before being appointed at the general shareholder’s meeting. In accordance with the related laws 

and regulations, articles of association and BOD regulations, internal and outside directors are both able to 

recommend a candidate for the position of outside director. Article 542-8 of the Commercial Act stipulates 

that outside directors must constitute a majority of the committee members. Currently, there are 2 internal 

directors (Eui-sun Chung, Young-deuk Lim), 3 outside directors (Byung-joo Lee, Ji-soo Yu, Woo-il Lee), and 

the committee held 3 meetings in 2017 to recommend candidates for outside director positions. On March 9, 

2018, the tenure of one of the outside directors, Woo-il Lee, came to an end, and the outside director Dae-soo 

Kim was newly appointed through the 41st regular general meeting of shareholders.

Operation of the BOD

Status and Efficiency of BOD Operation  

The BOD held 7 meetings (5 regular meetings and 2 special meetings) starting with the first meeting on Jan-

uary 26, 2017, and the average attendance rate of outside directors was 85.6%. More detailed information 

about BOD activities has been provided through the electronic disclosure system.

Performance Evaluation and Compensation

Disclosure of CEO Remuneration 

As an executive of the BOD, the CEO gains the trust of shareholders and employees, with an average tenure of 

office of 57 months. In accordance with Article 388 of the Commercial Act and the company’s articles of as-

sociation, the remuneration limit of directors is decided by a resolution of a general meeting of shareholders. 

On March 17, 2017, the remuneration limit of the 41st cohort of directors was decided at the regular general 

meeting of shareholders at KRW 10,000 million. The remuneration status of the BOD directors for 2017 is 

shown below and the details are also provided through electronic disclosure. 

The remuneration information of outside directors are also disclosed.

Name Type of  
remuneration 

Total 
amount 

Calculation standard and method 

CEO  
Mong-koo Chung 

Earned 
income 

Salary 3,430 In accordance with the executive wage table that takes into consideration of the job duty/ 
position(Chairman), continuous service year, contribution to the company, and talent  
development, and internal standards, including the appropriate wage standard, Hyundai Mobis 
paid the basic salary of KRW 3,430 million by installment during the announced period.

Internal director  
Eui-sun Chung 

Earned 
income 

Salary 552 In accordance with the executive wage table that takes into consideration of the job duty/ 
position(Vice President), continuous service year, contribution to the company, and talent  
development, and internal standards, including the appropriate wage standard, Hyundai Mobis 
paid the basic salary of KRW 552 million by installment during the announced period.

CEO  
Young-deuk Lim 

Earned 
income 

Salary 695 In accordance with the executive wage table that takes into consideration of the job duty/ 
position(CEO), continuous service year, contribution to the company, and talent development, and 
internal standards, including the appropriate wage standard, Hyundai Mobis paid the basic salary 
of KRW 695 million by installment during the announced period.

(Unit: KRW million)

Classification Number of 
people 

Remuneration 
total 

Average remuneration 
amount per person 

Registered Directors (excluding outside directors and Audit Committee 
members 

4 5,057 1,264

Outside Directors (excluding Audit Committee members) - - -

Audit Committee members 5 263 53

Audit - - -

(Unit: KRW million)
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BOD’s Role in Sustainable Management

Responsibilities of Executives for the Company’s Economic, Environmental and Social Responsibilities 

Hyundai Mobis’ CSR activities are reported to the BOD through the Corporate Governance & Communication Com-

mittee. The key duties of the committee are related to sustainable management practices, including creating an 

ethical corporate culture and implementing social contribution activities and fair-trade practices. Meetings are held 

more than once every quarter with the executive in charge directly reporting performance on a quarterly basis.

Name of committee Composition Name of 
directors

Purpose and rights of establishment

Corporate Governance 
& Communication 
Committee 

Outside 
directors

Tae-woon 
Lee

Byung-joo 
Lee

Ji-soo Yu

Woo-il Lee

Seung-ho 
Lee

·  Purpose of establishment: ensure transparency of internal transactions, implement 
ethical  management, deliberate on protecting the rights of shareholders’ rights, etc. 

· Rights

 ①  'Review transactions of special relationships stipulated in the Commercial Act and 
the Monopoly Regulation and Fair Trade Act

 ② Review fair trade and compliance programs 

 ③  Review important policies related to ethical management and social contribution

 ④  Evaluate enactment and amendment of ethical standards and code of ethics and 
actual implementation 

 ⑤  Review management details regarding protecting the rights of shareholders

      -  Designate one of the outside directors on the committee to be in charge of 
protecting shareholders’ rights to strengthen communication with shareholders 

Conflicting Interests

Disclosure of Conflicts of Interests by BOD Executives 

Regarding the directors’ activities at other companies, any concurrent positions held are approved by the BOD and 

disclosed through a business report. On March 17, 2017, the BOD held a special meeting to approve the concurrent 

position taken by Eui-sun Chung as a director at Hyundai Motors, Kia Motors, and Hyundai Steel, and Byung-joo Lee 

as a director at Hyosung. On July 28, 2017, the BOD’s 4th regular meeting approved of Seung-ho Lee’s concurrent 

position as a director at SK E&C and disclosed the information. In addition, any stock holdings of supplier firms 

and other interested parties held by directors are also disclosed, along with the electronic disclosure of the BOD’s 

approval on the existence of a controlling shareholder (Kia Motors), the stock holdings of the largest shareholder 

owned by a person with a special relationship, and the transactions of a person with a special relationship.

Corporate Governance

Details Status of Internal and Outside Directors (Base date: December 31, 2017)

Name Gender Year and month 
of birth

Position Registered  
executive or not

Full-time or 
part-time

Responsible duties Major experience

Mong-koo 
Chung

Male March 1938 Chairman 
& CEO

Registered 
executive

Full-time Chairman & CEO  
(overall management)

Bachelor’s degree in Industrial Management at Hanyang University, President of Korean Standards Association, 
President of Hyundai Motor
Concurrent Position: Chairman & CEO of Hyundai Motor, Director of Hyundai Powertech, Director of Hyundai 
Engineering & Construction

Eui-sun 
Chung

Male October 1970 Internal director Registered 
executive

Full-time Planning Department, 
IT Department

Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration at University of San Francisco, CEO of Kia Motors 
Vice President of Hyundai Motor 
Concurrent Position: Director of Hyundai Motor, Director of Kia Motors, Director of Hyundai Steel

Young-deuk 
Lim

Male June 1955 President 
& CEO

Registered 
executive

Full-time President & CEO  
(overall management)

Master’s degree at Ulsan University Graduate School (Industrial Management), Vice President of Hyundai Motor 
Concurrent Position: Director of Hyundai Autron

Yong-bin 
Han

Male September 1965 Internal director Registered 
executive

Full-time Chief Finance Officer Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration at Seoul National University, Head of Planning and Finance Dept. of 
Hyundai Glovis

Tae-woon 
Lee

Male July 1948 Outside director Registered 
executive

Part-time Legal advisor Bachelor’s degree in Law at Seoul National University President of Gwangju, Daejeon and Seoul High Courts 
Present) Partner, The One Law Firm

Byung-joo 
Lee

Male October 1951 Outside director Registered 
executive

Part-time Legal advisor Doctor’s degree in Economics at Hawaii University Graduate School, Passed the 20th Public Administration  
Examination, Standing member of Korea Fair Trade Commission Present) Advisor, Bae, Kim & Lee (BKL) Law Firm

Ji-soo Yu Male December 1952 Outside director Registered 
executive

Part-time Management strategy 
advisor

Bachelor’s degree in Agriculture at Seoul National University, Master’s degree in Business Administration at Illinois 
State University, Doctor’s degree in Business Administration at University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, President 
of the Korean Academy of Motor Industry 
Present) President of Kookmin University

Woo-il Lee Male July 1954 Outside director Registered 
executive

Part-time R&D advisor Bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering at Seoul National University, Doctor’s degree in Mechanical  
Engineering at University of Michigan, Head of Office of Research Affairs at Seoul National University, Present) 
Engineering College Professor at Seoul National University

Seung-ho 
Lee

Male March 1956 Outside director Registered 
executive

Part-time Tax advisor Bachelor’s degree in Economics at Yeungnam University, Master’s degree in Business Administration at Kyungpook 
National University Graduate School, Doctor’s degree in Business Administration at Konkuk University Graduate 
School, President of NTS Busan Regional Office, Present) Advisor at Yulchon Law
Concurrent Position: Outside director of SK Engineering & Construction



Number of employees who completed 
compliance and ethical management training  
(Unit: persons)

12,704

CompliaNCe



Employees who signed the compliance pledge 
(Unit: %)

90

Number of ethical code violations 
(Unit: cases)

28

In order to achieve sustainable growth by becoming a global top tier manufacturer in the auto parts industry, 

Hyundai Mobis implements compliance and ethical management practices that comply with laws, principles 

and ethical values. To achieve this, we prevent illegal, wrongful and unethical acts, while also establishing reg-

ulations and management systems to create transparent and fair working environments, with the expansion 

of diverse implementation programs. Hyundai Mobis will fulfill its CSR by improving its level of compliance and 

ethical management and inspire credibility in all stakeholders.
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Enterprise-wide |  
 Fair Trade Compliance Activities

Compliance Officer

Fair Trade Compliance 

Fair Trade Compliance System

Hyundai Mobis works to ensure the establishment of a fair trading order in recognition of fair trade and com-

petition being the basis for sustainable growth. Accordingly, we adopted a Compliance Program (CP) as part 

of our bylaws for legal compliance in December 2002. The compliance officer serves as the chief facilitator of 

overseeing company-wide CP operations and is appointed by the company’s highest decision-making body, 

the BOD. In order to ensure independence, the compliance officer is entrusted by the CEO with the authority 

and responsibility to smoothly run all CP operations, including complying with company-wide fair trade laws 

and regulations as well as activities to prevent law violations. 

Established to support the compliance officer, the CP bureau takes charge of practical CP operations through-

out the company, and provides expertise related to CP activities in collaboration with the legal affairs team. 

The CP bureau and the legal affairs team contribute to efficient CP operations by being under the control of 

the compliance officer. 

Fair Trade Compliance Program

Activities to Review Compliance with Fair Transactions  

Hyundai Mobis systematically implements activities to review compliance with fair transactions to ensure 

that day-to-day job duties are free of any legal violation risks. A CP website is maintained to provide easy 

access for employees who need more information on fair transactions, allowing them to make inquiries to the 

website if any CP issues arise while performing their duties. Also, a checklist on the website allows employees 

to preemptively screen for legal risks. If and when they discover a risk(s), or are not sure about a particular 

compliance issue, employees are advised to receive a preliminary review through a legal support system in 

order to prevent any legal risks from arising. The CP Bureau carries out company-wide prevention activities, 

such as identifying risk exposure of legal violations in each business division of the company regarding the 

Fair Trade Act and Fair Transactions in Subcontracting Act, and reviewing and improving job performance on 

a regular basis. Moreover, we frequently engage in activities to improve job performance in accordance with 

changes to government policies and amendments.

Training on Compliance with Fair Transactions 

Hyundai Mobis offers regular training on fair transactions to raise employee awareness of the CP, with training 

performance reported to the BOD biannually. We provide CP training for employees with duties related to fair 

trade laws and regulations, while also ensuring that working-level employees in charge of fair transactions 

receive specialized external training courses regularly to understand trends in policies and laws and enhance 

their expertise in CP-related areas. In addition, the new employee orientation program includes entry-level 

training on fair transactions to help new recruits realize the importance of complying with the Fair Trade Act. 

In 2017, a total of 1,674 employees completed CP training.

Appointment

Direct  
reporting

CP Bureau Legal decision 
(Legal Team)

(Business Coordination 
Team)

BOD

CEO
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Status of Fair Trade Compliance Program

Consultation requests and reports on fair trade practices are received through the Fair Trade Consultation/Report 

Center found on the company website. From January 1, 2010 to November 30, 2013, Hyundai Mobis was subject to 

disciplinary measures by the Fair Trade Commission because it took advantage of its superior position when trading 

with service parts agencies (resolution date by the Fair Trade Commission: April 24, 2018). In this regard, we will 

faithfully pay the fine of KRW 500 million and notify all agencies. We immediately made improvements to our work 

processes after the commission’s field investigation and make continual efforts to prevent a reoccurrence through 

compliance training for relevant departments.

Performance of Fair Trade Compliance Training (Unit: persons)

No. of trainees

805

342

26

3

498

Target

Fair trade related division

New employee

Fair trade working-level staff

Executives

Compliance (Online training)

Compliance

Compliance and Ethical Management

Compliance and Ethical Management System

Hyundai Mobis established and operates a compliance and ethical management system for its employees, custom-

ers and suppliers. Domestic and overseas employees comply with Hyundai Mobis’ global compliance guidelines and 

code of ethics while utilizing them to judge value and establish standards. The dedicated compliance organization 

plans and implements detailed action programs for prevention, inspection and improvement activities. The Ethics 

Committee comprised of outside directors appoints a compliance officer to ensure the creation of a more transpar-

ent and ethical corporate culture. To do this, we have in place various internal systems, including an online reporting 

and consultation center, an information security early warning system and a web-based risk management system 

for preventing wrongdoing. Besides this, we also contribute to the prevention of illegal and unethical issues while 

enhancing fair trade practices, by adopting a standard contract management system, standardizing internal control 

procedures and computerizing electronic contracts, bids/purchases and price decisions.

Hyundai Mobis Ethical Management

|  kOr  |  http://www.mobis.co.kr/kr/ethics/contentsid/745/index.do

|  EnG  |  http://en.mobis.co.kr/ethics/contentsid/2218/index.do

|  CHn  |  http://cn.mobis.co.kr/contentsid/2511/index.do

Compliance/

Ethical 

Management 

System

Managing  
organization 

Rules, regulations

Program

Management 
system

Ombudsman 
system

·Legal affairs, audit, purchasing

· The Corporate Governance & Communication Committee under the 
BOD

·Global compliance guidelines

· Ethics charter, code of ethics, ethics regulations  

·Training/campaign

· Progress review

·Improvement/supplementation

·Information security early warning system 

· Risk management system 

·Contract management system  

·Online report center (Cyber audit room found on Hyundai Mobis website) 

· Sexual harassment consultation center (Healing Sam) 

·  Ethics standards and the Center for Inquiries and Report on  
Improper Solicitation and Graft Act  
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Distributing Global Compliance Guidelines    |  Hyundai Mobis provided global compliance guidelines to set 

behavior standards for its employees. These guidelines are published in both Korean and English so that 

overseas employees can also understand the guidelines and prevent unethical or illegal behavior. Since it was 

enacted in 2015, the global compliance guidelines provide action guides covering 8 areas, including anti-cor-

ruption, fair trade, employment and the environment. Through these efforts, we aim to enhance the ethical 

and compliance awareness of our domestic and overseas workforce, while also preemptively preventing legal 

risks to create a fair and transparent corporate culture. 

Compliance/Ethical Management Program

Improving Compliance and Ethical Management

Compliance Commitment Pledge  |  Hyundai Mobis promoted the strong desire of its management to ful-

fill its compliance commitments and engage in ethical management practices to all employees, ensuring a 

transparent and fair corporate culture. As such, we encourage employees to participate in signing the com-

pliance commitment pledge every year, which promotes fair trade, anti-corruption prevention, information 

security, prevention of sexual harassment and compliance with safety regulations. In 2017, about 90% of the 

company's employees promised to fulfill their compliance commitments and engage in ethical management 

practices through electronic signatures. 

|    Compliance Commitment Pledge    |

As an employee of Hyundai Mobis, I agree to comply with laws and the company’s ethics code and 

pledge to faithfully carry out the following in order to fulfill the company’s CSR and achieve sustain-

able growth: 

➊  I shall always comply with laws and the company’s regulations and shall not commit, order, approve or aid 
any illegal acts, including unfair transactions, unfair internal transactions, unfair subcontracts and unfair 
collective practices.

➋  I shall not commit any unfair/corrupt practices that might hinder the fair execution of my job duties as they 
relate to all stakeholders, including improper solicitation, provision of bribery, entertainment, gifts and 
other business courtesies. 

➌  I shall not disclose the company’s trade secrets or relevant information without consent and refrain from 
using them for personal gain.

➍  I shall do my best to prevent sexual harassment in the workplace, including any sexual harassment practic-
es that might make the other party uncomfortable or feel humiliated visually, verbally or physically.

➎  I shall comply with all safety-related laws and standards and do my best to prevent industrial disasters and 
accidents.

➏  In cases where this Pledge is not adhered to, I shall take full responsibility in accordance with relevant laws 
and the company’s regulations. 

Global Compliance Guidelines

|  kOr  |  http://www.mobis.co.kr/kr/global/contentsid/747/index.do

|  EnG  |  http://en.mobis.co.kr/global/contentsid/2220/index.do
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Status of Compliance/ Ethical Management Training 

In order to raise employee awareness of compliance and ethical management practices and preemptively  

reduce risks, Hyundai Mobis provides online and offline training programs. We highlight the importance of  

ethical management practices regularly once a year to provide action guides and improve training effective-

ness. The training covers ethics/anti-corruption, prevention of sexual harassment, information security, creation 

of a safe work environment, and prevention of legal risks. By sharing regulations, guidelines and examples for 

each field, we establish employee behavior standards. We focus on the importance of our ethical management  

commitment and promote the guidelines to encourage employees to participate in ethical management  

practices. Through these efforts, we can prevent risks arising from unethical actions by suppliers and establish a 

transparent and healthy partnership with them. 

Operation of an Ombudsman System

Hyundai Mobis has established an online and offline ombudsman system to receive reports on violations and a 

consultation center to resolve ethical problems that arise during work duties. Problems related to anti-corruption 

and bribery can be reported and handled through the consultation center for the Improper Solicitation and Graft 

Act within the company's groupware system. Problems related to sexual harassment, abusive language, and as-

sault are dealt with by a professional consultant through the psychology consultation center (Healing Saem), and 

an attorney at the Legal Affairs Team (a female lawyer in cases of a sexual harassment incident) will conduct a joint 

investigation. We also improved the corporate culture to prevent sexual harassment and strengthened related 

training. In addition, we strive to create a healthy corporate culture through the prevention of sexual harassment at 

the workplace by promoting related guidelines. The Cyber Audit Office on the website not only receives reports from 

employees, but also from external stakeholders to actively resolve any incidents that may occur. 

Hyundai Mobis prohibits the offering or receiving of monetary benefits from stakeholders, including bribery and 

sexual harassment. Stakeholders refer to all interested parties including employees, suppliers and government 

agencies. Monetary benefits re stipulated as acts of giving or receiving money and valuables, expenditure for con-

gratulations and condolences, entertainment and other conveniences. Any violations of ethical standards are met 

with disciplinary actions in accordance with personnel management regulations. Disciplinary measures are meted 

out according to the procedures stipulated under the regulations of the Disciplinary Committee. In 2017, disci-

plinary measures were taken in 28 cases where violations of ethical standards occurred. The company has a ze-

ro-tolerance policy on the acceptance of bribes and strictly punishes those in violation.

Compliance

Status of Compliance/Ethical Management Training

Classification 2017

Number of trainees 
(persons)

Total training hours 
(hours)

Offline Integrated compliance training (ethics/anti-corruption,  
information security, prevention of sexual harassment at  
workplace, safety environment)

5,920 14,800

Online Internal ethical training 6,187 6,187

Compliance training for new and experienced employees 597 2,240

Total 12,704 23,227

* Changed from the previous calculation standard to the integrated training type.



Number of core risk management indexes in 2017 
(Unit: number)

9

risk 
maNagemeNT



Technology risk keyword 

Autonomous Driving 
Technology and ICT 
Technology 

Industrial environment risk keyword 

Eco-friendly

Risks are factors that have a huge impact on short-term management performance and sustainable growth 

for the future. Since changes to domestic and overseas management environments are likely to bring uncer-

tainties and risks, systematic management and timely responses are the key conditions for determining a 

successful or failing business. We are able to detect a variety of risk factors in advance and operate a system-

atic management system that analyzes and responds to risks. Additionally, we are improving our responsive-

ness so that risks can be resolved quickly through collaboration among different divisions.
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Risk Management System

Risk Management System

Hyundai Mobis operates a company-wide risk management committee within the Planning Department, and 

the head of the Planning Department serves as the Chief Risk Officer (CRO). Starting from 2018, the com-

mittee subdivided its existing risk management system into 13 divisions, with a separate a control tower to 

ensure prompt response and expertise. The head of each division is responsible for managing risks according 

to department, and the Chief Risk Officer (CRO) supervises company-wide risk management. The control 

tower monitors workplace safety/environment and key risks that arise at domestic and overseas worksites, 

with any issues promptly reported to management through a hotline for quick response. 

Risk Management Culture

Hyundai Mobis makes concerted efforts to ensure a company-wide risk management culture. A management 

strategy meeting is held every month by the CEO to share the results of risk reviews according to each field, 

as well as in the business environment at home and abroad and come up with responses. In addition, the 

company held planning and management office meetings hosted by the planning department every month 

to share potential risks and take joint action with relevant divisions in case of a serious risk that cannot be 

resolved by a single department. The risk officer consultative group consist of risk officers in each field, with 

the results of risk monitoring reviewed on a monthly basis.

Meanwhile, the control tower monitors domestic and overseas worksites in real-time to control risk factors. 

In case of an emergency, we take prompt measures to prevent the spread of risks. Line state, production 

and inventory status, production results, operation ratios and field quality indexes are examined in real-time 

and reported to management, so that a prompt and accurate decision-making process can be initiated and 

appropriate measures taken. The compliance requirements of reporting emergency situations are reinforced 

by reflecting risk-related points deducted from KPI (Key Performance Indicators) and evaluating risk man-

agement. In addition, the EIS (Executive Information System) according to business area shares key issues 

at global worksites in real-time with relevant divisions to further strengthen cooperation, so that damages 

resulting from risks can be minimized.

CEO

Chief Risk Officer (CRO) 

A Business Division

Director of Business Division
▲

Head of Planning  
and Management Office

▲
Risk Officer

▲
Site Operations Team

Control tower

Monitoring risks 
at domestic and 

overseas work sites 
(safety/environment, 

key risks)

Overall risk 
management

B Business Division

Director of Business Division
▲

Head of Planning  
and Management Office

▲
Risk Officer

▲
Site Operations Team

Status of Risk Management Meetings

Classification Hosted by Target Period Main contents

Management  
strategy meeting

CEO Company-wide 
executives

Monthly Share domestic and overseas business 
environment and the results of risk review by 
field and consult on countermeasures 

Company-wide planning  
department consultative group

Head of planning 
department (CRO)

Head of planning/
management 
office by field

Monthly Share key issues by field and consult on 
collaboration and response 

Risk officer consultative group Chief Risk Officer Risk officer by field Monthly Review the results of risk sensing by field 
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Risk Analysis

Risk Classification

Hyundai Mobis evaluates risks based on their seriousness, possible occurrence and influence to define those with 

high importance as key risks. Afterwards, they are classified using an index-based management approach and a 

manual-based management approach. The index-based management approach analyzes trends through a KRI (key 

risk indicator) monitoring system to verify causes, with risks classified into the four levels of concern, warning, cau-

tion and serious risk based on analysis results to differentiate countermeasures. The manual-based management 

approach suggests countermeasures for different situations to ensure prompt responses to emergencies. Hyundai 

Mobis created new key items of the risk management process, or added and modified them annually, so that the 

monitoring of potential risks with an impact on business activities have been strengthened. In 2017, we expanded 

the number of key risks from eight to nine to widen the scope of risk management and strengthen preventive and 

comprehensive response measures.

Risk Management and Response by Type

Hyundai Mobis analyzes and manages potential risk factors by type. The risks associated with economic and indus-

trial environments that have an impact on business, such as changes in market conditions and geopolitical issues, 

are regularly reported to the management. Financial risks are managed by controlling exchange rate exposure risk 

arising from foreign currency-denominated bonds and debts, net cash flows and debt ratio analysis. Social/envi-

ronmental/ regulatory risks also fall under our control to ensure compliance with fair transactions, while a system 

for management of global environmental regulations and climate change responses has been established to pro-

vide diverse countermeasures. In order to minimize the possibility of irregularities or errors in business activities 

caused by employees, we operate a web-based risk management system that allows us to take timely measures if 

risk factors are detected. As for risks that cannot be detected in advance such as natural disasters, we have set up 

different scenarios for each possible scenario to minimize the possible damage and take preventive measures. In 

the event of an emergency that cannot be dealt with alone, interdepartmental collaboration is in place to handle the 

situation across the enterprise.

Key Risks in 2017

Index  
management 

type

Manual type

Exchange  
rate fluctuation

Production  
fluctuation of full vehicles

Achievement rate of 
parts order

Massive recalls

Decline in quality 
indexes

Analyze the company’s profit and loss by expanding the monitoring of exchange rate fluctuation, 
including won/dollar exchange rate and the currencies of major hub nations (6 countries)

Improve the achievement rate of the company’s parts supply according to the production plan of full 
vehicles and optimize the operation of plants 

Establish medium-and long-term business strategy through analyzing monthly parts order and 
analyze business trends 

Analyze impacts of falling corporate image and decline in new orders when there are quality issues

Improve consumers’ quality satisfaction through monitoring of fluctuation in quality grades accord-
ing to plants 

Identify the scale of human damages and property loss resulting from an accident occurring and 
analyze damages caused by stopping the supply of parts

Analyze business impacts due to the leakage of core technology (security accident)

Strengthen monitoring of enactment and amendment trends of government policies regarding the 
company’s business 

Safety and environ-
ment risks

Leakage of core tech-
nology

Risks of government 
policies

Risks of trade policies Analyze impacts of profit and loss due to changes in global trade environment 

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Risk Management
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CASE . ● ●

Establish response systems to China’s Information and Communications Network Safety Act and 

EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

Due to the recent increase in incidents resulting from the infringement of personal information and the 

strengthening of related regulations by major countries around the world, the company’s compliance 

obligations have increased. China, Hyundai Mobis’ overseas hub, enacted the Information and Commu-

nications Network Safety Act (June 2017), while Europe also plans to introduce the General Data Pro-

tection Regulation (GDPR, May 2018), highlighting the importance of responses taken regarding the 

collection, utilization and handling of information. In response, Hyundai Mobis set up a task force team 

at company-wide level to analyze business risks within China and Europe and established an advanced 

response system through the transfer of IT systems, encrypting data, establishing a personal infor-

mation policy, and improving work processes. We will closely monitor personal information regulations 

in countries where we do business and further strengthen our system to ensure a prompt response.

Investigate and respond to natural disasters occurring in North and Central America 

Due to the increased frequency of solar superstorms and global seismic activity caused by climate 

change, concerns about losses from natural disasters have increased. In September 2017, hurricanes 

hit Florida (September 7, 2017 (Irma), September 8, 2017 (Maria)) and an earthquake occurred in Mex-

ico, resulting in damages. At Hyundai Mobis’ control tower, we set up a network of emergency contacts 

with the applicable overseas offices to ensure the safety of employees and minimize damage to work 

sites. Based on the manual detailing risk response to natural disasters, prompt responses were taken 

and reported to management, so that no loss of life occurred. Slight damage to worksites was repaired 

as rapidly as possible through quick overhauls. Hyundai Mobis strives to minimize the risk of damage 

caused by natural disasters through regular inspections of safety/environment protection facilities at 

worksites, improvements at at-risk facilities, and provision of training to raise employee awareness.

Examples of Responses to Key Risks in 2017

1. Strengthening of information protection act in major countries

2. Respond to Natural Disasters Occurring in North and Central America 
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New Risk Management

Securing Core Technologies in ICT

Due to the development of ICT technologies, the paradigm of the automotive industry has rapidly shifted towards 

autonomous driving platforms and connectivity systems to further emphasize the importance of securing core 

technologies. As a result of such changes in the industry structure, new ICT and software companies have made 

accelerated inroads into the automotive parts industry, while also expand business competitiveness through acqui-

sitions and mergers among leading companies. As such, business competition has intensified among companies in 

the automotive industry to secure core technologies. 

Potential Business Impact

The ratio of electronic components in the automotive parts industry has continued to increase annually, and it is 

expected that this trend will continue in the future. Therefore, if the acquisition of high value-added technology is 

delayed, this may weaken the company’s business competitiveness in an environment of fierce competition among 

companies. 

Risk Mitigation Plans 

Hyundai Mobis has continuously invested in R&D to take the lead in the future automotive parts market, with plans 

to secure core technologies in ICT by increasing R&D investment to about 10% of total sales by 2021. Based on 

medium-and long-term visions to lead the future vehicle parts market through autonomous driving platforms and 

connectivity systems, we strive to develop new technology by securing outstanding core manpower, internalizing 

core technologies through open innovation, and strengthening the role of overseas research institutions.

Automobile Demand Has Shifted Towards Green Cars 

Automobile market demand has shifted from diesel engines that use diesel and gasoline for power to green cars 

that use new energies like hybrid fuel systems as well as electric and hydrogen batteries. As the seriousness of 

environmental problems increases, including global warming and air pollution, major countries around the world 

have recognized the seriousness of climate change and worked to strengthen automotive industry policies, impos-

ing regulations on exhaust gas emissions from vehicles, fuel efficiency and mandatory sales of electric cars. In this 

regard, it has become important to secure manufacturing productivity and core technologies for green cars. 

Potential Business Impact

Regulatory policies imposed by countries to protect the global environment will be further strengthened in the 

future, increasing the demand for eco-friendly components. If there is a lack of response to changes in industry de-

mand, business competitiveness is expected to weaken due to a technology gap with key competitors. In addition, 

as general consumer interest in the environment increases,  failing to ensure the quality of eco-friendly compo-

nents may result in a tarnished corporate brand image. 

Risk Mitigation Plans 

In order to respond to the shift towards green cars, Hyundai Mobis is operating production hubs for new eco-friend-

ly components and acquiring core technologies for green cars. Last year, we invested about KRW 70 billion in a 

facility in Chungju, Chungbuk to build new plants exclusively for hydrogen electric cars, enabling advanced facilities 

to produce 3,000 integrated modules for power train fuel cells (PFC) per year. The eco-friendly component plant 

in Chungju expanded the existing eco-friendly production line to cover drive motors, controllers and battery sys-

tems, with plans to increase the number of green cars in the future through exclusive production processes for 

eco-friendly components and independently-developed technologies.



Activity Process for Developing Job Competencies 
(Unit: courses)

3,107

employee



Industrial accident rate (Number of occurrence/  
Number of annual average employees) 
(Unit: %)

0.03

Number of times collective  
bargaining held annually 
(Unit: times)

87

The driving force behind a company’s sustainable growth comes from its employees. Hyundai Mobis’ domes-

tic and overseas workforce has continued to increase in size and is considered an important stakeholder for 

continued business growth by the company. Based on this perception, we have developed our employees’ 

competencies and created a working environment where they can highlight their global competencies. To 

achieve this, we strive to focus on providing systematic talent development opportunities, fair performance 

evaluations, good labor-management relations, and strong safety and health standards in the workplace.
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Talent Development 

The sustainable growth of a company begins with talent development. Hyundai Mobis pursues systematic 
talent development through the establishment of Global Hyundai Mobis Business Academy (GHMBA-2020) 
as a medium-and long-term talent development system. We aim to strengthen the talent development sys-
tem and capabilities suited to a global business environment through three orientations that cover perfor-
mance-oriented, field-oriented and self-directed learning. Hyundai Mobis promotes dynamic leadership and a 
value-based organizational culture, while also strengthening job expertise. We strive to continuously improve 
competencies at both the head office and overseas offices to meet world-class standards.

GHMBA(Global Hyundai Mobis Business Academy) System

1
Performance 

-based

2
Field- 

oriented

3
Self-directed

3  
Directions

GHMBA-2020

GHMVC
Building a  

value-oriented 
dynamic corporate 

culture

GHMPC
Pursuing 

professional 
excellence

GHMMC
Enhancing 

systematic HRD 
management 
competencies

GHMGC
Building global 
competencies

GHMLC
Achieving  

field-oriented 
creative leadership

·   Create a corporate culture pursuing 
basics and principles

·  Change management of corporate culture

·   Reinforce the leadership competencies 
led by team leaders

·   Foster the next-generation core 
competencies

·  Bolstering HRD at overseas subsidiaries

·   Strengthen the development of global 
leaders

GHMVC

GHMLC

GHMGC

Global Hyundai Mobis 
Value Center

Global Hyundai Mobis 
Leadership Center

Global Hyundai Mobis 
Global Center

·   Strengthening self-directed 
learning systems

·   Creating an on-site continued 
learning system

·   Establishing a Global HRD  
management system

· Devising a global HRD infrastructure

GHMMC

GHMPC
Global Hyundai Mobis 
Professional Center

Global Hyundai Mobis 
Management Center
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Fostering Job Experts through Self-directed Learning

IDP

Hyundai Mobis employees make their own training plans and carry out plans to develop their individual competen-
cies, thereby creating a self-directed learning culture. This system is known as the IDP (Individual Development Plan) 
and has been used since 2015. The IDP diagnoses individual competencies at the current stage to come up with a 
development plan for improved competencies. After meeting with the mentor (team leader), the company provides 
support for the individual until his/her career goal is achieved. The program is designed so that the company’s goal 
and the employee’s personal goal are in harmony. We also set up the IDP infrastructure to ensure effective imple-
mentation. In 2016, Hyundai Mobis strengthened the responsibilities of employees in charge of HRD by reflecting 

KPIs (key performance indexes) when evaluating the performance of IDPs (Individual Development Plans).

S-OJT (Structured On-the-job Training)

Structured On-the-job Training (S-OJT) is a self-directed learning course that was created because the existing OJT 
was conducted out of mere formality and was not helpful on site, which is why the new system is based on a teach-
ing plan provided by an experienced employee (tutor). In 2017, a total of 318 employees participated in 55 S-OJT 
programs. Among the S-OJT programs, we selected and rewarded two outstanding S-OJT programs based on goal 
achievement, expertise, satisfaction level and passion. Hyundai Mobis strives to support diverse training programs 
to meet its employees’ learning needs.

Community of Practice (COP)

Hyundai Mobis runs multiple Communities of Practice (COP) that motivate employees to take interest in diverse fields 
and derive ideas for the company’s management practices. COP can be formed with at least three employees. They are 
aimed at creating a self-directed learning culture that encourages self-directed learning on a daily basis and facilitates 
communication through R&D activities. In 2017, a total of 166 COPs were set up where 1,534 employees took part in 
sharing different ideas. The members of COPs thought that the advantages included: creating a self-directed learning 
culture, facilitating human networking through a COP and strengthening the member competencies, and generating 
new growth opportunities. 

Employee

Team leader

Counseling/coaching with the mentor

Team member

Diagnose competency   ▶  Establish IDP   ▶  Competence-building activities   ▶  Evaluate the performance rate of IDP

Spreading culture
Spreading what some employees 
have learned from the training to 
other employees

Webinar
(web seminar & video 
conference training)

Webinar (web seminar & video 
conference training)
Sharing knowledge bilaterally 
through video conferences

Job OJT 
Employees who need job 
learning

Benchmarking
Sharing details after re-
searchers analyze other 
company’s products

Types of S-OJT (Structured On-the-job Training)

Competence-building Activities by Job Duty

Competence-

building types

Classification 2015 2016 2017

Number of
 courses

Number of
 employees

Number of
 courses

Number of
 employees

Number of
 courses

Number of
 employees

Formal 

Learniing

Internal job training 518 25,099 744 44,896 930 44,118

External job training 554 554 699 699 740 740

Informal 

Learniing

Community of Practice (COP) 129 1,141 135 1,500 166 1,534

S-OJT 116 375 104 214 55 318

Mentoring 448 896 468 936 552 1,104

Knowledge (regularly learned contents) 440 72,161 452 18,962 664 26,626
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At the year-end, we held a knowledge conference so that the knowledge learned from COPs and best practices 
can be spread across the enterprise. Hyundai Mobis had three tracks for COPs, including the sharing of learning 
results and knowledge from COPs, selecting best practices from COPs, and spreading business trends across the 
enterprise, allowing knowledge gained from COPs to be shared throughout the company.

Strengthening Leadership Competency

ACE (ACE: Awakening, Communication, Execution) Team Leadership Program

In recognition of the need to change the existing leadership paradigm, Hyundai Mobis reorganized its regular lead-
ership programs mainly for teams to realize practical leadership by developing field-oriented leadership. We de-
cided to support the new learning unit and learning method as we diagnosed and managed the effectiveness of 
training. As a result, we developed field-oriented leadership within a team unit (team leader+team members), while 
also encouraging self-directed learning in real time under the team leader’s supervision. Time-series analysis and 
trend management are conducted for the team leadership diagnosis model.

In 2017, we developed and operated a 100-day strategy program for new team leaders to improve their leader-
ship competencies while taking into consideration their responsibilities and roles at the company, including HR 
assessment, team member development and ethical management. Hyundai Mobis plans to implement continuous 
monitoring and share the results by identifying analysis results in real time and setting up implementation plans 
through performance indicator sharing. Going forward, we will run customized leadership training programs for 

each team led by different team leaders on site. 

Fostering Global Leaders

In order to dispatch outstanding people to overseas subsidiaries around the world, Hyundai Mobis is doing its best 
to develop experts for each region. We upgraded our training courses provided at overseas subsidiaries so that 
staff members dispatched overseas can quickly adapt to the new business environment and easily get used to 
the local language, culture and business environment. We have a pool of local experts including those situated in 
English-speaking regions (the U.S., Europe), Chinese-speaking regions (China) and other regions (Mexico, Brazil), 
enabling employees sent abroad to learn the local language and culture. Through the business skill programs, 
employees can learn communication skills required for working at overseas subsidiaries while also learning the 
language. In order to ensure staff members sent overseas fulfill their basic roles, we provide training on the roles 
and responsibilities of overseas subsidiaries, the region’s safety environment, incidents at overseas subsidiaries, 
and the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). Moreover, we run global leadership competence-building programs 
to nurture their mindsets as global leaders. Besides the employees dispatched overseas, we also provide family 
workshops to help family members adapt to local environments by providing training on different cultures, global 
manners and meeting with family members when returning home.

Performance Evaluation and Compensation

Performance Evaluation

Hyundai Mobis develops talented employees through a suitable human resources system, which evaluates em-
ployee performance in two aspects: individual competencies and performance results. Individual evaluations are 
made based on individual competencies in consideration of team performance as measured by KPIs (key per-
formance indexes). The KPIs reflect management’s annual goals, with the evaluation scheme sharing the same 
approach for all teams. Each performance indicator is classified into quantitative and qualitative indicators to en-
sure objectivity in the evaluation results. There is brief feedback provided whenever a target is not reached. Team 
members are evaluated on their competencies, while team leaders are evaluated for their leadership based on a 
multilayered evaluation criteria list.
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Performance-based Compensations

Performance-based compensations differ for each job position and evaluation, but there is no gender discrimination in 
compensation. Moreover, compensation is incentivized for managers and executives to provide additional motivation. 
Promotions are only made after reviewing employee performance in consideration of HR evaluations, language skills, 
certificates, and completed training. Those with outstanding accomplishments qualify for promotion regardless of their 
seniority.

Collective Bargaining Agreement
Hyundai Mobis faithfully abides by local labor laws and related regulations in all countries it operates in, and respects 
local cultures and social norms in its personnel management practices. Moreover, we guarantee employees the right to 
form unions, representative bodies and collective bargaining entities under all related laws and regulations in Korea and 
overseas, as well as the right for them to carry out union activities. In 2017, 5,057 people, or 52.6% of our total workforce, 
were entitled to collective bargaining. Hyundai Mobis arranges quarterly collective bargaining and labor management 
council meetings, and hosts annual labor-management joint business presentations to strengthen mutual partnerships. 
Also, the company strictly abides by all laws and regulations regarding human rights and labor, and extends generous 
working conditions and fringe benefits under its collective bargaining agreements that go above and beyond legal re-
quirements.

Employee

Individual Performance Evaluation

Classification 2017 Note

Number of 
employee 
evaluated

Number of 
employee 

compensated

Percentage 
(%)

KPI-based evaluation 9,611 9,611 100 No direct compensation, but evaluation linked according to 
KPI

Multi-layered  
evaluation

9,611 480 5 Persons in positions of above executives  
(excluding above managing directors) and team leaders, with 
no direct compensation but partially used when considering  
supplementary position

Compensation linked 
to relative evaluations

9,611 3,831 40 Persons in positions above executives  
(excluding above managing directors) and managers, with 
compensation according to evaluation results.

Number of Annual Negotiations with Union

Classification 2015 2016 2017

Number of collective bargaining held per year 37 48 87

Number of joint labor-management conference held per year 8 8 8

Union Shops

Classification 2015 2016 2017

Number of employees qualified for union membership 5,157 5,336 5,057

Percentage of membership to total workforce (%) 58.3 56.9 52.6

*According to the collective bargaining agreement, employees who are above the managerial level, labor relations staff (including business division), accounting staff (including busi-
ness division), executives and their secretaries and chauffeurs, standby staff for the Korean Workplace Reserve Forces and Civil Defense, employees in the Production Control Tower, 
interns, temporary workers, part-time workers, special position staff, senior researchers and those more senior, guards, communications staff, general affairs staff, legal affairs staff, 
and other employees whom labor and management have agreed to disqualify are disqualified. 

*No.1 of Article 40 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement: outsourcing or contracting of all or part of production, research and/or auto parts businesses require notice be given to the 
union 60 days prior to preparing such plans, with the union needing to compose the joint labor-management committee for deliberation and resolution. 

*No.3 of Article 41 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement: business extensions, mergers, conveyances, and any company-related spin-off and any important items that may have an 
impact on the employment of union members, which requires union notification 90 days prior to the event so that the joint labor-management committee is composed for deliberation 
and resolution.
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Occupational Safety and Health Management

Occupational Safety and Health System

Under the safety-first management policy that aims to make employee health and safety the top priority in all 
business activities, Hyundai Mobis has been implementing diverse policies to enhance employees’ satisfaction 
levels and create a safe working environment.

We set up a Safety & Environment Team to be in charge of company-wide health/safety/ environmental man-
agement activities at domestic and overseas worksites. In order to thoroughly manage safety at all worksites, we 
selected safety & environment staff and established specific and realistic improvement plans to prevent industrial 
accidents. Moreover, we came up with countermeasures to meet the growing public need for sustained social 
responsibility and increased control over safety/environmental risks. Additionally, we set up the Industrial Health 
& Safety Management Committee to deliberate and decide on major issues and policies regarding the company’s 
health and safety management. Hyundai Mobis held the Industrial Health & Safety Management Committee reg-
ularly at each work site to deliberate and discuss on major agendas related to safety environment risks, as well as 
labor-management joint safety checks, improvement activities and health check-ups. 

Occupational Safety and Health Management Activities

In 2013, Hyundai Mobis was the first to obtain OHSAS 18001 (Occupational Health & Safety Assessment Se-
ries) certification and KOSHA 18001 (Korea Occupational Safety & Health Agency) certification for all its domestic 
production lines, and has maintained the certifications by passing follow-up reviews in 2017. Additionally, all of 
our overseas production sites established and operated OHSAS 18001 systems, so that all domestic and over-
seas plants implemented systematic health & safety management policies by stipulating detailed action plans and 
guidelines for application in day-today role fulfillment. The number of worksites that obtained OHSAS 18001 as 
of 2017 is 11 sites.

In order to achieve the goal of a zero-accident workplace by 2025, Hyundai Mobis has implemented various health 
and safety initiatives, while also setting up an autonomous and advanced safety management system by man-
aging performance to reach goals set for each field, evaluating company-wide health & safety KPIs, and offering 
rewards for outstanding performance and zero-accident worksites.

In 2017, we held regular safety and health training for 6,595 employees. Hyundai Mobis’ safety and health policies 
are equally applied to internal suppliers, suppliers with internal access, and external suppliers related to production 
and sales. In addition, we support occupational safety inspections and related technologies to external suppliers. 
In the case of residing suppliers, we share policies through consultative group and review. Through these efforts, 
we made efforts to raise the awareness of safety culture and ensure the right of health of our employees and 
suppliers’ employees.

Creating a Pleasant Working Environment and Improving Employees’ Health

Hyundai Mobis implements diverse programs to create a pleasant working environment and ensure a healthy 
lifestyle for its employees. In order to prevent musculoskeletal system disorders among employees, we conducted 
surveys on harmful factors through an external institution. Based on the survey results, we improved the working 
environment to make it eco-friendly ergonomically, while also providing physical treatment and medicine as a 
preventive measure to all employees, including those found to be affected or at risk. In addition, we requested en-
vironmental testing of work environments be conducted by professional external institutions once or twice a year 
to protect employees from harmful elements that may have negative effects such as the air quality or humidity of 
the workplace, so that we can frequently monitor and improve the working environment. We also provide financial 
support for health check-ups at medical institutions for our employees and their families, while also encouraging 
employees to maintain a healthy life through affiliated sports facilities and hospitals near worksites. In addition, 
we conducted sanitary inspections across the company in collaboration with a restaurant operator twice a year to 
ensure good sanitation and hygiene practices. 
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Employee-Related Data

Employee

Domestic & Overseas Workforce (Unit: persons)

Classification 2015 2016 2017

Domestic 8,672 9,225 9,611

Overseas

China 6,480 7,965 7,385

Americas 4,705 6,024 6,027

Europe 4,068 4,914 5,121

Asia-Pacific/Others 1,291 1,371 1,418

Total 25,216 29,499 29,562

Domestic New Employees & Retirees (Unit: persons)

Classification 2015 2016 2017

New Employees 675 677 444

Involuntary retirement (persons) 109 153 169

Total number of workforce (persons) 59 40 63

*Voluntary retirement: employees who voluntarily retire due to changing jobs or personal reasons 

*Involuntary retirement: employees who retire due to regular retirement, honorary retirement, advice to resign, dismissal, or termination of the employment period

Domestic Wages & Fringe Benefit Expenses (Unit: KRW million)

Classification 2015 2016 2017

Total annual wages 736,729 747,810 753,016

Per-employee average wages 90 86 82

Retirement benefits 63,827 63,117 66,923

Fringe benefit expenses 134,819 144,893 148,259

*Wages and fringe benefit expenses were drawn up individually and taken from the sales and administrative expenses and other accounts from the company’s non-consolidated 
financial statements. 

*New employee wages are higher than the legal minimum rate, with Hyundai Mobis employee wage gaps shown according to job grades and work conditions, not by gender. 

*Hyundai Mobis has adopted a defined benefits type of corporate pension fund for employees. They can choose either a lump-sum payment or retirement pension. The company plans 
on gradually increasing each employee’s share of the pension so that their benefits can grow in the future.

Industrial Safety Index

Classification 2015 2016 2017 Note

Industrial 
accident rate

Number of industrial accident 
occurrence (cases)

1 5 3 Number of victim

Industrial accident rate 0.01 0.05 0.03
Number of occurrence/Number 
of annual average workforce

            
*The above has been calculated based on the industrial accident and loss of domestic employees and domestic plants.



Number of domestic and overseas primary 
suppliers (Unit: companies)

1,693

supply 
CHaiN 
maNagemeNT



Number of companies that signed free-trade 
agreements (Unit: companies)

375

Loan support to suppliers  
(Unit: KRW 100 million)

532.4

Hyundai Mobis signed subcontracting fair-trade agreements that support win-win partnerships and ensure fair trade 

transactions with suppliers on an annual basis. In order to ensure fair trade transactions with subcontractors, we oper-

ate and implement 4 internal management regulations that must be adhered to by our subcontractors, including the 

signing of contracts, registration and operation of suppliers, establishment and operation of the Internal Deliberation 

Committee, and issuance and preservation of documents. In addition, we provide support systems for win-win partner-

ships, including loan support to suppliers, expansion of cash settlements, R&D collaboration and support for training 

programs. Hyundai Mobis made public its Seven Beautiful Pledges and has made concerted efforts to realize win-win 

partnerships with suppliers. 
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Status of Suppliers

Hyundai Mobis implements policies to enhance its suppliers’ risk management practices and improve their 

competitiveness. Among 1,294 primary domestic suppliers that supply the company with products, we desig-

nated 345 companies as sustainable suppliers (key suppliers) that can maintain sustainable partnerships, by 

taking into consideration transaction scale, supply capability of core components, and business connectivity. 

On a monthly basis or when there is a need, we select sustainable suppliers at the council meeting, with council 

members consisting of department heads and above. The selected sustainable suppliers are given incentives 

like preferential opportunities to participate in new projects in the future to maintain their existing partnership 

with Hyundai Mobis. As of 2017, there are a total of 1, 294 primary domestic suppliers, and 27% of them, or 

345 companies, are designated as sustainable suppliers.

Hyundai Mobis preemptively reviews quality risks through evaluations of the Mobis Quality Rating System be-

fore registering new suppliers in the system. In order to determine whether to maintain transactions with ex-

isting suppliers, we have conducted a comprehensive evaluation twice a year on price, quality, supply and credit 

through the Mobis Supplier Evaluation Management (MSEM). Among the evaluation items, we also included 

factors that influence management risks, including ethical management practices, human rights, labor-man-

agement activities, and environmental/safety risks, including environment/safety certification (ISO 14001), 

and management of workplace and harmful substances. 

Win-Win Partnership with Suppliers

Enhancing Supplier Competitiveness

Providing Technical Support and Pursuing Overseas Expansion

Hyundai Mobis has contributed in improving its suppliers’ technological competitiveness through the trans-

fer of testing and evaluation technologies for in-house infrastructure, while also filing for joint patent rights 

through the joint development of original technologies and royalty-free licenses of its domestic patent rights. 

In addition, we support our suppliers’ attendance at international exhibitions to explore new markets and in-

crease sales, including full payment for attending the exhibition including fees for renting and installing exhi-

bition booths and providing consultations for buyers, contributing to increasing orders and expanding global 

operations. In 2017, five SMEs that signed fair-trade agreements with Hyundai Mobis were given a chance to 

attend the Korea Autoparts & Auto-related Industries Show (KOAA Show). Besides these, we set up supplier 

booths and showcased related products, as well as establishing a base for exploring new markets by holding 

consultations with overseas buyers. 

Domestic and Overseas Primary Suppliers

1,322

28

26

278

24

9

13

11

28

1,739

No. of  
companies

1,249

27

29

237

24

3

13

6

-

1,588

No. of  
companies

1,294

27

31

246

26

9

13

12

35

1,693

No. of  
companies

2017

148,040

6,458

5,024

11,034

2,132

146

490

437

972

174,733

Purchase amount

(KRW 100 million)

North America

Europe

China

India

Russia

Brazil

Turkey

Mexico

Classification

Domestic

Overseas

Total

2016

146,858

7,222

4,538

16,799

2,020

95

391

447

615

178,985

Purchase amount

(KRW 100 million)

2015

149,941

9,068

4,084

14,425

2,315

126

544

960

-

181,463

Purchase amount

(KRW 100 million)

*The number of domestic suppliers and trade volume data have been modified because of changes in internal management standard. 
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Signing of Fair Transaction Agreements

Hyundai Mobis signs fair transaction agreements with its suppliers annually to support fair transactions and mutual 

growth. More specifically, we have a list of major details contained within the Fair Transactions in Subcontracting 

Act that the employee in charge must adhere to when trading with suppliers (four guidelines on subcontracts: con-

tract signing management regulations, supplier registration and management regulations, internal review committee 

management regulations and document issuance and management regulations). In 2017, we signed nine rounds of 

agreements for fair transactions with 375 suppliers worth KRW 5.4 trillion. Moreover, we actively encouraged fair 

transaction agreements between primary and secondary suppliers, resulting in 126 primary suppliers and 613 sec-

ondary suppliers signing such agreements.

Passing on Know-how Related to Production and Quality Management

Hyundai Mobis passes on know-how related to production and quality management to its suppliers to strengthen 

their competencies. We have expanded the scope of support provided to strengthen the competencies of not only 

primary suppliers, but also secondary suppliers. In 2017, Hyundai Mobis held benchmarking events for outstanding 

suppliers targeting our secondary suppliers, contributing to strengthening quality and improving management prac-

tices through a ladder of mutual growth among secondary suppliers. Based on Hyundai Motor and Kia Motors’ SQ 

(Supplier Quality) system, Hyundai Mobis shared relevant fair-trade know-how and quality improvements made by 

outstanding suppliers with other suppliers. 99 employees from 68 secondary suppliers visited three secondary sup-

pliers chosen for outstanding quality to take a tour of their production lines and held council meetings to share best 

practices. In addition, we selected and awarded seasonal fruits to 250 outstanding after sales service parts suppliers 

that provided timely supply of parts and contributed to improving customer service over the past year.  

Signing of Fair Transaction Agreements and Support for Win-Win Partnership

9th

2017.1.1 ~ 2017.12.31

375

54,410

Classification

Period

Target (Companies)

Purchase amount (KRW 100 million)

8th

2016.1.1 ∼ 2016.12.31

377

54,413

7th

2015.1.1 ∼ 2015.12.31

454

60,876

Supply Chain Management

*Purchase amount refers to the amount purchased by suppliers that signed fair-trade agreement for the applicable year. 

R&D Partnership Programs

Classification Contents

Sharing of patent rights · Operate a pool to share Hyundai Mobis’ domestic patent rights with suppliers 

- Disclosure of 160 patents and utility model licenses

·  Provide support for suppliers’ technical competitiveness through the free lending of patented  
technologies 

- Provide free lending of 14 patents to 2 suppliers 

CTO forum ·  Share our development direction with 102 large and medium and small suppliers for stronger win-win 
partnerships  

Opening door policy at the 
Shanghai Test Center 

·  Provide support for using our Shanghai Test Center and its test equipment to domestic suppliers who 
entered into overseas markets at low cost

·  Performed a total of 18,321 tests using 127 types of test equipment, including airbag deployment 
apparatus testers, etc.

Filing for joint patent rights ·  Filing for joint patent rights on jointly developed technologies and paying all the required expenses to 
ease supplier liquidity issues

- Support a total of 9 suppliers, 23 cases, with KRW 7.7 million in expenses

Subsidizing patent filing 
expenses

·  Subsidizing supplier applications for patents based on their own technology to help them protect their 
technical innovations

- Support for KRW 23.9 million
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Expanding Financial Aid to Suppliers

Management Support to Suppliers

Hyundai Mobis contributed KRW 86.5 billion in funds exclusively for the financial stability of its primary and 

secondary suppliers, offering payment guarantees for under-banked suppliers to receive low-interest loans. 

As of the end of 2017, 46 suppliers received a total of KRW 56.6 billion in loans under the program. In addition, 

we operate a KRW 16.9 billion program exclusively for secondary suppliers. In a bid to help medium and small 

suppliers with liquidity problems, Hyundai Mobis pays all its bills in cash, while also advising its suppliers to make 

cash settlements among fellow suppliers. 

In order to reduce the burden on its suppliers due to the recent minimum wage increases, Hyundai Mobis has 

created a new KRW 13.8 billion win-win partnership fund to pay small-scale companies in lump sum payments. 

In addition, we also created a KRW 27.7 billion fund to provide low-interest loans exclusively to secondary and 

tertiary suppliers, aiming to realize win-win partnerships through improvements in management. In accordance 

with the market prices of raw materials, we sat down with our suppliers to adjust supply prices through fair-

trade agreements recommended by the Fair Trade Commission. In consideration of the impact that raw mate-

rial issues have on our suppliers’ competitiveness, we raised the prices paid to our suppliers by KRW 65.9 billion 

in 2017. Furthermore, all changes to supply prices are transparently disclosed to every supplier via a separate 

portal site and through the win-win partnership system, so that they are accessible to all suppliers. 

Management Support Program to Suppliers

Classification Units 2015 2016 2017

Loan Support to Sup-
pliers

Loan guarantees KRW 100 
million

518 572 532.4

Suppliers Companies 42 41 61

R&D Collaboration Sharing of the Shanghai Test Center Cases 31,918 24,258 18,321

CTO forums Companies 119 90 102

Sharing of royalty-free intellectual 
property Rights

Cases 160 160 160

Support to Secondary/
Tertiary Suppliers

Supporting MSQ evaluations Companies/
persons

156/156 164/212 141/199

Subcontracting agreements 
between primary and secondary 
suppliers

Companies 733 468 591

Support of Training 
Programs

Supporting training programs Companies 1,905 587 1,239

No. of trainees Persons 2,800 2,657 5,691

Communication with 
Suppliers

Cooperation meetings Companies 167 166 183

Promotion of Fair Trans-
actions with Suppliers

Paying SME suppliers in cash Cash Settlements 
in cash

Settlements 
in cash

Settlements 
in cash

Supporting win-win part-
nerships including
performance sharing and 
others

Rise in paid customer supply & unit 
cost

KRW 100 
million

14,337 12,677 16,600

PMI KRW 100 
million

-　 90 19.6

*PMI (Partner Managed Inventory): Supplier order and delivery technique
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Supplier Communication Programs 

Hyundai Mobis promotes close partnerships with its suppliers by sharing business directions and policies, listening 

to supplier difficulties and strengthening mutual communication. In the first and second half of 2017, we made on-

site visits to 150 suppliers to explain our supplier support programs and receive opinions on supplier difficulties. In 

addition, we held a win-win partnership seminar for about 300 primary and secondary suppliers to strengthen com-

munication. Since 2017, we have established a system to improve responses to complaints lodged by suppliers, which 

guarantees anonymity and strengthens feedback. 

Status of Supplier Communication Programs

Classification Contents Participating Companies 

Regular general meetings of suppliers ·  Hold the win-win partnership council’s performance 
review and share the 2017 plan

·  Hold policy briefing, seminar, etc.

183 companies

Major policy briefing sessions ·  Explain about major policy directions
·  Explain about win-win partnership and FTA

260 companies

Executive meetings of win-win partnership 
council in the first and second half of the 
year

·  Share performance review and progress update
·  Seek the council’s development plans

17 companies

On-site interviews in the first and second 
half of the year

·  Introduce win-win partnership programs
·  Receive complaints

150 companies

Win-win partnership seminar ·  Win-win partnership programs and actual best practices 
·  Explain about supplier support programs and invite 

external lecturers for special lectures

300 companies

Junior Engineering Class for the children 
of supplier executives

·  Make solar car / eco car 
·  Relay game with sports and engineering, etc.

22 companies

CASE . 

CASE . 

● ●

● ●

Win-Win Partnership Seminars for Suppliers

Junior Engineering Class Camp for the Children of 

Supplier Employees 

In order to ensure an accurate understanding of diverse supplier support 

programs , Hyundai Mobis held win-win partnership seminars for about 

300 primary and secondary suppliers. Since 2016, we have shared de-

tails requested by our suppliers at the seminars, including information 

on molding costs in lump sum payments, win-win partnership funds, 

and the  win-win settlement system. In this way, we have continuously 

expanded support programs for our suppliers. In 2017, we received the 

highest grade in the win-win growth index evaluation. 

Hyundai Mobis held a Junior Engineering Class Camp for employees 

from 22 primary and secondary suppliers. Since the first camp held in 

2017, in addition to the  Junior Engineering Class as Hyundai Mobis’ 

representative social contribution activity, we have strengthened our 

partnership with suppliers through diverse programs, including the 

hosting of a Golden Bell Science Quiz Program.

Supply Chain Management
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Status of Agencies

Hyundai Mobis’ after-sales service parts network consists of agencies and dealers and is closely linked to the 

supply of after-sales service parts and improved customer service. As of 2017, we maintain partnerships with 

2,399 agencies and 14,648 dealers domestically and internationally. They are responsible for providing effi-

cient logistics and the prompt supply of parts. There are about 58 million vehicles (as of the end of 2017) built 

by Hyundai Motor and Kia Motors in operation around the world, and 2.7 million separate parts produced by 

Hyundai Mobis are used as after-sales service parts in 244 car models. Since it is difficult to predict when and 

what kind of after-sales service parts will be needed, the company must have the ability to supply them on 

time according to plan. We are establishing win-win partnerships with our suppliers through various support 

programs, including training programs customized for agencies.  

Domestic and Overseas Parts Sales Network

2017

22

4

40

1,894

15

57

2

2

505

14,648

Classification

Korea

Overseas

2016

23

4

41

1,856

15

55

2

1

535

14,241

2015

23

4

42

1,940

15

51

2

1

460

12,929

Parts sales offices

Logistics centers

Service parts sales teams

Agencies

Automotive parts subsidiaries

Parts Distribution Centers(PDC)

Regional Distribution Centers(RDC)

Branches and offices

Agencies

Dealers

Aftermarket Service Parts Supply Process

*  Regions without overseas agencies such as China and India supply parts directly to dealers through automotive parts subsidiaries.

*  Regions without overseas automotive parts subsidiaries such as Africa, Central and South America and parts of Asia-Pacific supply parts directly to 
agencies through logistics centers.

Complete carmaker plants

Hyundai Mobis’ plants

Suppliers

Korea

Overseas

Parts sales 
offices

Agencies Repair shops

Manufacturing 
sites

Automotive 
parts subsid-

iaries
Agencies Dealers

Logistics 
centers

Consumers

(Unit: centers)
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Win-Win Partnerships with Agencies

Support Competence-Building for Agencies

Hyundai Mobis’ after-sales service parts network consists of domestic and overseas agencies and dealers who are im-

portant partners of the company and are closely linked to all areas of the after-sales service parts business including 

sales, marketing and inventory management. Therefore, the enhancement of their competencies will greatly improve 

the value of Hyundai Mobis, which is why we support competency-building for agencies with varied training programs 

as well as other practical programs to assist with their business activities.

For instance, we dispatch our business consultants to agencies where our representatives can help with business re-

structuring. Additionally, our Best Practice Awards motivate higher performance results at these same agencies. We 

share the burden of product defects that occur in the process of warehousing or transporting parts and components. 

At the same time, we support their inventory cost-saving measures and distribution control improvements. This, in 

turn, adds to our competitive edge.

Domestic and Overseas Parts Sales Network

Classification Program purpose and details 2017

Management consulting 
for agencies

Dispatch Hyundai Mobis employees with management consulting qual-
ifications to each agency for four weeks, and analyze the overall manage-
ment problems of the agency, including organizational management, 
sales, marketing, inventory and logistics, to derive improvements

Completed at 27 agencies (a total 
of 326 agencies)

Best practice contests 
for agencies across the 
nation

Share best practices from four outstanding agencies from the previous 
year during invitational seminars held for outstanding agencies to moti-
vate them to voluntarily improve their management practices

Announced and awarded best 
practices of management  
innovation for five agencies

Enhancing the inventory 
of agencies

Support agencies’ inventory cost-saving measures and distribution  
control enhancement programs by sharing the burden of product  
defects that occur in the process of distributing parts and components

Support KRW 1.88 billion

Personnel assistance to 
improve the environ-
ment of agencies

Strengthen the competitiveness of the distribution network by  
supporting part of the personnel expenses for agencies that have applied 
for environmental improvements

Supported 29 agencies  
(a total of 81 agencies) and a 
total of KRW 89 million

Safety tests for agencies As part of the commitment to establish a win-win partnership system for 
agencies, external institutions reviewed risk factors that make agencies 
unsafe and encouraged improvements based on review results to provide 
a stable environment for supplying parts.

Completed inspection of 668 
agencies Supported a total of 
KRW 72 million

Training Support Programs for Agencies (Unit: persons)

Classification Program purpose and details 2015 2016 2017

Business Academy for 
agency CEOs

Strengthening personnel competencies and training change 
management for agency CEOs
→  Special lecture on leadership, inventory/logistics  

management and outstanding agencies

148 150 114

Job training programs 
for agency employees

Job training for strengthening personnel competencies of 
agency employees
→  Component technology information, inventory/logistics 

management, computer program utilization, CS, etc.

342 333 291

Fostering next-genera-
tion managers

Training on management succession of agencies with 
next-generation managers and strengthening their job  
competencies

68 57 82

Training on strengthen-
ing agencies’ competi-
tiveness

Providing training on motivation to improve autonomous 
management for agencies with bad evaluation grades (C,D 
grades), including self-management consulting (analyzing the 
current level of management, identifying improvement tasks) 
and consultations.

- 97 19

Developing Opinion 
Leaders

Hyundai Mobis trains the representatives of outstanding 
agencies as lecturers exclusively for agencies, so that other 
agencies can learn outstanding management know-how 
through training programs.

- - 10

Supply Chain Management



Donation amount of social contribution 
(Unit: 100 million)

144.5

soCial  
CoNTribuTioN

*  Plus incidental expense of KRW 704,944,752



Accumulated number of transparent umbrella 
shared for the prevention of car accidents
(Unit: 10,000 umbrellas)

83.6

No. of hours of Volunteer per person  
(Unit: hours)

1.33

Hyundai Mobis’ social contribution activities are aimed at achieving its CSR and enhancing the company’s values. 

Hyundai Mobis focused on Hyundai Motor Group’s 2016 new social contribution strategy that involved a transforma-

tion from the Four MOVE Campaigns that emphasized mobility to the Six MOVE Campaigns that encourage change 

and advancement in diverse areas. For this reason, we launched DREAM MOVE in 2017 and plan to launch NEXT 

MOVE in 2018. In addition, we will revise and supplement the existing Four MOVE Campaigns to suit our new strategy. 

As part of this effort, we established a volunteer group for employees (HAPPY MOVE), with plans to more than double 

the number of volunteer hours per employee from the current 1.33 hours by 2025.

09
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Increasing Social Contribution Activities and Brand Value

Hyundai Mobis has incorporated brand strategies with its social contribution programs that highlighted the com-

pany’s core focus on improving safety, eco-friendliness and convenience. The Transparent Umbrella Campaigns 

and the Mobility Assistance Programs for Disabled Children are related to enhancing safe mobility, and the Junior 

Engineering Class uses teaching materials that improve the value of driver convenience through eco-friendly and 

advanced technologies. Moreover, we seek to become more eco-friendly by implementing the Meer Forest Program. 

SAFE MOVE_Transparent Umbrella Campaign

In order to reduce the risks of car accidents involving children on rainy days, Hyundai Mobis has been implementing 

the Transparent Umbrella campaign to distribute more than 100,000 transparent umbrellas every year since 2010. 

In 2017, we distributed 836,000 transparent umbrellas to a total of 1,353 schools by 2017. We used strong and light 

fabrics for the transparent umbrellas so that children can carry them easily, using semi-glossy materials so that drivers 

can see them from far away. Meanwhile, Hyundai Mobis is expanding campaigns that include utilization of the Transpar-

ent Umbrella Program, traffic safety training programs for children and UCC contests for these two programs, as well 

as making efforts to spread a culture of traffic safety for children by planning a participatory program with contests.

Method of Distributing Transparent Umbrellas

Applying for Transparent Umbrellas  |  The Transparent Umbrella Program is open to all Korean citizens. Individuals 
can apply with anecdotes about traffic safety for children, with some applicants receiving transparent umbrellas to 
promote children’s safety on the roads.

Traffic Safety Training for Children  |  Traffic safety training is held for students of elementary schools selected for 
participation in the transparent umbrella sharing contest. We also support traffic safety training by traffic safety 
specialists from the Korea Road Traffic Authority.

UCC Contests for Children’s Traffic Safety Training and Transparent Umbrella Program  |  In line with the devel-
opment of user created content, Hyundai Mobis supports the production and sharing of traffic safety videos that 
reflect innovative ideas from the public regarding children’s traffic safety. The winners of the contest are given a 
small cash prize and the opportunity to distribute transparent umbrellas under his/her name.

NEXT MOVE_Junior Engineering Class

Since 2005, Hyundai Mobis has been running a Junior Engineering Class for Children to instill dreams and hope in children 

who will become future scientists and contribute to developing basic science knowledge within local communities. This 

program comprises the following: a regular junior engineering class held in elementary schools close to worksites; a junior 

engineering class for customers that offers learnings experiences at motor shows and other marketing events; and a visiting 

junior engineering class that brings science education to students across the nation by utilizing a dedicated science bus. In 

2017, we held classes at 35 schools with 5,375 students in attendance, with 470 employees participating as lecturers. Going 

forward, Hyundai Mobis plans to widen the scope of its activities so that more children can get access to science education.

The winner of the UCC Contest for Traffic Safety for Children in 2017 was 
Transparent Umbrellas as Our Children’s Keeper 

16

823

24

2,263

11
374

2,289

Progress of Junior Engineering Class in 2017

● No. of beneficiary schools   ● No. of instructors   

● No. of participating students

Regular junior 
engineering class

Visiting junior 
engineering class

Junior engineering 
class with customers
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Expanding Opportunities for Science Education

Hyundai Mobis promotes science education for children across the nation so that they can learn easily. The visiting 

junior engineering class is not only for students of elementary schools near Hyundai Mobis’ worksites, but also for chil-

dren across the nation. We utilized science buses to visit the selected elementary schools and hold science lectures, as 

well as staging participatory science classes using textbooks. Hyundai Mobis worked to provide children from diverse 

backgrounds access to different forms of science education through the visiting junior engineering class. In 2017, we 

conducted the class to children on Jeju Island.

Textbooks

Hyundai Mobis developed textbooks for the junior engineering class in cooperation with Hanyang University’s Youth Science 

& Technology Center and the National Academy of Engineering of Korea. This textbook featured technology developed by 

auto parts companies in a manner suitable for children, including the lane keeping assist system and autonomous emergen-

cy braking, enabling children to take an interest in the principles of automobile safety and science. In line with the develop-

ment of automobile technology, we developed textbooks for hydrogen electric vehicles and utilized them in classes.

Safe Car

Hydrogen electric vehicle

Introduction of Representative TextbooksStatus of Regular Junior Engineering Class in 2017 by Region

Application technology

Autonomous Emergency Braking

Lane Keeping Assistance System

Solar batteries

Name of textbooks

Safe Car

Smart Car

Solar power vehicles

Social Contribution

Seoul

Chungcheong

Jeolla

563

210

437

4

2

6

Gangwon

2382Gyeongin

 1,90712

Gyeongsang

 1,1979

 Number of schools

  Number of students

35schools  4,552studentsTotal

EASY MOVE_Supporting the Mobility of Disabled Children

In order to enhance mobility and increase opportunities of social participation for physically-challenged children, 

Hyundai Mobis has provided mobility aids for disabled children since 2014. Additionally, we support rehabilitation 

treatment expenses and organize family trips for disabled children with employees as volunteers. Moreover, we pub-

lished books featuring children’s stories to raise awareness of the disabled and distribute these books to regional 

children’s centers and disabled welfare centers across the nation.

*  Based on the number of people for regular junior engineering class and 
visiting junior engineering class, which are 5,375 people if we include 
customers who joined junior engineering class.
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Supporting Assistive Devices and Rehabilitation Treatment

Hyundai Mobis has been providing support for the purchase of more than fifty assistive devices for mobility convenience 

every year, including Easy Move’s lightweight baby carriage for disabled children and a multi-purpose posture chair. In ad-

dition, we provided financial support for rehabilitation treatment conducted by medical institutions inclusive of treatments 

not covered by insurance for one year, so that 35 children received benefits in 2017, including speech therapy and music 

therapy. Hyundai Mobis will continue to promote the mobility rights of disabled children by expanding this program. 

Hyundai Mobis’ Family Trip for Disabled Children

Hyundai Mobis provides support for disabled children to go on family trips, who normally find it difficult to travel due to 

mobility issues and negative stereotypes. An employee who volunteers will go along as a helper during each trip to help 

the family create meaningful memories and promote rehabilitation. As a result, 15 employees volunteered to accompany 

13 families composed of 51 people on healing trips to Yongin and Anseong in Gyeonggi-do in 2017. In addition, Hyundai 

Mobis gave aways gifts in the form of hope packages at the end of year to provide disabled children with daily necessities.

Fairytales Published to Raise Awareness of the Disabled

In order to reduce negative stereotypes of the disabled in society, Hyundai Mobis has published fairytales written 

by Jeongwook Ko, who suffers from a level 1 physical disability, since 2014. In 2017, we published a fairytale 

called ‘A Difficult Day to Poop,’ distributed 3,000 copies of the book and held a book report contest for the chil-

dren of employees to improve their awareness of the disabled.

GREEN MOVE_Meer Forest

In order to preserve and restore resources for the development of local communities and future generations, 

Hyundai Mobis has created the Meer Forest, an eco-friendly forest of 1 million ㎡ in Chopyeong-myeon, Jincheon-

gun. We provide diverse forest experience programs, including forest concerts, wetland experiences and eco-

logical classes for families, allowing participation by diverse stakeholders, including local residents, agencies and 

employees. Also, we plan to implement a forest carbon offset program as part of our social contribution activities 

on an area of 8.23ha for forest rejuvenation.

Forest Carbon Offset Program

Hyundai Mobis began to create the Hyundai Mobis Forest as part of its eco-friendly social contribution programs 

that take into consideration the strengthening of regulations on climate change issues, GHG emissions and the 

development of eco-friendly products. Additionally, we are implementing a forest carbon offset program by re-

foresting 8.23ha of land where the forest is located, which is expected to be symbolic domestically and interna-

tionally in connection with offsetting GHG emissions. Currently, 4,819 pine trees have been planted and managed 

at the site, with the annual forest carbon uptake estimated to be 31.1tCO2.

Meer Forest Experience Program

● Rehabilitation treatment (persons)    
●�Assistive devices (persons)  
●  Distributing fairytale books to improve awareness  

about the disabled (books)

~2015 2016 2017

Status of Supporting the Mobility Assistance of  
Disabled Children (accumulated)

7,900

175

30

10,900

249

65

5,100

100
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Local communitiesChildren Global Social Contribution Activities

Brazil 

Canada

U.S.

India

UAE

Slovakia

Czech Republic

Turkey

China 

Russia 

Australia

Social Contribution

Meer Forest Program

Hyundai Mobis’ Bloombloom Concert  |  In order to continuously use the Meer Forest with local residents, Hyundai Mobis held con-
certs under different themes every year at the outdoor concert hall. Through our Bloombloom concert program, we offer acoustic 
music with beautiful mountain and lake in the background that can be enjoyed by families. 

Forest Experience Programs  |  In order to promote the philosophy of creating forests for stakeholders, Hyundai Mobis operates 
diverse environmental experience programs, including wetland experiences for elementary school students, ecological experiences 
for families, and an annual bird fest, allowing participants to understand how nature and people can co-exist together. We also offer a 
free program for regular visitors to walk through the forest with a forest specialist and enjoy the beautiful scenery of the Meer Forest.

DREAM MOVE_ Children Archery Class

There is no unequal starting point in the sport of archery, where victory or defeat is determined based on the diligence and effort 

made while aiming the bow at the target. In order to ensure a better future for our children and foster future archers, we offer a 

high-quality training experience through this program, together with Hyundai Mobis' women’s archery team and retired archers.  

Encouraging Reemployment of Retired Athletes Through Training for Youngsters

Korea ranks as the top archery nation in the world. However, since it’s considered hard to get your foot in the sport in Ko-

rea, only a few get training experience. As a result, the opportunity for the retired athletes to be rehired as trainers to fos-

ter the younger generation is very small, and especially difficult for retired female athletes with a long periods of inactivity 

due to childbirth and childcare. Therefore, we are expanding the availability of archery by increasing the training opportu-

nities for talented young archers so that more retired athletes can get involved. In 2017, we started off with 43 elementary 

students from the Yongin region, and later held pilot projects for 50 people from Munmu School in Tianjin, China. Starting 

from 2018, we will provide such opportunities domestically and internationally for 600 and 100 people, respectively. 

Direction of Global Social Contribution Activities

Hyundai Mobis’ engages in social contribution programs that reflect Hyundai Motor Group’s CSR vision and philosophy at both 

its domestic and overseas subsidiaries. Most of these programs contribute to local communities by implementing both small and 

large contribution activities from an early stage, such as sponsorship through sisterhood ties and scholarships. In 2013, the trans-

parent umbrella program first started off at Jiangsu Hyundai Mobis Automotive Parts Co., Ltd as part of global social contribution 

activities. We reduced the risks of car accidents involving children on rainy days by distributing about 32,000 transparent umbrel-

las to children in Bejing, Tianjin, Jiangsu, Shanghai and Wuxi. Since 2014, we have run a Junior Engineering Class in Jiangsu, China 

to strengthen our ties with local communities and promote science education for children. In 2016, we held a Junior Engineering 

Class for the first time in Europe together with the European Technical Center in Germany. Based on these achievements, we have 

run Junior Engineering Classes in China and Germany. 

Promoting Social Contribution Activities in China

Hyundai Mobis launched a social contribution council within its Chinese subsidiary to effectively engage in social contribu-

tion activities in the region. In order to strengthen its ability to carry out social contribution activities in China and encour-

age business exchanges between employees at the head office and its Chinese subsidiary, a social contribution council is 

held twice a year, once during the first half and once during the second half. In 2017, we temporarily held the Dream Move 

Archery Class for Children, newly launched in Tianjin, China. Through continuous exchanges, we will develop diverse pro-

grams that reflect the characteristics of Chinese subsidiaries and encourage more employee participation. 



Growth rate of greenhouse gas emission  
(Unit: %)

+3.6

eNviroNmeNTal  
maNagemeNT



Growth rate of metal raw materials used 
(Unit: %)

-16.0

Growth rate of energy used  
(Unit: %)

+3.6

Since the COP 21, or the Paris Climate Conference, domestic and international interests in climate change have increased. 

In addition to the Korean government’s emission regulation, other related laws and regulations are being strengthened. 

With the growing interest for climate change, there is a widespread social interest in air pollution problems like fine 

dusts, as well as water resource management. Furthermore, other countries are also pushing for stricter environmental 

regulations. The Chinese government has accelerated its regulations with the newly amended environmental protection 

law. Starting from January 1, 2018, the Chinese government will enforce newly amended environmental protection law 

and water pollution prevention law, thereby further strengthening legal protection to reduce emissions of pollutants. In 

addition, the EU will require the TCFD recommendations to be reflected (2019), while France, the European Bank for Re-

construction and Development (EBRD), the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and S&P are participating also joining in the 

trends of strengthening financial information disclosure for climate change. Hyundai Mobis strives to comply with the 

government’s emission regulations by improving its products and production facilities, including maintaining emissions 

at 400,000 tCO
2
eq by 2025, as well as implementing energy reduction activities to use within 10,000 TJ. We will also 

reduce waste generation to be less than 20,000 tons by 2025.   

10
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Environmental Management System

Hyundai Mobis strives to fulfill its CSR by achieving sustainable growth through environmental protection in pro-

duction and management activities as its top priority. As of December 2017, the head office and technical cen-

ters, as well as 26 domestic and overseas plants and 32 domestic parts worksites, established an environmental 

management system by obtaining ISO 14001 certification. By conducting reexaminations for the certification 

every year, we comprehensively inspect and improve the status of environmental management practices at each 

worksite.

ISO 14001 Certification of Domestic and Overseas Operations (As of the end of 2017)

Classification Eligible operations Certified operations Certification rate (%)

Head office & Plants & Technical centers Domestic 12 12 100

Overseas 15 14 93

Parts sales offices 26 26 100

Total 53 52 98

Input and Utilization of Resources

Metals

The recent trend is to lighten the weight of frames and parts in cars with light but high-strength materials like 

plastic and aluminum. In 2017, Hyundai Mobis used 188,801 tons of metal raw materials, down by 16.0% com-

pared to the previous year.

Plastics and Rubbers

To increase fuel efficiency and the recycling rate of end-of-life vehicles, Hyundai Mobis strives to raise the recov-

ery rate of its products and gradually phase in composite plastics to lighten the weight of its products, and ulti-

mately of automobiles. Since 2010, we have adopted a process that collects and recycles fugitive paint powders 

that scatter during the coating lamp lens process, thereby lowering the loss of solvents and raising efficiency. In 

2017, our petrochemical product use decreased by 33.9 percent in plastics/rubbers (27,439 tons) and decreased 

by 23.8 percent in solvents (3,030 tons).

Energy

In 2017, Hyundai Mobis consumed a total of 7,122 TK (domestic 2,755 TJ, overseas 4,367 TJ) of energy at domes-

tic and overseas worksites. 88.7% of the energy use was derived from the use of electricity. This is an increase of 

2.9% compared to the previous year, caused by the launch of normal operations of a hydrogen fuel cell plant in 

Chungju and test roads in Seosan. As a result, the total energy consumed in Korea showed an increase compared 

to the previous year (13.9%), but went down overseas (2.0%). Meanwhile, Hyundai Mobis completed installation 

of the GMEMS (Global Mobis Energy Management System) at major domestic and overseas worksites in 2017, 

thereby aiming to reduce company-wide energy intensity (TJ/KRW 100 million) and manage energy systematical-

ly at each individual worksite and facility. 
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Water Resources

As most of the company's products are manufactured through an assembly process, Hyundai Mobis’ total use of water 

resources is not particularly high, and all of the plants use industrial water and water services, neither of which have an 

influence on biodiversity or the neighboring environment. In order to raise the reuse/recycling rate, we have continu-

ously invested in improving facilities, including addressing cooling tower overflow and increasing the recovery of steam 

condensing water, so that we used less water than the previous year. In 2017, the use of water rapidly increased due to 

the operation of a new hydrogen fuel cell plant in Chungju and test roads in Seosan, so that we used 811 tons of water, 

up 35.6% from the previous year.

Pollutant Emissions & Control (Output)

GHG Emissions Control

After being designated as a company managed under the Korean GHG & Energy Target Management System in ac-

cordance with the Basic Act on Low Carbon Green Growth in 2014, Hyundai Mobis fulfilled its reduction obligation for 

the first time in 2016. As a result of implementing detailed goals and reduction plans for different worksites that aim 

to reduce emissions by 10.8% compared to the emission quota determined by the government, we emitted 135,998 

tons of GHG and succeeded in reducing our emissions beyond our targets. In recognition of the need to mitigate climate 

change that has become a social issue, Hyundai Mobis has made many efforts to control GHG emissions as part of ful-

filling its CSR. Since the establishment of its in-house MGMS (Hyundai Mobis Greenhouse-gas Management System) in 

2011, we calculate company-wide GHG emissions, analyze statistics and set up a database with regular updates, while 

also participating in the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) to disclose our GHG emissions management performance to 

stakeholders.

Domestic/Overseas Energy Consumption

2017

7,122 

0.020 

2,755 

4,367

Change compared to 2016 (%)

3.6

12.8

13.9

-2.0

Amount of raw materials used

Total of domestic and overseas energy consumption

Consumption intensity

Domestic energy consumption

Overseas energy consumption

2016

6,876 

0.018 

2,419 

4,457 

2015

5,906 

0.016 

2,268 

3,638 

Unit

TJ

TJ/KRW 100 million

TJ

TJ

Domestic Raw Material Use

2017

188,801 

27,439 

3,030

219,270

Change compared to 2016 (%)

-16.0

-33.9

-23.8

Amount of raw materials used

Metals

Plastics / Rubbers

Solvents

Total

2016

224,723 

41,501 

3,974

270,198

2015

305,007 

27,387 

4,328 

336,722

Unit

ton

ton

ton

ton

Domestic Water Resource Use

2017

4.2 

811

Change compared to 2016 (%)

3.6

38.7

Amount of raw materials used

Total volume of water resources used

Consumption intensity

2016

3.0 

598

2015

4.3 

824 

Unit

1,000 tons

tons/KRW 100 million

Environmental Management
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Energy Reduction Activities

In addition, we completed installation of the GMEMS (Global Mobis Energy Management System) at 17 domestic 

sites (14 plants, Mabuk Technical Center, Asan and Ulsan Logistics Centers) and 4 overseas sites, contribut-

ing to reducd energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions through efficient energy management. Since 

2017, we gradually introduced a smart lighting system (automatic light dimmer system that detects a worker’s 

movements), peak electricity management system and power substation rationalization technology at worksites, 

which are expected to help reduce greenhouse emissions and energy use in 2018. 

Status of Waste Generation, Recycling and Reproduction

Hyundai Mobis has made many efforts to manage the entire process of emissions, transport and treatment of 

waste by utilizing an online legal waste treatment system (Allbaro System: the Ministry of Environment’s waste 

management system), as well as raising the waste recycling rate. Under the voluntary agreement on the recovery 

and recycling of plastic wastes signed with the Ministry of Environment in 2012, we have improved our recycling 

of automotive AS parts, including plastic-containing bumpers and moldings, contributing to minimizing the envi-

ronmental impact of manufactured goods. In 2017, a total of 13,419 tons of waste were generated from Hyundai 

Mobis’ domestic operations, with 60.1% percent (8,061 tons) recycled. The remaining amount was incinerated 

(37.1%) or landfilled (2.8%). 

Pollutant Emissions Control

Hyundai Mobis manages and controls its pollutant emissions by means of both pollution prevention facilities and 

regular monitoring, while preparing for accidental leakage of pollutants through continued facility checks and 

improvements. Moreover, in order to reduce the generation of VOCs from the coating/painting process, the main 

cause of global warming and ozone depletion, we increased the use of water-based paints in our painting process 

to reduce air pollutant emissions, while optimizing environmental facilities and replacing old air pollution preven-

tion facilities to minimize our impact on air quality. As for water pollutants, the company treats all wastewater 

from washing automotive parts at wastewater treatment facilities at each plant before discharging it into public 

sewers, or retreats it at public sewage treatment plants. In particular, the wastewater treatment facilities make 

efforts to minimize the impact of water pollutants by applying stricter standards of wastewater treatment that 

remain 50 percent stricter than legal requirements.

Hazardous Substance Management

Hyundai Mobis has established the MCMS (Mobis Chemical Management System) for the systematic management 

of chemical substances to prevent the use of hazardous substances in advance, a system applied to all domestically 

produced car models. Besides fulfilling the obligation to report chemical substances used by country and preventing 

2013~2014

2015~2016

2017

Manufacturing plants, R&D centers, logistics centers 
Improving LED general diffused lighting/task lighting, applying coolant water pump inverters/ 
air-conditioning fan inverters, improving the insulation performance of heaters at the drying 
oven, installing automatic power factor controller (R&D centers)

Manufacturing plants, R&D centers, logistics centers 
Installing LED lights and establishing the automatic nighttime charging system and the global 
integrated energy management system

Manufacturing plants, R&D centers, logistics centers
Upgrading the global energy management system (monitoring → intelligent control system)
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the use of hazardous substances in the R&D stage, we promptly respond to stakeholders’ requests for data. In addition, 

Hyundai Mobis collects information on listed hazardous substances contained within automotive parts, while also conduct-

ing regular monitoring through an international material data system, enabling prompt response to important changes 

made.

Restrictions on the Use of Four Heavy Metals and Ozone Layer Destroyers

The Hyundai Motor Group has in place Global Standards for the Four Heavy Metals to meet the requirements neces-

sary as outlined in global regulations on control of end-of-life vehicles (ELVs). Accordingly, Hyundai Mobis controls its 

use of the four regulated materials (lead, cadmium, hexavalent chromium, and mercury) in all its components and raw 

materials, and is continually striving to develop substitutes for these materials. Additionally, we have signed numerous 

green components/parts supply agreements with suppliers not to use these substances, while supporting their use of 

substitutes that have little or no environmental impact and prohibiting the use of substances that deplete the ozone 

layer at domestic plants and in our partner companies’ manufacturing processes.

Developing Eco-friendly Materials

Hyundai Mobis restricts the use of hazardous substances, and strives to develop substitutes for these substances. As 

part of such efforts, Hyundai Mobis successfully developed a lead-free solder without any lead components to be used 

in electronic devices produced internally. The initial mass production of lead-free solders started from the second half 

of 2014 to verify the credibility of the product, followed by an expansion of the scope of mass production in the second 

half of 2015 and application to the European Union’s end-of-life vehicles starting from 2016. Meanwhile, eco-friendly 

bio plastics that may be installed in cars are made from plant resources, which are made in collaboration with bio and 

chemical technologies. Hyundai Mobis and Hyundai Motor Group are currently conducting joint research to mass pro-

duce biocomposite materials, as well as developing additional technologies to increase mass production.

Environmental Management

*Excluding greenhouse gas emissions of production offices (separate subsidiaries).

Domestic and overseas GHG emissions

2017

351,850

1.0

135,998

215,852

Change compared to 2016 (%)

3.6

12.8

13.7

-1.9

Emissions

Total GHG emissions 

Consumption intensity

Domestic

Overseas

2016

339,701

0.9

119,628

220,073

2015

292,234

0.8

112,350

179,884

Unit

tCO2eq

tCO
2
eq/KRW 100 million

tCO2eq

tCO2eq

Domestic waste emissions volume

2017

13,419

0.07

Change compared to 2016 (%)

-12.2

-10.2

Emissions

Waste emissions volume (designated/general)

Emissions intensity 

2016

15,287

0.08

2015

18,176

0.10

Unit

ton

tons/KRW 100 million

Domestic air pollutant emissions

Domestic water pollutant generation

2017

11.2

0.06

2017

4.9

0.025

Change compared to 2016 (%)

48.1

51.5

Change compared to 2016 (%)

-23.5

-21.8

Emissions

Air pollutant generation by year

Consumption intensity 

Emissions

Total volume of water pollutants

Emissions intensity

2016

7.5

0.04

2016

6.4

0.032

2015

51.9

0.27

2015

11.5

0.060

Unit

ton

kg/KRW 100 million

Unit

ton

tons/KRW 100 million
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Complete carmakers and OEM-part 
suppliers

Korea:  1,294 companies (primary 
suppliers)

CTO Forum: 102 companies

Institutional investors, individual investors, 
domestic and international credit rating 
agencies, and CSR rating agencies for investors

Korean and international media,  
CSR associations, CSR regulators,  
and technology forums

Korea: 9,611
Overseas: 19,951

Korea: 1,894 dealerships
Overseas:  505 agencies, 14,648 dealers, 

car shops, and end users

Administrative organs, constitutional 
institutions, local governments and 
associations

Local governments, social and 
environmental organizations, NGOs

Production and sales policies, shared direction for
product development, joint projects, quality & 
technology capability tests, and market trend 
monitoring

Non-deal roadshows (NDR), disclosures, general 
annual shareholders’ meetings, and CSR evaluations

Regular meetings, executive-level conferences, 
seminars for CEOs of suppliers and for suppliers of 
overseas subsidiaries, and CTOs (Chief Technology 
Officers)

Brand recognition surveys, CSR communication
activities, and industrial-academia R&D alliances

Employee satisfaction surveys, company-wide 
corporate culture assessments, CSR awareness 
surveys, assessments of employee awareness of 
business ethics, and Cyber Auditing

Responses to public policies and institutions, and 
joint projects

Agency policy seminars, council meetings for 
executives, and customer satisfaction surveys

Social outreach partnerships

Complete carmakers/
Competitors

Business partners

Investors

Media/Academia/
CSR agencies

Employees

Customers
(dealers/consumers)

Government/ 
Associations

Local communities

Definition of Stakeholder

In order to coordinate interests and ensure proper communication, Hyundai Mobis classified its major stakehold-

ers into 8 groups, and established and operated channels to collect opinions by group.

Stakeholder Engagement

Hyundai Mobis defines its CSR management as the process of communicating with stakeholders to 

achieve shared value. Therefore, our endeavors are aimed at contributing to the sustainable growth of 

society and the nation as well as achieving high customer satisfaction while protecting the environment. 

Going forward, Hyundai Mobis will achieve performance that satisfies all stakeholders through active 

communication and cooperation with them.

Stakeholder Status, Major Communication Channels and Activities
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Major  
stakeholders

Hyundai Mobis  
CSR Committee

Reflect results from  
CSR Team sustainability 

report and major test 
evaluations

CSR Team
Report to the  

board of directors

Form an issue poolMonitoring and feedback

Regularly Three times 
a year

Report twice 
a year

Gather opinions and 
provide responses

Stakeholder Communication

All departments related to sustainability management at Hyundai Mobis are in continuous communication with 

key stakeholders. The key details of opinions collected are shared at the CSR Committee three times a year 

(May, September and December). The CSR Team in charge of CSR activities reclassifies key information collected 

according to each field and establishes response strategies based on feedback provided in response to stake-

holder demands. Likewise, key details are exclusively managed and reported to the board of directors, as well as 

disclosed publicly through our sustainability report.
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Form an Issue Pool

Hyundai Mobis has run materiality tests every 

year in accordance with the GRI Guidelines, so 

that a pool of 31 issues which impact Hyundai 

Mobis’ sustainable growth are formed in three ar-

eas, including economy, environment and society. 

Analyze Domestic and Overseas Environment

Hyundai Mobis identifies external trends and receives stakehold-

er opinions through media analyses, benchmarking competitors 

within the same industry, evaluation of global standards, sur-

veys of external stakeholders and expert evaluation. After gath-

ering internal management policies and employee opinions, we 

use them as basic data for selecting material issues.  

Materiality Test

STEP 2STEP 1

Investigation and analysis of media reports made on 
Hyundai Mobis between January 2017 to December 2017
-  Analyzed a total of 2,157 media reports from newspapers, 

TV channels, and new media

Analysis of material and management issues of competitors 
and leading companies
-  Analyzed the sustainability reports and annual reports of 

nine companies 

Analysis of representative CSR-related global standard 
reports and evaluation items 
-  GRI Standard, DJSI, SDGs, Kobex, EICC, ISO26000, UNGC

Media analyses

Benchmarking 
competitor within 
the same industry

Evaluation of 
global standards

Business association

Survey of 31 material issues in sustainability 
management conducted on 1,845 employees

Employee 
surveys

Stakeholder concern

・  Analysis of visions and management strategy key words 
for 2017 and 2018

・  Analysis of keywords for CEO management 
implementation direction, including New Year’s speech, 
the foundation commemoration speech, etc.

・  Analysis of company newsletter, media reports and 
their frequencies 

Internal policy 
documents

Business association 

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Economy (8 issues)

 Secure technological competitiveness

 Expand global markets

 Create and distribute economic performance

 Produce parts and strengthen parts supply competency

 Establish sound corporate governance

 Strengthen ethical management and anti-corruption measures

 Respond to domestic and overseas risks

 Enhance brand value and corporate image

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

 Achieve customer satisfaction through quality control

 Improve customer satisfaction

 Strengthen cyber security

 Secure product safety

 Talent hiring 

 Talent development 

 Respect diversity and improve organizational culture 

 Achieve work-life balance and improve welfare 

 Strengthen occupational health and safety 

 Evaluate and compensate performance fairly 

 Establish fair trade order

  Strengthen supplier competencies and 
support their management activities 

 Promote communication with suppliers 

 Enhance supply chain sustainability 

 Implement global social contribution activities 

 Environmental protection efforts of local communities 

 Conduct strategic social contribution activities 

 Win-win partnership with local communities 

Society (18 issues)

Custom-
ers

Employ-
ees

Suppliers

Local 
Communi-

ties

·
·
·
·
·

 Environmental policies and environmental certifications 

 Respond to climate change 

 Manage pollutants and hazardous substances 

 Expand eco-efficiency

 Green product policies

Environment (5 issues)

External Environmental Analysis

Internal Environmental Analysis

Survey of 31 material issues in sustainability 
management for 362 external stakeholders, 
including customers, suppliers, etc. 
-  11 customers, 140 agencies, 15 people from media, 

academia, NGO, 7 people from the government, 1 
shareholder, investor, analyst, 2 people from local 
communities, 6 CSR employees from other companies, 180 
people from suppliers 

Survey of 
external 
stakeholders

Stakeholder concern

Expert 
evaluation

Gather opinions of 5 consultants from institution 
specializing in sustainability management
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Derive Report Areas 

Based on the business associations and stakeholder concerns derived from STEP 2, 

Hyundai Mobis prioritized material issues that need to be managed for sustainable 

growth. In the end, we derived 12 material issues and 7 related reporting issues and we 

disclosed material issues, response strategies and performances through this report by 

mapping 3 material issues and 7 general issues. 

Result of stakeholder survey:  

(Evaluation of the top 5 material issues and impact characteristics)

Evaluation result of the impact characteristics of 
top 5 material issues  (Unit: %)

*  Financial impact: impact directly and indirectly linked with financial performance 

(penalties for infringement of regulations, loss of income due to suspension of plant 

operation, insurance costs, etc.)

*  Operational impact: impact on business activities and processes that create value 

(production, efficiency, safety-related performance, customer defection, etc.) 

*  Strategic impact: impact on the company’s plans or goals (expansion of market share, 

increase of profits/sales, reduction of emissions, etc.) 

*  Reputational impact: impact of loss of trust from stakeholders, including employees, 

regulatory institutions, local communities, customers, etc. (spread of negative publicity in 

the media and via social media, changes in the scores of external evaluations, etc.)

STEP 3

Please evaluate the issues and characteristics that 
need to be managed in priority for Hyundai Mobis’ 
sustainable growth.

Q:

■ Financial   ■ Operational   ■ Strategic   ■ Reputational

Secure technological competitiveness

13
16

68
3

1

Achieve customer satisfaction through quality control

7
27

24
42

2

Respect diversity and improve organizational culture 

3
55

13
29

3

Improve customer satisfaction

6
25

19
50

4

Secure product safety

12
32

28
28

5

Detailed result of materiality test

Selection of Reporting Target

● Material issue   ● Corporate Achievements  

1

5

7

8

9

2

3

6

413

14

17

18

19

12

11

10

16

15

Win-win partnership with local 
communities

Business association

S
ta

ke
h

o
ld

er
 c

o
n

ce
rn

Manage pollutants and 
hazardous substances

Promote communication 
with suppliers

Strengthen ethical management and 
anti-corruption measures

Expand global markets

Strengthen occupational health and safety

Expand eco-efficiency

Respond to climate change

Secure product safety
Green product policies

Secure technological  
competitiveness 

Achieve customer satisfaction 
through quality control 

Improve customer satisfaction 

Conduct strategic social  
contribution activities

Establish fair trade order

Achieve work-life balance 
and improve welfare

Respect diversity and improve 
organizational culture

Talent development

Strengthen supplier competencies

Classification no. Key issue Related reporting issues GRI Topic
Impact 

of issue

Page

Material Issues

1
Secure technological  

competitiveness 
-

Economic  
performance

Finance

2 Green product policies Finance

3
Achieve customer satisfaction 

through quality control (13) Secure product safety

(14) Expand global markets

Customer safety 
and health,  

marketing and 
labeling

Risk

4 Improve customer satisfaction Operation

5
Respect diversity and improve 

organizational culture
-

Diversity and equal 
opportunity, human 
rights assessment

Operation

6
Achieve work-life balance and 

improve welfare
Operation

Corporate 

Achievements

7 Establish fair trade order
(15) Strengthen ethical management 

and anti-corruption measures
Anti-corruption Risk

8 Talent development
(16) Strengthen occupational 

health and safety
Operation

9 Strengthen supplier competencies
(17) Promote communication 

with suppliers
- Risk

10
Conduct strategic social  
contribution activities

(18) Win-win partnership with 
local communities

- Risk

11 Respond to climate change
(19) Manage pollutants and 

hazardous substances
Energy, emission

Operation

12 Expand eco-efficiency Operation

* In addition, establishment of sound governance and response to domestic and overseas risks were selected as reporting issues
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UN Global Compact
Since July 2, 2008, Hyundai Mobis has been a member of the UN Global Compact (UNGC). Initiated by then-UN Secretary-General 

Kofi Anna, the UNGC was designed to encourage businesses around the world to adopt sustainable and socially responsible busi-

ness activities consisting of 10 principles in four business management areas-human rights, labor, environment and anti-corrup-

tion-Hyundai Mobis upholds all 10 UNGC principles in every one of its business activities and has provided information about the 

company’s performance in these areas through this report.

The 10 principles of the UN Global Compact

Classification Description Reporting Pages

Human Rights Principle 1. Businesses should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human rights. 37-38

Principle 2. Businesses should make sure they are not complicit in human rights abuses.

Labor Principle 3. Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining. 

Principle 4. Businesses should uphold the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labor.

Principle 5. Businesses should uphold the effective abolition of child labor.

Principle 6. Businesses should uphold the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation.

Environment Principle 7. Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges. 88-91

Principle 8. Businesses should undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility.

Principle 9. Businesses should encourage the development and diffusion of environment friendly technologies. 23-27

Anti-corruption Principle 10. Businesses should work against corruption in all its forms, including extortion and bribery. 54-57

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

Classification Contents Applicable page 

Goal 1 End poverty in all its forms everywhere 82-85

Goal 2 End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition, and promote sustainable agriculture -

Goal 3 Ensure healthy lives and promote wellbeing for all at all ages 82-85

Goal 4 Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all 82-85

Goal 5 Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls 37

Goal 6 Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all -

Goal 7 Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all 23-27

Goal 8 Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment, and decent work for all 71

Goal 9 Establish infrastructure with restoring force and facilitate inclusive and sustainable industrialization to encourage 
innovation

-

Goal 10 Reduce inequality within and among countries -

Goal 11 Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable 82-85

Goal 12 Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns -

Goal 13 Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts 88-91

Goal 14 Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas, and marine resources for sustainable development 88-91

Goal 15 Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat 
desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss

88-91

Goal 16 Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build 
effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels

54-57

Goal 17 Expand global partnerships to strengthen transportation means and achieve sustainable development 100-101

Sustainable Management Practices
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Major Association and Organization Status

Organization Purpose of joining

Korea Chamber of Commerce and Industry Mandatory requirement by law to join this chamber, issuance of import and export documents, etc.

Korea Employer’s Federation Collaboration to establish labor-management system and discuss on policies, etc.

Korea Auto Industries Coop. Association Collaboration among relevant companies for the advancement of the automotive industry

Fair Competition Federation Exchange of information and opinions among government agencies and member companies for compliance 
on fair trade guidelines

UN Global Compact Korea Network Commitment to abide by the 10 principles of the UN Global Compact

Korea International Trade Association Acquire trade information and propose policies regarding export, tariff, etc.

Korea Economic Research Institute Research on short-term and long-term issues relevant to the development of the Korean economy and the 
country’s companies

Korea Automotive Recyclers Association Promotion of improved environmental protection efforts by the auto industry and recycling of automobiles

Korea Industrial Technology Association Improved technology cooperation network and strengthened technology innovation capacity

Korean Society of Automotive Engineers Advancement of automotive technologies through the active exchange of information concerning relevant 
technologies

Korean Academy of Motor Industry Advancement of the automotive industry through seminars and networking between experts

Donation Amount to Associations and Organizations by Year (Unit: KRW)

Classification 2014 2015 2016 2017

Association and Organization 2,400,475,837 1,639,806,502 1,676,596,173 895,694,007 

Exempt Organizations 15,124,542,660 19,014,332,757 17,244,641,343 14,452,830,897 

Major Payment and Donation Performance (Unit: KRW)

2014 2015 2016 2017

The Federation of 
Korean Industries

1,116,000,000 The Federation of 
Korean Industries

 673,000,000 The Federation of 
Korean Industries

697,000,000 H2KOREA 200,000,000 

Korea Economic 
Research Institute

253,000,000 Korea Economic 
Research Institute

215,000,000 Korea Economic 
Research Institute

213,000,000 Korea Employers 
Federation

98,400,000 

Korea Employers 
Federation

87,890,000 Korea Employers 
Federation

98,400,000 Korea Employers 
Federation

98,400,000 Seoul Chamber 
Of Commerce and 
Industry

76,800,000 

Seoul Chamber 
Of Commerce and 
Industry

76,800,000 Seoul Chamber 
Of Commerce and 
Industry

76,800,000 Seoul Chamber 
Of Commerce and 
Industry

76,800,000 Economic 
Organizations 
Council

56,000,000 

Economic 
Organizations 
Council

43,000,000 Economic 
Organizations 
Council

51,000,000 Korea Auto 
Industries Coop. 
Association

12,000,000 Korea Auto 
Industries Coop. 
Association

12,000,000 

Participating in Sustainability Management Evaluation
Hyundai Mobis participated in a number of socially responsible investment (SRI) review programs in support of looking back on its social, 

environmental, ethical and other CSR performance and financial performance results, including the Dow Jones Sustainability Index 

(DJSI), the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) and KOBEX SM, to name but just a few. Hyundai Mobis then considered the feedback it was 

given and compared its CSR practices with those of domestic and overseas best practices to further enhance stakeholder value.

Sustainable Management Practices
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GHG Assurance Statement

Terms of Engagement 

Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance Ltd. (LRQA) was commissioned by Hyundai MOBIS to provide independent assurance on its Greenhouse 

Gas (GHG) Inventory Report for the calendar year 2017 (the report) against GHG Target Management Scheme for quantification and re-

porting of GHG emissions in Korea using Specification with guidance for verification of greenhouse gas assertions. The report relates to 

direct GHG emissions and energy indirect GHG emissions.

Management Responsibility

LRQA’s responsibility is only to Hyundai MOBIS.  LRQA disclaims any liability or responsibility to others as explained in the end footnote. The 

management of Hyundai MOBIS is responsible for preparing the report and for maintaining effective internal controls over all the data and 

information within the report. Ultimately, the report has been approved by, and remains the responsibility of Hyundai MOBIS.

LRQA’s Approach

LRQA’s assurance engagement has been carried out in accordance with our verification procedure using GHG Target Management 

Scheme in Korea: Specification with guidance for verification of greenhouse gas assertions to reasonable level of assurance.

The following tasks were undertaken as part of the evidence gathering process for this assurance engagement:

ㆍVisiting sites and auditing management system to control the data and records regarding GHG emissions and energy uses

ㆍInterviewing the relevant persons responsible for managing and maintaining data and associated records

ㆍReviewing the historical data and information back to source for the calendar year 2017.

Level of Assurance & Materiality

The opinion expressed in this Assurance Statement has been formed on the basis of a reasonable level of assurance, and at the materiality 

of the professional judgement of the verifier and at the materiality level of 5%.

LRQA’s Opinion

Based on LRQA’s approach, we believe that the report is prepared in accordance with GHG Target Management Scheme for quantification 

and reporting of GHG emissions in Korea and the GHG emissions data in the Table 1 is materially correct. 

Lloyd's Register Group Limited , its affiliates and subsidiaries, including Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance Limited (LRQA), and their respective offi-
cers, employees or agents are, individually and collectively, referred to in this clause as 'Lloyd's Register'. Lloyd's Register assumes no responsibility 
and shall not be liable to any person for any loss, damage or expense caused by reliance on the information or advice in this document or howsoever 
provided, unless that person has signed a contract with the relevant Lloyd's Register entity for the provision of this information or advice and in that 
case any responsibility or liability is exclusively on the terms and conditions set out in that contract.

The Korean version of this Assurance Statement is the only valid version. Lloyd’s Register Group Limited assumes no responsibility for versions 
translated into other languages. 

This Assurance Statement is only valid when published with the report to which it refers. It may only be reproduced in its entirety.

Copyright © Lloyd's Register Quality Assurance Limited, 2018.  A member of the Lloyd’s Register Group.

28 March 2018

SANG-KEUN YOO

On behalf of Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance Ltd.

17th Floor, Singsong Building, 67 Yeouinaru-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, 07327, Korea

GHG emissions reported in the Report

Scope
(as defined within GHG Target Management Scheme in Korea)

2017

Direct GHG Emissions 14,018

Energy Indirect GHG Emissions 121,980

Total GHG Emissions 135,998

※ Data is presented in tonnes of CO2 equivalent.
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Independent Assurance Statement

To the Stakeholders of Hyundai Mobis

The Korea Productivity Center (the “Assurer”) was requested by Hyundai Mobis Co., Ltd. (the “Reporting Organization”) to conduct an 

independent assurance on the information presented in the 2018 Hyundai Mobis Sustainability Report (the “Report”) and hereby provides the 

following assurance statement (the “Assurance Statement”)

Responsibility and Independence

All information and opinions presented in the Report are written by the Reporting Organization. As an independent assurance agency, the 

Assurer is responsible for providing the assurance statement for the contents of the Report. The Assurer was not in any conflict of interest that 

may undermine our independence.

Assurance Standards

The Assurance was performed based on the AA1000AP (2018) assurance standards. The assurer verified the compliance of inclusivity, 

materiality, responsiveness and impact based on the AA1000AP(2018) assurance principle , and confirmed the balance, comparability, accuracy, 

timeliness, clarity, and reliability of the information in the report through interviews and document evidences provided by the Reporting 

Organization.

The Assurance of the Report was conducted as per the methods below:

1.  Verified if the requirements for the Core ‘In accordance’ criteria of the GRI Standards were fulfilled.3. Verified the appropriateness of the material issues 
and contents of the Report.

2. Verified the compliance with the principles of the contents of the Report, and quality based on the GRI Standards.

3. Verified the appropriateness of the material issues and contents of the Report.

4. Verified the basis of core data and information, and the internal process and system through an on-site inspection.

5. Verified the suitability of the contents and any errors in expression through a comparison analysis with other sources.

*  The AA1000AP(2018) presents the four principles(inclusivity, materiality, responsiveness and impact) in the following format: Principle Statement, Key Definitions, 
Discussion, Required Adherence Criteria.

Limitations

1.  The scope and boundaries of the assurance process has been conducted according to the boundaries of the time period, region, and value chain of the 
Report. Therefore, the scope of the assurance process meets 100% coverage of the production of company, and data regarding the supply chain has not 
been included unless specified.

2.  The environmental and social performance was verified through the reliability of the data collection, calculation process and the accuracy of the collected 
baseline data in case of actual measured values, and for the calculated values, verified the rationality of assumptions and calculation processes. Financial 
data was verified through the financial statement and disclosed documents were audited by an auditing agency.

3.  The on-site inspection was performed at Hyundai Mobis’s Seoul Headquarters. The Assurer hereby discloses that if an additional assurance process is 
performed in the future, a different assurance conclusion may result.

Findings & Conclusion

The Assurance of the AA1000AP (2018) on the suitability of the inclusion, importance, responsiveness, and impact is as follows.

Inclusivity: Stakeholder Engagement

The Assurer could verify that the Reporting Organization conducts comprehensive stakeholder engagement as related to sustainability issues. 

The Reporting Organization classified its stakeholders into eight groups – Complete carmakers/ Competitors, employees, suppliers, customers 

(dealers/consumers), investors, the government and associations/media/academia/CSR agencies, local community. The Assurer also verified 

that the Reporting Organization is reflecting stakeholders’ opinions in its management policies by clearly categorizing the communication 

channels and expectations for each group, and by actively communicating with them.

Materiality: Identification and Reporting of Material Issues

The Assurer found that the Reporting Organization successfully identified issues relevant and material to the company and its major 

stakeholders based on a reasonable materiality analysis process. Based on issues in the issue pool managed by the company, the Reporting 

Organization surveyed international standards for sustainable management, such as the GRI Standards, ISO26000, DJSI, the UN SDGs, and 

media analysis, and industry (Auto Parts) analysis. 

The Assurer confirmed that the Reporting Organization then identified and organized 31 sustainability issues. The Reporting Organization 

prioritized 12 material issues (three parts) by analyzing the opinions of internal and external stakeholders. The Reporting Organization also 

made sure that the information included in each page of the report was balanced.

Responsiveness: Organization’s Response to Issues

TThe Assurer found that the Reporting Organization successfully identified issues which may impact stakeholders’ performance, implemented 

measures to address them, and adequately presented relevant information in the Report. Also, the assurer verified that the Reporting 

Organization integrated key drawn issues and reclassified them into “Material Issues” and “Corporate Achievements” parts, and we found that 

it an excellent case to intensively report implementation directions, main activities and outcomes.  

GHG Assurance Statement | Independent Assurance Statement
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Impact: Measuring Sustainability Impact

The Assurer could verify that the Reporting Organization continuously monitored and measured how management activities affect 

business performance and society. We found that the Reporting Organization has considered the positive and negative impacts of 

material issues in our management, and that they are adequately described in the report.

The Assurer confirmed that the Report meets the requirements for the ‘Core Option’ of the GRI Standards. In case of General Disclosures, 

the Assurer confirmed that the Report is written in compliance with the requirements of the GRI Standards. The Assurer reviewed that 

the Topic-specific Disclosures have been determined through a systematic reporting decision process based on materiality test results.

The Assurer confirmed that the Report reliably reflects the sustainability activities and performance of the Reporting Organization. The 

Assurer reviewed the Management Approach (MA) and Topic-specific Disclosures reported by material topics meet the requirement 

AA1000AP.

GRI Topic MA & Topic-specific Disclosures Material Issues

Economic Performance MA - Economic Performance, 201-1, 2 Future Core Technology and Competitiveness

Anti-corruption MA - Anti-corruption, 205-2, 3 Compliance

Energy MA – Energy, 302-1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Environmental Management

Emissions MA – Emissions, 305-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Diversity and Equal Opportunity MA - Diversity and Equal Opportunity, 405-1, 2 Human Rights and Organizational Culture

Human Rights Assessment MA- Human Rights Assessment, 412-1, 2

Customer Health and Safety MA- Customer Health and Safety, 416-1, 2 Customers Satisfaction

Marketing and Labeling MA- Marketing and Labeling, 417-1, 2, 3

Recommendation

The Assurer proposes the following to the Reporting Organization.

ㆍ The Reporting Organization operates a variety of communication channels for communication with stakeholders including surveys. It is 
recommended that you establish a stakeholder engagement system and regularly conduct communication such as stakeholder roundtable and 
focus group interviews.

ㆍ In order to integrate sustainability management into overall management, it is necessary to make and manage sustainability strategies and 
KPIs and to communicate with stakeholders about the implementation of the strategy through the Sustainability Report. Also, if the Reporting 
Organization improve the Hyundai Mobis ESG Database more systematically, it will be possible to manage ESG performance effectively. Also, if the 
Reporting Organization improve the Hyundai Mobis ESG Database more systematically, it will be possible to manage ESG performance effectively.

The Sustainability Management Center of Korea Productivity Center is an assurance agency officially certified by AccountAbility [the organi-

zation that established AA1000, the international standard for stakeholder participation and verification] and is qualified to conduct indepen-

dence assurance engagements. Its Assurance Committee is comprised of competent experts who have in-depth experience in sustainability 

management consulting and assurance and have completed the relevant training.

June 2018

Korea Productivity Center CEO

Noh, Kyoo Sung  

Director

Kim, Dongsoo  
Team leader

Oh, Beomtaek  
Researcher

Park, Kihyang  
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Universal Standards

Classification Disclosure Indicators Page Note

Organizational Profile

102-1 Name of the organization 7

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services 7

102-3 Location of headquarters 114

102-4 Location of operations 8

102-5 Ownership and legal form 46~51

102-6 Markets served 8~9

102-7 Scale of the organization 8~9, 73

102-8 Information on employees and other workers 37~41

102-9 Supply chain 74~81

102-10 Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain 8~9

102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach 60~65

102-12 External initiatives 100~101

102-13 Membership of associations 100~101

Strategy
102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker 4~5

102-15 Key impacts, risks, and opportunities 60~65

Ethics and Integrity
102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior 54~59

102-17 Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics 54~59

Governance 102-18 Governance structure 46~53

Stakeholder 
Engagement

102-40 List of stakeholder groups 96~97

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements 71

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders 96~97

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement 96~97

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised 96~97

Reporting Practice

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements -

102-46 Defining report content and topic Boundaries 98~99

102-47 List of material topics 98~99

102-48 Restatements of information -
Separate description is 
given of the modifications.

102-49 Changes in reporting 98~99

102-50 Reporting period 2

102-51 Date of most recent report 2

102-52 Reporting cycle 2

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report 113

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards 105~107

102-55 GRI content index 105~107
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Reporting Material Issues

Classification Disclosure Indicators Page Note

Management 
Approach

MA 18~19

201-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 112

201-2 The management approach and its components 23

Anti-corruption

MA 54

205-2 Communication and training about anti-corruption policies and procedures 54~59

205-3 Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken 54~59

Energy

MA 90

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization 90~93

302-2 Energy consumption outside of the organization 90~93

302-3 Energy intensity 90~93

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption 90~93

302-5 Reductions in energy requirements of products and services 90~93

Emissions

MA 90

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions 90~93

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions 90~93

305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions 90~93

305-4 GHG emissions intensity 90~93

305-5 Reduction of GHG emissions 90~93

305-6 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances (ODS) 90~93

305-7 Nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur oxides (SOx), and other significant air emissions 90~93

Diversity and Equal 
Opportunity

MA 34~35

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees 39

405-2 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men 39

Human Rights 
Assessment

MA 34~35

412-1 Operations that have been subject to human rights reviews or impact assessments 42

412-2 Employee training on human rights policies or procedures 42

Customer Health and 
Safety

MA 29~30

416-1 Assessment of the health and safety impacts of product and service categories 32~35

416-2
Incidents of non-compliance concerning the health and safety impacts of products 
and services

-

Marketing and 
Labeling

MA 29~30

417-1 Requirements for product and service information and labeling 31~35

417-2
Incidents of non-compliance concerning product and service information and 
labeling

-

417-3 Incidents of non-compliance concerning marketing communications - No violations

Reporting Corporate Achievements Issues

Economic Performance

Classification Disclosure Indicators Page Note

Market Presence
202-1 Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared to local minimum wage 73

202-2 Proportion of senior management hired from the local community 39

Indirect Economic 
Impacts

203-1 Infrastructure investments and services supported 82~87

203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts 99

Procurement 
Practices

204-1 Proportion of spending on local suppliers 76

Anti-competitive 
Behavior

206-1 Legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly practices 54~59
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Environmental Performance

Classification Disclosure Indicators Page Note

Materials

301-1 Materials used by weight or volume 90~93

301-2 Recycled input materials used 90~93

301-3 Reclaimed products and their packaging materials 90~93

Water

303-1 Water withdrawal by source 90~93

303-2 Water sources signi cantly affected by withdrawal of water 90~93

303-3 Water recycled and reused 90~93

Biodiversity

304-1
Operational sites owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas and areas of 
high biodiversity value outside protected areas

90~93

304-2 Significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity 90~93

304-3 Habitats protected or restored 90~93

304-4 IUCN Red List species and national conservation list species with habitats in areas affected by operations 90~93

Effluents and Waste

306-1 Water discharge by quality and destination 90~93

306-2 Waste by type and disposal method 90~93

306-3 Significant spills 90~93

306-4 Transport of hazardous waste 90~93

306-5 Water bodies affected by water discharges and/or runoff 90~93

Environmental 
Compliance

307-1 Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations 90~93

Supplier 
Environmental 
Assessment

308-1 New suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria 74~79

308-2 Negative environmental impacts in the supply chain and actions taken 74~79

Social Performance

Classification Disclosure Indicators Page Note

Employment

401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover 73

401-2 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or part-time employees 73

401-3 Parental leave 41

Labor/Management 
Relations

402-1 Minimum notice periods regarding operational changes 71

"Occupational 
Health and Safety"

403-1 Workers representation in formal joint management–worker health and safety committees 71

403-2
Types of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and 
number of work-related fatalities

72~73

403-3 Workers with high incidence or high risk of diseases related to their occupation 72~73

403-4 Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade unions 72~73

Training and 
Education

404-1 Average hours of training per year per employee 59

404-2 Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance programs 66~68

404-3 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews 66~68

Non-discrimination 406-1 Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken 37~38

Freedom of Association 
and Collective Bargaining

407-1
Operations and suppliers in which the right to freedom of association and collective 
bargaining may be at risk

-

Child Labor 408-1 Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of child labor -

Forced or 
Compulsory Labor

409-1 Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labor -

Security Practices 410-1 Security personnel trained in human rights policies or procedures -

"Rights of Indigenous   
Peoples"

411-1 Incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous peoples -

Local Communities
413-1 Operations with local community engagement, impact assessments, and development programs 82~85

413-2 Operations with significant actual and potential negative impacts on local communities 82~85

Supplier Social 
Assessment 

414-1 New suppliers that were screened using social criteria -

414-2 Negative social impacts in the supply chain and actions taken -

Public Policy 415-1 Political contributions 101

Customer Privacy 418-1 Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of customer privacy and losses of customer data -

Socioeconomic 
Compliance

419-1 Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the social and economic area 54~57
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Environmental Data

INPUT

Classification Region Amount of raw materials used Unit 2015 2016 2017 Change compared to 
2016(%)

Raw 
Materials

Domestic Metals tons 305,007 224,723 188,801 -16.0%

Consumption intensity Tons/KRW 100 million 1.599 1.132 0.972 -14.1%

Domestic Plastics tons 27,387 41,501 27,439 -33.9%

Consumption intensity Tons/KRW 100 million 0.144 0.209 0.141 -32.4%

Domestic Solvents tons 4,328 3,974 3,030 -23.8%

Consumption intensity Tons/KRW 100 million 0.023 0.020 0.016 -22.0%

Energy Total Domestic/overseas energy consumption TJ 5,906 6,876 7,122 3.6%

Consumption intensity TJ/KRW 100 million 0.016 0.018 0.020 12.8%

Domestic energy consumption TJ 2,268 2,419 2,755 13.9%

Overseas energy consumption TJ 3,638 4,457 4,367 -2.0%

Domestic Electricity TJ 2,073 2,210 2,512 13.7%

Overseas Electricity TJ 3,222 3,966 3,805 -4.1%

Domestic Fuels (city gas, propane, other oil) TJ 195 209 243 16.3%

Overseas Fuel TJ 379 451 523 16.0%

Overseas Other(steam) TJ 36 40 39 -3.5%

Water
resources

Domestic Total volume of water resources used 1,000 tons 824 598 811 35.6%

Consumption intensity Tons/KRW 100 million 4.3 3.0 4.2 38.7%

OUTPUT

Classification Region Emissions Unit 2015 2016 2017 Change compared to 
2016(%)

GHG Total GHG emissions tCO
2
eq  292,234  339,701  351,850 3.6%

Consumption intensity tCO
2
eq/KRW 100 

million
0.8 0.9 1.0 12.8%

Domestic GHG emissions tCO
2
eq 112,350 119,628 135,998 13.7%

Overseas GHG emissions tCO
2
eq 179,884 220,073 215,852 -1.9%

Waste &
recycling

Domestic Waste emissions volume (designated/
general)

tons 18,176 15,287 13,419 -12.2%

Consumption intensity Tons/KRW 100 million  0.10  0.08  0.07 -10.2%

Recycled amount tons 9,692 7,925 8,061 1.7%

Recycling rate % 53.3% 51.8% 60.1% 15.9%

Landfill rate % 4.8% 3.1% 2.8% -8.5%

Incineration rate % 41.8% 45.1% 37.1% -17.8%

Air 
pollutants

Domestic Air pollutant generation by year tons 51.9 7.5 11.2 48.1%

Consumption intensity kg/KRW 100 million 0.3 0.0 0.1 51.5%

NOx ppm 3.3 0.0 34.7 New 
detection 

SOx ppm 2.9 0.0 0.0 Undetected

Dusts mg/m³ 3.6 3.0 3.0 0.7%

Water
pollutants

Domestic Total volume of water pollutants tons 11.5 6.4 4.9 -23.5%

Consumption intensity kg/KRW 100 million 0.06 0.03 0.03 -21.8%

Water 
quality
at 
wastewater
treatment
facilities

Domestic BOD ppm 13.7 9.2 7.8 -15.4%

COD ppm 29.1 20.5 24.5 19.5%

TN ppm 10.2 10.6 10.1 -5.0%

SS ppm 5.6 8.2 8.3 1.4%
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Direct GHG emissions(Scope1)

Direct GHG emissions Unit 2014 2015 2016 2017 2017 Goal

Total direct GHG emissions (S1) tCO
2
eq 41,269 30,590 36,133 41,501 41,647

Application scope of data Total emissions volume/ 
consolidated sales 
(KRW 100 million)

11.7% 8.5% 9.4% 11.8% 11.9%

Indirect GHG emissions(Scope 2) 

Indirect GHG emissions Unit 2014 2015 2016 2017 2017 Goal

Total indirect GHG emissions (S2) tCO
2
eq 260,945 261,644 303,568 310,349 311,617

Application scope of data Total emissions volume/ 
consolidated sales(KRW 100 

million)

74.3% 72.6% 79.3% 88.3% 88.7%

Energy consumption

Total energy consumption Unit 2014 2015 2016 2017 2017 Goal

Non-renewable fuel that 
has been purchased and 
consumed (nuclear fuel, coal, 
oil, natural gas, etc.)

MWh 188,046 153,143 190,042 219,445 231,727

Non-renewable power that 
has been purchased

MWh 542,829 554,068 643,368 657,984 694,809

Steam/heating/cooling and 
other energies that have 
been purchased (non-
renewable)

MWh
(MSK: steam)

9,229 9,987 10,821 10,719 11,319

Total non-renewable energy 
consumption

MWh 740,104 717,198 844,231 888,148 937,854

Application scope of data Total non-renewable energy 
consumption/consolidated 

sales(KRW 100 million)

211% 199% 221% 253% 267%

Water consumption

Water consumption Unit 2014 2015 2016 2017 2017 Goal

A.  All water supplied from 
local government (or 
supplied from other water 
supply sources)

1,000 tons 1,099 824 598 811 901

Application scope of data Total fresh water consumption/
domestic sales 

(KRW 100 million)

0.60% 0.43% 0.30% 0.42% 0.46%

Total waste generation Unit 2014 2015 2016 2017 2017 Goal

Total waste generation ton 19,533 18,176 15,287 13,419 14,910

Application scope of data Total waste generation/
domestic sales 

(KRW 100 million)

10.6% 9.5% 7.6% 6.9% 7.7%
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Status of Corporate Governance Activities

Status of BOD Activities

Nth time Date of meeting Agenda contents
Approved 

or not

Outside director

Tae-woon 
Lee 

(attendance 
rate: 100%)

Byung-joo 
Lee 

(attendance 
rate: 80%)

Ji-soo Yu 
(attendance 
rate: 80%)

Woo-il Lee  
(attendance 
rate: 80%)

Seung-ho 
Lee 

(attendance 
rate: 100%)

Yes or no

1st regular 
meeting

Jan. 26, 2017

1. Approval of settlement performance for 2016 & major business plan for 2017 Approved Yes

Absent

Yes Yes Yes

2.  Approval of financial transactions in accordance with terms and conditions of affiliated 
financial companies 

Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes

3. Approval of large-scale internal transactions of products and goods Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes

4. Appointment of compliance manager Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes

5. Approval of compliance support activity plans for 2017 Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes

Report item 
1. Report on result of implementing fair trade compliance program
2. Report on social contribution activity plans for 2017
3. Report on operating status of internal accounting management system for 2016

Reported - - - - -

2nd regular 
meeting

Feb. 17, 2017
1.  Approval of convening the 40th regular general meeting of shareholders & agendas 

presented for consideration 
Approved Yes Yes Absent Yes Yes

1st special 
meeting

Mar. 17, 2017

1.  Approval of concurrent positions of directors (Director Eui-sun Chung: Hyundai Motor, Kia 
Motors, Hyundai Steel/ Director Byung-ju Lee: Hyosung)

Approved Yes -

Absent Absent

Yes

2. Appointment of subcommittee member under the BOD Approved Yes Yes Yes

3. Revision of rules including the BOD regulations, etc. Approved Yes Yes Yes

4.  Approval of financial transactions in accordance with terms and conditions of affiliated 
financial companies

Approved Yes Yes Yes

3rd regular 
meeting

May 2, 2017

1.  Approval of financial transactions in accordance with terms and conditions of affiliated 
financial companies 

Approved Yes Yes Yes

Absent

Yes

2. Approval of large-scale internal transactions of products and goods Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes

3.  Revision of operating regulations for the Corporate Governance & Communication 
Committee 

Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes

4. Approval of participation in capital increase of affiliated companies Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes

Report item 
1. Report on settlement performance for 1Q of 2017

Reported - - - - -

4th regular 
meeting

Jul. 28, 2017

1.  Approval of financial transactions in accordance with terms and conditions of affiliated 
financial companies

Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

2. Approval of large-scale internal transactions of products and goods Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

3.  Approval of concurrent positions of directors (Director Seung-ho Lee: SK Engineering & 
Construction)

Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes -

Report item 
1. Report on settlement performance for the first half of 2017
2. Report on results of implementing fair trade compliance programs

Reported - - - - -

5th regular 
meeting

Oct. 30, 2017

1.  Approval of financial transactions in accordance with terms and conditions of affiliated 
financial companies

Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

2. Approval of transactions with affiliated companies Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Report item 
1. Report on settlement performance for 3Q of 2017

Reported - - - - -

2nd special 
meeting

Dec. 8, 2017

1.  Approval of financial transactions in accordance with terms and conditions of affiliated 
financial companies 

Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

2. Approval of large-scale internal transactions of products and goods Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

3. Approval of transaction limit with the largest shareholders, etc. Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

4. Approval of transaction limit among companies with directors, etc. Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Status of Audit Committee Activities

Number of 
times

Date of 
meeting

Agenda details
Approved 

or not

Outside director

Tae-woon 
Lee 

(attendance 
rate: 100%)

Byung-joo 
Lee 

(attendance 
rate: 80%)

Ji-soo Yu 
(attendance 
rate: 80%)

Woo-il Lee  
(attendance 
rate: 80%)

Seung-ho 
Lee 

(attendance 
rate: 100%)

Yes or no

1st January 26, 2017

1.  Agenda for the approval of the 2016 settlements and the 2017 management plan Approved Yes

Absent

Yes Yes Yes

2.  Agenda for the evaluation of the operation results of the 2016 internal accounting 
management system

Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes

2nd February 17, 2017
Report Item
1. External auditor’s briefing session on the 2017 audit plan

Reported - - - - -

3rd May 2, 2017 
Report Item
1. Report on the 2017 1Q settlements

Reported - - - - -

4th July 28, 2017 
Report Item
1. Report on the 2017 1H settlements

Reported - - - - -

5th October 30, 2017 
Report Item
1. Report on the 2017 3Q settlements

Reported - - - - -
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Status of the Corporate Governance & Communication Committee

Name of 
committee

Date of 
meeting

Agenda contents
Approved 

or not

Outside director

Tae-woon 
Lee 

(attendance 
rate: 100%)

Byung-joo 
Lee 

(attendance 
rate: 83%)

Ji-soo Yu 
(attendance 
rate: 83%)

Woo-il Lee  
(attendance 
rate: 67%)

Seung-ho 
Lee 

(attendance 
rate: 100%)

Yes or no

Corporate 
Government & 
Communication 
Committee (Former 
Ethics Committee)

Jan. 26, 2017

1.  Approval of financial transactions in accordance with terms and conditions of affiliated financial 
companies

Approved Yes

Absent

Yes
Yes

Yes

2. Approval of large-scale internal transactions of products and goods Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes

3. Approval of social contribution activity plans for 2017 Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes

Report item 
1. Report on internal transaction performance for 2016
2. Report on result of implementing fair trade compliance programs
3. Report on result of implementing employees’ code of ethics

Reported - - - - -

Mar. 17, 2017

1. Appointment of Ethics Committee member Approved Yes Yes

Absent Absent

Yes

2.  Approval of financial transactions in accordance with terms and conditions of affiliated financial 
companies

Approved Yes Yes Yes

May 2, 2017

1.  Approval of financial transactions in accordance with terms and conditions of affiliated financial 
companies

Approved Yes Yes Yes

Absent

Yes

2. Approval of large-scale internal transactions of products and goods Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes

3. Appointment of member for protection of shareholders’ rights Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes

4. Approval of participation in capital increase of affiliated companies Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes

Report item
1. Report on performance of social contribution activities 
2. Report on performance of internal transactions for 1Q of 2017

Reported - - - - -

Jul. 28, 2017

1.  Approval of financial transactions in accordance with terms and conditions of affiliated financial 
companies

Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

2. Approval of large-scale internal transactions of products and goods Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Report item
1. Report on performance of social contribution activities 
2. Report on result of implementing fair trade compliance programs 
3. Report on result of implementing employees’ code of ethics 
4. Report on performance of internal transactions for the first half of 2017

Reported - - - - -

Oct. 30, 2017

1.  Approval of financial transactions in accordance with terms and conditions of affiliated financial 
companies

Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

2. Approval of transactions with affiliated companies Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Report item
1. Report on performance of social contribution activities
2. Report on performance of internal transactions for 3Q of 2017

Feb. 8, 2017

1.  Approval of financial transactions in accordance with terms and conditions of affiliated financial 
companies

Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

2. Approval of large-scale internal transactions of products and goods Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

3. Approval of transaction limit with the largest shareholders, etc. Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

4. Approval of transaction limit among companies with directors, etc Approved Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Status of Corporate Governance Activities
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Management Performance

Hyundai Mobis’ ultimate value is not to make sustainable profits, but also share them with its stakeholders. Therefore, we fairly 

distribute our economic value with stakeholders, aiming to achieve corporate values of sharing and cooperation. In 2017, Hyundai 

Mobis has created economic value of KRW 35.21 trillion and shared it with all stakeholders.

Creation and Distribution of Economic Value

Total Value Created

35,210,352
Sales

35,144,580
Other Revenue

65,772

Suppliers

30,406,473

Local communities

16,066

Employees

1,947,035

Creditor

50,084

Government

1,232,973

The company’s reserve amount

1,557,723
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Tax Policy

(1) Tax Strategy

Hyundai Mobis takes the following as its top priority policy: the faithful fulfillment of reporting and paying taxes in accordance with laws 

and regulations, and the fulfillment of key role in social and economic development through contributing in national finance. In addition, we 

analyze the risks of domestic and overseas businesses from diverse perspectives, while also faithfully fulfilling our obligation as taxpayers 

by complying with the laws and regulations of the applicable country.

(2) Tax Organization and Activity

Hyundai Mobis carefully reviews tax risks and established a decision-making system based on it. Besides goods and service transactions 

that are the basis of business activities, we also review and manage risks related to important changes in business systematically, including 

new business implementation and changes in transaction structure. 

(3) Managing Tax Risks

The key to Hyundai Mobis’ management of tax risks is compliance. Also, we maintain transparent relationship with tax authorities and 

provide related evidences of fact relevance at their request. Moreover, as a global company, we recognize different tax laws according to 

each country and prevent tax risks. Among business review items by country, accounting and tax affairs are included, but we do not own 

any subsidiary set up for the purpose of avoiding taxes. We also do not transfer the income of overseas subsidiaries located in a tax haven 

country. Regarding transfer pricing transactions, Hyundai Mobis recognizes the risks of double taxation caused by competition among tax 

authorities. In order to resolve this problem, we make it a rule to conduct transactions within the scope of normal prices.

(4) Tax Payment Information by Country and Contribution to Local Communities 

Hyundai Mobis pays corporate taxes for its business incomes around the world, while also contributing in raising tax revenues through 

payment of additional taxes and withholding taxes. In addition, we greatly contributed in policy activation by country through paying tax 

items according to characteristics of the country where we engage business in (environmental protection tax, social security tax, etc.).
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